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FIELDS, CHARTERED

101 S. Capitol Blvd., 10th Floor
Post Office Box 829
Boise, Idalio 83701
Telephone (208) 345-2000
Facsimile (208) 385-5384
23425.0001
Attorneys for Defendants William G. Van Hom
and Zingiber Investment, LLC

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF GOODING
LYNN J. BABINGTON and KATHY L.
BABINGTON, husband and wife; and
CLIFTON E. JENSEN and SUZANNE K.
JENSEN, husband and wife, collectively doing
business as LYNCLIF FARMS, LLC, an
Idaho limited liability company,

Case No. CV-2008-125
REPLY IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR
RECONSIDERATION

Plaintiffs,
vs.
WILLIAM G. VAN HORN, an individual; and
ZINGIBER INVESTMENT, LLC, a Colorado
limited liability company;
Defendants.

COME NOW Defendants William G. VanHorn and Zingiber Investment, LLC
undersigned counsel of record and pursuant to Idaho
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Rule of Civil Procedure 7(b )(3), and hereby submits this reply memorandum in support of its
September 26, 2008 Motion for Reconsideration.

I.
BACKGROUND
On or about October 2,2008, Plaintiffs (collectively "LynClif') filed their
Memorandum in Opposition to Motion for Reconsideration ("Opposition") contending that
Zingiber's Motion for Reconsideration should be denied for the following reasons:
•

Zingiber's motion is void because Idaho Rule of Civil
Procedure 11{a)(2)(B) permits the reconsideration of interlocutory orders
prior to the entry of final judgment only (as opposed to after the entry of
final judgment as is the case in this instance);

•

Zingiber fails to present any "new facts" bearing upon the correctness of
the interlocutory order "consistent with the Idaho Supreme Court's
holdings in Coeur d'Alene Min. Co. v. First Nat 'I Bank, 118 Idaho 812
(1990)"; and

•

The "ditch rights" protected under Savage Lateral Ditch Water Users
Ass 'n v. Pulley, 125 Idaho 237 (1993) are those of the downstream water

users and not those of the person who relocated the ditch.
Opposition at 1-3. Zingiber responds to each of the foregoing arguments in turn below.
II.

ARGUMENT
A.

Zingiber's September 26, 2008 Motion For Reconsideration Is Proper
As with its October 2, 2008 Motion to Strike, LynClif contends that a final

Procedure 11 (a)(2)(B). Opposition at 2. In fact, LynClifboldly states that the "Idaho Rules of
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Civil Procedure do not allow reconsideration of a final judgment." Id. While Zingiber
acknowledges that there is conflicting legal authority concerning the application and
interpretation of Rule 1 1(a)(2)(B), and the timing of filing such a motion for reconsideration
(pre- as opposed to post-judgment), LynClif's contention that the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure
do not provide for the reconsideration of a final judgment whatsoever is patently incorrect. See,
e.g., Rule 11 (a)(2)(B) (providing for the reconsideration of interlocutory orders up to fourteen

days "after the entry of the final judgment"); Rule 59( a) (providing that the trial court may "open
the judgment" if one has been entered in order to take additional testimony, amend findings of
fact and conclusions oflaw or make new findings and conclusions); Rule 59( e) (providing a
mechanism for altering or amending a judgment); and Rule 60(b) (permitting the trial court to
relieve parties "from a final judgment" for a number of enumerated reasons).
Zingiber contends that Rule 11(a)(2)(B) does govern motions for reconsideration
brought after the entry of final judgment; provided however, that the motion is timely (no later
than 14 days after the entry of final judgment). See I.R.C.P. 11(a)(2)(B). In fact, Coeur d'Alene
Min. Co. v. First Nat 'I Bank, 118 Idaho 812 (1990), a case cited by LynClif itself, provides

exactly that. Coeur d 'Alene Min. Co., 118 Idaho at 822 ("CDA could have brought this exhibit
to the attention of the trial court, even after the judgment was entered" because as the court
noted, Rule 11(a)(2)(B) "states that a motion for reconsideration ... may be made at any time
before the entry of final judgment but not later than fourteen days after the entry ofthe final
judgment.") (emphasis added).l However, should the Court determine that Rule 11 (a)(2)(B)

Coeur d'Alene Min. Co. is but one of many Idaho legal authorities, including the Rule
itself, expressly providing that Rule 11(a)(2) B a ~~li~es~~~!!rl£%91q!!gl~~tL~~~~~~~L,~"~,,,=,/~,,",C""'~"
o
grnent.
discussion of these
authorities, as well as those in conflict (cited by LynClif) is found in Section II.A. of Zingiber' s
October 14,2008, Response in Opposition to Plaintiffs' Motion to Strike and Motion for
1
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does not govern Zingiber's pending Motion for Reconsideration, then the Court is to consider
and treat the motion as a timely Rule 59(e) Motion to Alter or Amend the Judgment. 2
Consequently, and regardless of what Rule the Court proceeds under, Zingiber's Motion to
Reconsider is both proper and timely, and it cannot be denied on this basis as LynClif
erroneously asserts.
Regarding LynCIif's erroneous assertion that Zingiber's Motion for
Reconsideration is somehow void, or otherwise inappropriate, Zingiber is compelled to address
LynClif's contention that "it is especially paradoxical that Van Hom has asked the court to
reconsider its judgment when Van Hom's own counsel explicitly stated that he had 'no
objections to the form or content [of the judgment].'" Opposition at 2. For LynClifto attempt to
transmute the context of counsel's September 15,2008 e-mail, thereby extending it to apply the
Court's decision on Count One, is shameless.
First, counsel's September 15,2008 e-mail was sent to graciously accept the
apologies of opposing counsel's assistant for opposing counsel's failure to forward the proposed
judgment for review, and to let her know that mistakes can and do happen despite our best efforts
otherwise. Second, taking issue with the form and content of a proposed judgment, and taking
issue with the underlying decision and legal analysis ofthe Court are two entirely different
things. While Zingiber clearly disagrees with the Court's decision on Count One of LynClif's
Complaint for Declaratory Relief, it did not disagree with the form and content of the proposed

Sanctions ("Response"). For purposes of economy, and because LynClifraises these arguments
again in its Opposition, Zingiber hereby refers to, and incorporates by reference herein, the
discussion and arguments contained within Section ILA. of its Response.
See Zingiber's October 14, 2008 Response; see also
"ber's Oc
n or Reconsideration to Rule 59(e) Motion
to Alter or Amend; and Notice of Withdrawal of Affidavit Citations.
2
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judgment because the proposed judgment in and of itself tracked with the Court's decision, and
did not contain any superfluous or self-serving statements. Zingiber's "agreement" with the
fonn and content of the judgment was in no way a concession regarding the Court's underlying
legal analysis. Moreover, LynClif's contention suggests that it would somehow be procedurally
proper for Zingiber to seek reconsideration of the Court's decision through simple
correspondence objecting to the fonn and content of the then proposed judgment. The Idaho
Rules of Civil Procedure do not provide for such a course of action.

B.

LynClif Erroneously Ascribes The Rule 60(b)(2) Standard To Define "New
Facts" Under Rule U(a)(2)(B)
LynClif contends that the affidavits (or the supplemental affidavits) ofWilliarn G.

Van Hom, Nonn Young, Kitty Martin, Brad J anoush, and Kent Collins are inappropriate in that
they do not contain any "new facts," or at least facts that have not been at Zingiber's disposal all
along, in derogation with the Idaho Supreme Court's opinion in Coeur d'Alene Min. Co. v. First
Nat 'I Bank, 118 Idaho 812 (1990). Opposition at 2. First, neither rule 11 (a)(2)(B), nor the Idaho

case law interpreting and applying the rule (including Coeur d'Alene Min. Co.) require that any
"new facts" submitted for consideration be newly discovered evidence not previously available
to Zingiber as would be the case with a Rule 60(b )-based motion for reconsideration. Second,
many of the facts presented in the affidavits are "new" in that they were developed after, and in
response to, the Court's August 12,2008 Order on Cross Motions for Summary Judgment; were
calculated and developed in relation to the Court's then newly created Rule 56(c) summary
judgment proceedings in case number CV-2008-57; and are based upon field observations and
data collection on and around the Zingiber property on September 9 and September 12,2008.
With respect to the standards governing a Rule 11 (a)(2)(B) motion for
reconsideration, the Rule encourages, but does not require, the presentation of new or additional
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facts by the moving party. See, e.g., Barmore v. Perrone, 145 Idaho 340 (2008), quoting Coeur

d 'Alene Mining Co. v. First National Bank ofNorth Idaho, 118 Idaho 812 (1990); see also,
Johnson v. Lambros, 143 Idaho 468, 472-73 (Ct. App. 2006). Neither the Rule, nor these
pertinent legal authorities define or require that "new facts" must be newly discovered evidence
which by due diligence could not be previously discovered. See, e.g., I.R.C.P. 59(a) and 60(b).
Instead, Rule 11(a)(2)(B) provides the moving party the opportunity to present new or additional
facts for submission with a corresponding motion for reconsideration. See, Coeur d 'Alene Min.

Co., 118 Idaho at 823; quoting, JI Case Co. v. McDonald, 76 Idaho 223 (1955) ("A rehearing or
reconsideration in the trial court usually involves new or additional facts, and a more
comprehensive presentation of both law and fact. Indeed, the chiefvirtue of a reconsideration

is to obtain a full and complete presentation of all available facts, so that the truth may be
ascertained, andjustice done, as nearly as may be.") (emphasis added). Judicial proceedings in
this state are to be decided on the merits so that justice may done. See, e.g., JI Case Co., supra;

see also, LR.C.P. 1(a) ("These rules shall be liberally construed to secure the just, speedy, and
inexpensive determination of every action and proceeding."), and Gerstner v. Washington Water
& Power Co., 122 Idaho 673, 675 (1992) ("The keystone of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure

is liberality which favors a final decision predicated upon the merits ... "). Rule 11(a)(2)(B), and
the case law interpreting the Rule, fully recognize these fundamental principles by encouraging
the presentation of both new or additional facts in conjunction with a motion for
reconsideration.
The affidavits that Zingiber filed in conjunction with both its September 26, 2008,
Motion for Reconsideration and its likewise dated Application for Preliminary Injunction and
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that is not only condoned, but that is encouraged by the Rule and applicable precedent. Thus,
LynClifs lament over Zingiber's "free-wheeling interpretation of the law and rules" pertaining
to motions for reconsideration not only rings hollow, but is a product of its own careless creation.

C.

Ditch Rights Are Not Location Dependent, And Zingiber Is A Downstream
Ditch Right Holder
LynClif attempts to argue that the "ditch rights" discussed in Savage Lateral

Ditch Water Users Ass 'n v. Pulley, 125 Idaho 237 (1993) are in no way helpful to Zingiber in

this action because the ditch rights protected by Savage are those of the "dominant downstream
water users" and "certainly not the 'ditch rights' ofthe person who caused the ditch to be
relocated." Opposition at 2. Consequently, LynClif contends that "Van Hom's attempts to
bootstrap himself as a beneficiary of the Savage case are devoid of merit." Id. LynClifs
arguments are inherently flawed for the following reasons.
First, without expressly saying so, LynClif suggests that "ditch rights," and the
protection thereof, are somehow location dependent. LynClif likely argues this concept to
support and mirror the Court's prior dominant and servient estate analysis contained within its
August 12,2008 Order on Cross Motions for Summary Judgment. However, LynClifs
argument finds no support in Savage Lateral Ditch Water Users Ass 'n, or any other ditch rightrelated citation contained therein. Second, LynClifs argument fails to recognize that Zingiber is
a downstream Padgett Ditch water user co-owner in relation to where LynClifproposes to
commence its pipeline. Therefore, Zingiber's ditch rights are very much subject to protection
under LynClifs erroneous upstream/downstream, servient estate/dominant estate distinction.
With respect to "ditch rights" in and of themselves, nothing contained within the
Savage court's discussion of the concept ever states, let alone suggests, that ditch rights are

somehow location dependent. Instead, the court simply confirms that "in this state a ditch right
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for the conveyance of water is recognized as a property right apart from and independent of the
right to the use of the water conveyed therein." Savage Lateral Ditch Water Users Ass 'n, 125
Idaho at 242, quoting, Simonson v. Moon, 72 Idaho 39 (1951). The court continued to explain
the distinction between ditch rights and an individual's water rights as follows: "Ditch rights are
detennined by the flow of water historically conveyed through the ditch and not necessarily by
the amount of water to which its users are entitled under the water laws of this state." Id. The
court further explained that though an individual's ditch rights are necessarily intertwined with
an individual's water rights, the rights are, nonetheless, separate and independent from one
another. !d. at 243 ("It is undeniable that water and ditch rights are tied together in that the ditch
carries the water. But they are not the same."). The court's discussion ofthe concept never once
involves an analysis oflocation. Instead, ditch rights are ditch rights regardless oflocation, and
they are real property rights separate and apart from one's own water rights. See, e.g., Ada
County Farmers' Irr. Co. v. Farmers' Canal Co., 5 Idaho 793, 51 P. 990, 992 (1898); Randall
Canal Co. v. Randall, 56 Idaho 99, 50 P.2d 593,594 (1935); Morgan v. Udy, 58 Idaho 670, 79

P.2d 295, 298 (1938); Simonson v. Moon, 72 Idaho 39, 47 (1951); and Savage Lateral Ditch
Water Users Ass 'n v. Pulley, 125 Idaho 237, 242-43 (1993). Moreover, ditch rights are separate

real property rights that cannot be taken without just compensation. Randall Canal Co., 50 P.2d
at 594.
Assuming arguendo that LynClifis correct (which it is not) that ditch rights
subject to protection are location dependent, then Zingiber's Padgett Ditch rights are still subject
to protection because Zingiber's property is located, and its use of Padgett Ditch occurs,
downstream of where LynClifintends to commence its pipeline. As the Court is well aware,
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underneath and then daylights again on the north side of Justice Grade. This location is
immediately upstream of where the ditch enters the Zingiber property. As the Court has already
aptly noted, LynClif's proposed pipeline will "dramatically reduce the water flow in the portion
ofthe ditch running across the Zingiber property because LynClif's water right comprises
approximately 97% of the available water in the ditch." See Order on Defendant's Motion to
Dismiss, dated July 24,2008 (CV-2008-57) at 2. Equally noteworthy is the Court's realization
that the proposed pipeline, and its corresponding reduction in Padgett Ditch flows downstream
and across the Zingiber property, will force a "necessary change in [Zingiber's] method of
irrigation." Id. at 5. This reduction in flows will obliterate Padgett Ditch as it has been known
and used for nearly 130 years. It will render the ditch useless to Zingiber, thereby obliterating
Zingiber's ditch rights in Padgett Ditch. Moreover, LynClif's obliteration of Padgett Ditch and
its flows will be performed in the absence of any payment of just compensation to Zingiber (an
equally vested water user co-owner of Padgett Ditch) and under a statute (Idaho Code 42-1207)
that in no way affords a right of eminent domain, let alone a private right of eminent domain.
Zingiber's ditch rights are the very ditch rights that require protection as contemplated under
Idaho Code Section 42-1207, and Savage Lateral Ditch Water Users Ass In and the authority
cited therein. LynClif's fanciful arguments find no support in applicable precedent.

D.

In Summary
Like LynClif's other recent filings, its Opposition is long on form and

exceedingly short on substance-so much so that the Opposition contains only one substantive
argument in an attempt to rebut those contained within Zingiber's Motion for Reconsideration.
Based upon the contents of the Opposition, LynClif's silence concedes the following facts and
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•

LynClifs proposed pipeline will commence immediately upstream of the
Zingiber property;

•

LynClifs pipeline will reduce existing Padgett Ditch flows by
approximately 97%;

•

LynClifs pipeline will require Zingiber to abandon its current irrigation
infrastructure (i.e., force a change in Zingiber's existing method of
irrigation);

•

Zingiber's water will be unavailable to it, and unusable, unless and until:
(1) LynClifprovides Zingiber with Zingiber property-specific water
delivery infrastructure in light of the fact that such infrastructure does not
presently exist because no such infrastructure has been necessary
historically; and (2) Zingiber reconfigures and installs an entirely new
irrigation system designed to cope with the change in ditch conditions
created by LynClifs pipeline;

•

Padgett Ditch as it has been historically known and used on the Zingiber
property for nearly the past 130 years will cease to exist;

•

The Court's interpretation ofIdaho Code Section 42-1207 runs contrary to
the fundamental principles of Idaho water law which reinforces the
protection of water users from harm or injury caused by the actions of
others, and impermissibly reads and interprets the statute in a vacuum;

•

That Zingiber's "Martin Ditch" dominant/servient estate example
illustrates the flaws currently underpinning the Court's present decision
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•

That legally cognizable hann or injury in this matter extends beyond the
interference with the mere elements of a water right, but also encompasses
interference with one's ability to use his water rights;

•

That "ditch rights" exist separate and apart from an individual's own water
rights; and that ditch rights encompass historic ditch flows in excess of an
individual water user's water rights for purposes of the conveyance and
the exercise of one's irrigation and stockwater rights; and

•

That the existing irrigation easement and right-of-way for Padgett Ditch
across the Zingiber property is defined by the location of the surface ditch
as it presently exists, and that there is a disputed genuine issue of material
fact regarding the Court's stated "original location" of the ditch and its
underlying irrigation easement and right-of-way prohibiting the grant of
summary judgment on that issue.
III.
CONCLUSION

Zingiber believes that the Court did not intend the consequences that will arise if
LynClifpipes the portion of Padgett Ditch traversing the Zingiber property. Ifit did, the Court's
decision contravenes basic and fundamental principles ofIdaho water law that protect both a
water user's own water rights and the ditch rights used to convey the water resulting from
exercise of those water rights. Idaho Code Section 42-1207 does not pennit one water user coowner of a ditch to run roughshod over the established rights of another user any more than it
confers a private right of eminent domain. The simple fact of the matter is that LynClifs
proposed pipeline will impennissibly interfere with Zingiber's use of its existing irrigation and
stockwater rights and will obliterate its separate and distinct ditch rights. Applicable legal
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precedent does not support such a result. Therefore, Zingiber respectfully renews its request that
the Court reconsider its August 12, 2008 decision with respect to Count One of LynClif's
Complaint for Declaratory Relief for the reasons and arguments contained herein, as well as
those contained within its underlying Motion for Reconsideration dated September 26,2008.
DATED this \ <cJb... day of October, 2008.
MOFFATT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK &
FIELDS, CHARTERED

~~L

By
An ewJ. Waldera-OftheFlrm
Attorneys for Defendants William G.
VanHorn and Zingiber Investment, LLC

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this \ ~+\-, day of October, 2008, I caused a true
and correct copy ofthe foregoing REPLY IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION to
be served by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following:
Gary D. Slette
ROBERTSON & SLETTE, PLLC
P.O. Box 1906
Twin Falls, ID 83303-1906
Fax: (208) 933-0701

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
~vernight Mail
( ) Facsimile
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101 S. Capitol Blvd., 10th Floor
Post Office Box 829
Boise, Idaho 83701
Telephone (208) 345-2000
Facsimile (208) 385-5384
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Attorneys for Defendants William G. Van Hom
and Zingiber Investment, LLC

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF GOODING

LYNN J. BABINGTON and KATHY L.
BABINGTON, husband and wife; and
CLIFTON E. JENSEN and SUZANNE K.
JENSEN, husband and wife, collectively doing
business as LYNCLIF FARMS, LLC, an
Idaho limited liability company,

Case No. CV-2008-125
REPLY IN SUPPORT OF APPLICATION FOR
PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION AND MOTION
FOR STAY OF EXECUTION; RESPONSE TO
REQUEST FOR SANCTIONS

Plaintiffs,
vs.
WILLIAM G. VAN HORN, an individual; and
ZINGIBER INVESTMENT, LLC, a Colorado
limited liability company;
Defendants.
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William G. Van Horn and Zingiber Investment, LLC (collectively, "Zingiber"),
through undersigned counsel of record, hereby file-this Reply in Support of Application for
Preliminary Injunction and Motion for Stay of Execution and Response to Request for Sanctions.
It is supported by the Affidavit of Dylan B. Lawrence, filed contemporaneously herewith (the

"Lawrence Affidavit").
I.

INTRODUCTION

On September 26,2008, Zingiber filed its Rule 11(a)(2)(B) Motion for
Reconsideration of this Court's final Judgment of September 12,2008. 1 In conjunction with that
Motion for Reconsideration, Zingiber also filed an Application for Preliminary Injunction and
Motion for Stay of Execution, as well as a Memorandum in Support of that application and
motion (hereinafter, the "Memorandum").
The plaintiffs in this matter (collectively, "LynClif') have now filed their
Objection to Application for Preliminary Injunction & Motion for Stay of Execution and
Plaintiffs' Memorandum in Support of Objection (hereinafter, the "Objection"). Presumably,
this Objection is intended to serve as a response brief pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil
Procedure 7(b)(3)(E).
Regardless, in its Objection, LynCliftakes the position that this Court wholly
lacks authority to prevent unnecessary waste and injury during its consideration of Zingiber's
Motion for Reconsideration or Motion to Alter or Amend. This result could not have been
intended and necessarily follows only from a hyper-technical reading of the applicable rules that
is not appropriate in the context of a declaratory judgment action. Furthermore, LynClif makes
Zingiber subsequently filed a request to convert that Motion for Reconsideration into a
Motion to Alter or Amend.
1
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an unsupported and procedurally deficient "request" for sanctions that should be denied for the
reasons described below.

II.
A.

LEGAL ARGUMENT

A Preliminary Injunction Under Rule 65(e)(2) Is Appropriate
LynClifmakes a number of arguments against the granting of a preliminary

injunction while this Court considers Zingiber's Motion for Reconsideration or Motion to Alter
or Amend. As Zingiber will explain, none of those arguments are persuasive.
LynClif's primary argument against the granting of an injunction is to note that
Rule 65(e)(2) only applies "during the litigation." (Objection, p. 2.) According to LynClif, the
litigation in this case has concluded and, therefore, an injunction under Rule 65( e)(2) is no longer
available. (Id)
This argument is easily refuted. This litigation is still ongoing while this Court
considers Zingiber's Motion. LynClif emphasizes the fact that this Court has already entered a
final judgment. (Id) Critically, however, Rule 65(e)(2) does not state that a preliminary
injunction may only be granted up until the time that a final judgment is entered. Instead, it uses
the much broader and more general language that a preliminary injunction may be granted
"during the litigation." This phrase can certainly be construed to allow an injunction to be
granted while the Court considers a post-judgment motion. In short, it is still "litigation."
By analogy, the cases which address the effect of post-judgment motions on the
deadline for filing a notice of appeal support this conclusion. For example, the Idaho Supreme
Court has stated that a motion to alter or amend a judgment "destroys" the finality of the
judgment for the purposes of filing an appeal. See First Sec. Bank v. Neibaur, 98 Idaho 598,

See also Ade v.

126 Idaho 11
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815 (Ct. App. 1994) ("[aJ Rule 59 motion to amend the judgment or a Rule II(a)(2)(B) motion
for reconsideration, if timely made, would toll the time to file a notice of appeal").
Clearly, if and when Zingiber files a Notice of Appeal in this matter, the extent to
which LynClif may pipe Padgett Ditch is established by reference to the rules governing a stay
pending an appeal. See I.A.R. 13. However, that has not yet occurred. Under LynClifs
interpretation of the civil procedure rules, this Court would be totally devoid of the authority to
prevent injury and waste while post-judgment motions are being considered. 2 Zingiber submits
that this is a perverse result that could not have been intended by the drafters of those rules.
LynClif also notes that-as Zingiber recognized in its Application for Preliminary
Injunction-Zingiber is technically not the "plaintiff' in this action. Again, Zingiber believes
that reliance upon that technicality to divest this Court of the ability to prevent waste and injury
would be inappropriate in the context of this declaratory judgment action. It is LynClifthat
seeks to pipe a ditch across the real property of Zingiber-not the other way around. Thus, it is
Zingiber that needs the protection of an injunction-not LynClif.
The only reason LynClif is the "plaintiff' in this action is because it filed the
declaratory judgment action first. As Zingiber pointed out in its Application, Zingiber could just
as easily have filed a declaratory judgment action seeking a declaration that LynClif lacks
authority to pipe Padgett Ditch, in which case Zingiber would be the "plaintiff." Having the
availability of a preliminary injunction turn on such a technicality is arbitrary and lacks any

And, the risk of such injury and waste is real. Plaintiffs have already attempted to
initiate surveying work on Zingiber's property in preparation for the piping of Padgett Ditch.
(See Lawrence
Ex.
2
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rational or practical justification given the potential for unnecessary waste and injury-the two
things that an injunction under Rule 65(e)(2) is supposed to prevent.
LynClif next argues that it will be injured by an injunction because the Farm
Service Agency has approved a grant that will expire if the construction work is not completed
60 days from the issuance of the grant approval letter of September 22, 2008 (i. e., by
November 21, 2008). (See Objection, p. 2; Aff. of Clifton E. Jensen). Zingiber agrees that it is
appropriate for this Court to weigh the potential injuries of the parties in its decision on whether
to issue an injunction. See generally Farm Serv., Inc. v. Us. Steel Corp., 90 Idaho 570, 587, 414
P.2d 898, 907 (1966). However, Zingiber believes that the potential respective irUuries weigh in
favor of granting an injunction.
As an initial matter, it is important to note that the FSA's "Emergency
Conservation Program" handbook indicates that an extension of up to 60 days is available. (See
Lawrence Aff., '3, Ex. A). In addition, the potential injury at issue for Zingiber is the piping of
a ditch through Zingiber's own real property. As the affidavits filed in support of Zingiber' s
Memorandum establish, this would not only injure Zingiber's real property rights, but it would
also render its irrigation and stockwatering systems unusable, would require the installation of a
new irrigation system likely to cost approximately $65,000 and that would require additional
ongoing electricity expenses, would result in a substantial loss in value of the property, would
destroy wildlife habitat, would result in the waste of approximately $70,000 that Zingiber spent
to relocate and reconfigure the ditch, and would substantially interfere with Zingiber's use and
enjoyment of its property. (See generally Memorandum, pp. 4-7). These potential injuries far
outweigh the potential injury to LynClif, which essentially amounts to whether federal taxpayers

will of
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B.

A Stay of Execution Under Rule 62 Is Appropriate
LynClif also takes issue with Zingiber's request for a stay of execution, noting

that "LynClifis not executing upon a judgment or enforcing a judgment." (Objection, p. 3.)
Again, this was an issue specifically acknowledged by Zingiber in its Memorandum.
(Memorandum, p. 9). As Zingiber explained, a declaratory judgment action involves just that: a
declaration of the rights of the respective parties. Accordingly, a declaratory judgment does not
necessarily involve "execution" or "proceedings to enforce a judgment," in the words of
Rules 62(a) and (b).3
Therefore, Zingiber believes that strict adherence to the formal definitions of
these terms in the context of a declaratory judgment action is unwarranted, as doing so would
essentially divest the Court of the ability to issue a stay to prevent injury and maintain the status
quo while it considers a post-judgment motion. LynClif's attempt to pipe Padgett Ditch
essentially constitutes "execution" in the context of this declaratory judgment action for the
purposes of Rule 62.
LynCliftakes particular issue with Zingiber's citations to the McHan and Kiefer
cases. (Objection, p. 3). Strangely, LynClif goes to great lengths to distinguish the underlying
facts of those cases from this case. (ld) LynClif even goes so far as to assert that citation to
those cases was "facially inappropriate." (ld)
LynClif misunderstands and overemphasizes the level of Zingiber' s reliance upon
those two cases. To be clear, Zingiber never stated that McHan and Kiefer were somehow
3 Zingiber originally filed its Motion for Stay of Execution under Rule 62(a). If this
Court converts Zingiber's Motion for Reconsideration into a Motion to Alter or Amend, then
rule 62(b) would govern a potential stay, as that rule specifically authorizes the Court to issue a
the
to
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controlling or dispositive in this case. Instead, here is the extent to which Zingiber discussed
those two cases in its Memorandum:
One of the purposes of issuing a stay is to preserve the status quo.
See McHan v. McHan, 59 Idaho 41,
,80 P.2d 29, 31 (1938).
Another purpose is to prevent injury. See Kiefer v. City ofIdaho
Falls, 46 Idaho 1, _,265 P. 701, 703 (1928).
(Memorandum, p. 9).
In other words, Zingiber cited those two cases for the very general proposition
that two policies underlying the authority of a court to issue a stay are to preserve the status quo
and prevent injury. It is quite commonplace to cite previous judicial opinions for statements of
the general policies underlying a particular point of law. And, it is certainly reasonable for
LynClifto distinguish those cases and explain why they do not apply. Were the roles reversed,
Zingiber would likely do the same. However, to go so far as to label such innocuous citations as
"facially inappropriate" is disingenuous and unnecessarily inflammatory.
C.

There Is No Basis For Imposing Sanctions Upon Zingiber Pursuant to
Rule l1(a)(l)
LynClif concludes its Objection by stating that it "requests sanctions in the form

of reasonable attorney fees against Van Horn pursuant to I.R.C.P. Rule 11 (a) (1 )." (Objection,
p. 3.) This request is both procedurally and substantively defective, for the following reasons.
First, under Rule 11 (a)(1), there are two procedural mechanisms for raising the
issue of sanctions: "upon motion or upon [the Court's] own initiative." Therefore, the only
proper way for LynClifto raise this issue is through a "motion," which would then afford
Zingiber a chance to file a response and LynClif with an opportunity to file a reply prior to a
hearing on that issue. See I.R.C.P. 7(b).
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Instead of filing a motion, LynClif added its "request" for sanctions as the last
sentence of the "Conclusion" section of its Objection. (Objection, p. 3). It is highly ironic that
LynClif-the same party who objects to Zingiber's reasonable and appropriate "request" to
convert its Motion for Reconsideration into a Motion to Alter or Amend-would make such a
facially defective "request" for sanctions.
Second, LynClifs "request" for sanctions is simply that-a blanket, unsupported
request. LynClif does not support the request with any discussion of the standards for imposing
sanctions or any explanation of how Zingiber has violated those standards. Under these
circumstances, it is difficult for Zingiber to defend itself against such unsupported allegations,
essentially forcing Zingiber (and this Court) to anticipate what those arguments might be.
Third, as a substantive matter, there is no merit to LynClifs request for sanctions.
Under Rule 11 (a)(1), the signing of a court filing:
constitutes a certificate that the attorney or party has read the
pleading, motion or other paper; that to the best of the signer's
knowledge, information, and belief after reasonable inquiry it is
well grounded in fact and is warranted by existing law or a good
faith argument for the extension, modification, or reversal of
existing law, and that it is not interposed for any improper purpose,
such as to harass or to cause unnecessary delay or needless
increase in the cost of litigation.
LR.C.P. II(a)(1).

Zingiber has not come remotely close to violating any aspect of this rule.
Ultimately, Zingiber believes that this Court should have the authority to prevent injury and
maintain the status quo during its consideration of Zingiber' s Motion for Reconsideration or its
Motion to Alter or Amend. Zingiber believes that an injunction or a stay is the proper
mechanism for the Court to do so.
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Zingiber has cited the applicable rules of procedure, cited to cases discussing
some of the general standards and policies underlying those rules, and has explained practical
reasons why those rules should not be read to preclude a court's ability to prevent unnecessary
waste and injury while considering a post-judgment motion. LynClif-and, indeed, this Courtmay disagree with the legal arguments set forth by Zingiber, but that certainly does not mean that
asserting such arguments is sanction-worthy.

III.

CONCLUSION

LynCliftakes the position that this Court has no authority to prevent unnecessary
waste and injury while it considers a post-judgment motion. Such a conclusion can only follow
from a hyper-technical reading of the applicable rules. Zingiber does not believe that such a
reading or result is warranted in the context of a declaratory judgment action. Therefore,
Zingiber respectfully requests that this Court issue a preliminary injunction or stay of execution
preventing LynClif from piping the portion of Padgett Ditch that runs through Zingiber's
property, while this Court considers Zingiber's Motion for Reconsideration or Motion to Alter or
Amend.
Zingiber also respectfully requests that this Court reject LynClifs "request" for
sanctions pursuant to Rule 11. LynClifs "request" is procedurally defective and substantively
groundless. Alternatively, if the Court intends to consider LynClifs sanction request, Zingiber
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asks that the Court establish a briefing schedule and hearing to afford the parties appropriate due
process in accordance with the requirements ofIdaho Rule of Civil Procedure 11(a)(1).
DA TED this

lL day of October, 2008.
MOFFATT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK &
FIELDS, CHARTERED

BYD1jf~
Attorneys for Defendants William G.
VanHorn and Zingiber Investment, LLC
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this \~ day of October, 2008, I caused a true
and correct copy of the foregoing REPLY IN SUPPORT OF APPLICATION FOR PRELIMINARY
INJUNCTION AND MOTION FOR STAY OF EXECUTION; RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR
SANCTIONS to be served by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following:

Gary D. Slette
ROBERTSON & SLETTE,

PLLC

P.O. Box 1906
Twin Falls, ID 83303-1906
Fax: (208) 208-933-0701

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
~ Overnight Mail
( ) Facsimile
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Scott L. Campbell, ISB No. 2251
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MOFFATT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK &
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101 S. Capitol Blvd., 10th Floor
Post Office Box 829
Boise, Idaho 83701
Telephone (208) 345-2000
Facsimile (208) 385-5384
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Attorneys for Defendants William G. Van Horn
and Zingiber Investment, LLC

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF GOODING
LYNN 1. BABINGTON and KATHY L.
BABINGTON, husband and wife; and
CLIFTON E. JENSEN and SUZANNE K.
JENSEN, husband and wife, collectively doing
business as L YNCLIF FARMS, LLC, an
Idaho limited liability company,
Plaintiffs,
vs.
WILLIAM G. VAN HORN, an individual; and
ZINGIBER INVESTMENT, LLC, a Colorado
limited liability company;
Defendants.
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Case No. CV-2008-125
AFFIDAVIT OF DYLAN B. LAWRENCE

STATE OF IDAHO )
)

County of Ada

)
1.

I am licensed to practice law in the state of Idaho. I am one of the

attorneys representing Zingiber Investment, LLC in the above-referenced matter. I have
knowledge of the files in this matter, and I make this affidavit based upon personal knowledge.
2.

The letter that is attached as Exhibit A to the Affidavit of Clifton E. Jensen

of October 2, 2008 appears to indicate that LynClif has received a grant approval from the
federal Farm Service Agency ("FSA") under that agency's Emergency Conservation Program.
3.

Attached hereto as Exhibit A are true and correct copies of excerpts] from

a document entitled "FSA Handbook: Emergency Conservation Program," which I obtained
from the FSA website at http://www.fsa.usda.gov/Intemet/FSA_Filell-ecp.pdf. Page 3-67 of
that document states: "Drought practice approvals shall not extend more than 60 calendar days
from the date [the FSA county committee] approves the practice. [The FSA state committee] or
its representative may approve 1 extension up to 60 additional calendar days under unusual
circumstances. "
4.

Attached hereto as Exhibit B is a true and correct copy of e-mail

correspondence from LynClifto Zingiber, indicating that attempts to conduct surveying work on
Zingiber's property have already begun.

be provided if the Court requires.
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Further your affiant sayeth naught.

.

~A,"6~

Dylan B. Lawrence

~y of October 2008.

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this 1

N
RY PUBLIC FOR IDAHO
Residing at .130\S'2...,.T.b
My Commission Expires S~3J -2012..
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this \t.e~ day of October 2008, I caused a true and
correct copy of the foregoing AFFIDAVIT OF DYLAN B. LAWRENCE to be served by the method
indicated below, and addressed to the following:
Gary D. Slette
ROBERTSON & SLETTE,

PLLC

P.O. Box 1906
Twin Falls, ID 83303-1906
Fax: (208) 933-0701
'
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Par. 151
Part 3
Section 1
151

ECP Requests
Accepting Requests

Program Availability
A Effective Dates of Procedure
Accept and approve requests using the procedures and rules in effect on the date the disaster
occurred.

B Program Announcement

cac shall notify affected producers after receiving ECP authorization.
•
•

Include the policy and specific criteria for producer eligibility in the information release.
See Exhibit 9 for samples.

C Program Availability
All producers, regardless of race, sex, religion, color, age, national origin, marital status,
politics, or handicap shall have an opportunity to request cost sharing.

3-30-04
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Par. 152
152

Signup
A Establishing a Sign up Period
COC shall establish a signup period for filing CIS requests as soon as concurrence has been
given to implement ECP.
The signup period shall be at least 30 calendar days, but no more than 60 calendar days, from
the date ECP is implemented. ECP-PM may approve extensions of signup periods that are
longer than 60 calendar days.
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Par. 153
Accepting Requests

153

A When to File Requests
Except for ECP drought, COC may accept requests for assistance on AD-245 before:
•
•
•

obtaining concurrence from STC
establishing signup periods
receiving an allocation for the disaster.

B Late-Filed Requests
COC may accept late-filed requests if justified.

C Funds Not Available
County Offices receiving STC concurrence to implement ECP without an ECP allocation or
County Offices that have a current ECP allocation but have exhausted all the funds may:
•
•

accept requests for ECP assistance
complete an onsite inspection and assessment of the damage according to paragraph 171.

For each request, inform the producer in writing that although the County Office has
accepted the request and conducted field visits, this does not imply that CIS assistance will be
made available. See subparagraph D.
If funds become available, process applications for cost sharing.
D No ECP Signup
Always accept requests for ECP assistance if the producer wishes to apply, even if the county
is not approved for ECP.
•
•
•
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After the request is taken, take the appropriate action.
Inform the applicant, in writing, of the reasons why a particular decision was made.
provide appeal rights according to l-APP.
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153

Accepting Requests (Continued)
E Sample Letter for Producers About Lack of Funds for ECP
The following is a sample letter to notifY producers oflack of funds for ECP.

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
Farm Service Agency
(Insert county name, office
address, and telephone number)
(Insert applicant's name and address)
Dear Mr. Smith:
The
County Farm Service Agency Committee (CaC) has reviewed your request
for cost sharing under the Emergency Conservation Program (ECP) for practices to
rehabilitate farmland damaged by the recent disaster. The demand for assistance under
ECP has exceeded the funds currently available to cae. Therefore, we are unable to
approve your request for cost-share assistance.
However, if additional funds become available, cac will contact you to determine
whether you have completed the practice or still wish to carry out the practice.
The damage assessment made on your land will help COC make a determination on your
request if funds become available.

County Executive Director

Note: Letter may be adapted for drought situations.
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Par. 154

154

Filing Requests
A AD-245 Requirements
Use only one AD-245 for each practice requested. However, multiple AD-245's can be
requested for the same practice if the practice will be completed on different tracts, fields, or
different farms.
Note: The number of "persons" involved in a practice has no bearing on the number of
AD-245's created for that practice.
Example: If a practice is requested for a joint venture of 3 persons:
•
•

prepare only one AD-245 for the practice
record the multiple producer data according to l-CONSV.

B Assisting Applicants Filing Requests
When an applicant requests a practice, advise producers ofECP eligibility requirements. Take
the following action to assist applicants filing requests.

Step

3-30-04

Action

1

Help the applicant describe the disaster damage.

2

Determine whether there is an eligible solution.

3

Advise applicant of responsibility for complying with ECP requirements.

4

Obtain and record any information needed to determine practice priority and
eligibility.

5

Advise the applicant of the minimum required lifespan for the practice.

6

Ensure that the applicant understands the meaning of the practice provision "after
the calendar year of installation".

7

Have the applicant complete ACP-256 if the applicant requests consideration
under the limited resource provisions.

Page 3-5
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Par. 155
155

Obtaining Needed Information
A Obtaining Information From Producers
Obtain necessary infonnation from the producer when a request is filed.

B Obtaining Information From Other Agencies
All USDA representatives who visit fanus should observe and report facts that affect
eligibility to COe.

156-170
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•

At the State and county levels, all agencies working with ECP should consider the factors
that affect practice eligibility and avoid duplication of effort.

•

No agency having ECP responsibilities shall disregard infonnation that raises a question
on practice eligibility even if another agency is responsible for making the final
detennination.

(Reserved)
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Par. 171
Section 2

171

Reviewing Requests

Onsite Inspection
A Documenting Damage

After obtaining concurrence to implement ECP, COC shall document each request including
those received when funds were not available to show that an FSA employee or designee:
•

made an individual onsite inspection as soon as possible to determine whether the
damage met ECP requirements
Note: The law authorizing ECP requires that damage to the land, " ... will be so costly to
rehabilitate that Federal assistance is or will be required to return the land to
productive agricultural use."

•

determined whether:
•

type and extent of damage qualified according to paragraph 35

•

the damage resulted from a type of disaster that does not occur frequently in the area
as defined in paragraph 110.

B Environmental Compliance
For each request for assistance, FSA will complete an evaluation of the proposed practice
using FSA-850 to determine whether the proposed practice would have any adverse impacts
to the human environment. The environmental evaluation will be completed before COC
approvaL
The guidance contained in l-EQ will be followed when completing this environmental
evaluation.
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Par. 172

172

Determining Eligibility
A COC Determining Eligibility
When determining eligibility, COC shall determine whether:
•

the applicant and the land are eligible

•

the requested practice justifies the investment of funds

•

the practice costs are beyond what the producer would accomplish with his or her own
resources

•

approval of cost sharing meets the objectives ofECP

•

the land to be benefitted is and will continue to be used for agricultural production.

The practice is ineligible if any of the following apply:
•

the practice has been started before ECP assistance was requested

•

the work is considered normal upkeep or maintenance

•

the primary purpose of the practice is to bring new or additional land into agricultural
production

•

a water impoundment or improvement facility is primarily for household or recreational
use

•

any practice requested is primarily for the producer's convenience

•

the practice will create a conservation or environmental hazard, such as, erosion or flood,
to other land

.*--the practice was started before it was approved by COCo
Notes: See subparagraph 175 D for exceptions to this provision.
FSA-851 must still be completed before COC determination of the practice
approvaL--*
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Par. 173
173

Using Priorities
A Prioritize All Requests
All requests shall be prioritized by COC before approval.

B Prioritization Factors
The factors that may be taken into account in setting priorities may include, but are not
limited to, the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

174
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type and degree of damage
type of practices needed to address the problem
availability 0 f funds
availability 0 f technical assistance
environmental concerns
safety factors
welfare of eligible livestock
safety factors, such as a pond dam that poses a threat to life or property.

(Withdrawn--Amend. 2)
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Par. 175
175

Approvals and Disapprovals
A Reviewing Requests
An STC representative shall review a sample ofECP requests made on AD-245 before
approval to ensure that requests reviewed meet ECP requirements.

cac

B COC Action

cac shall:
•

advise applicants in writing of action taken or to be taken on requests

•

issue a practice approval only if all of the following are met:
•

the request is eligible for cost sharing

•

the damage was the result of a disaster not occurring frequently in the area

•

the producer filed AD-245 before starting the practice

•

funds are available

•

an onsite inspection has been completed by an FSA or other authorized agency
employee, such as NRCS or CSREES, with approval from ECP-PM

•

the practice was started after the agency responsible for technical assistance has made
any necessary technical determinations

.*--complete CCC-770 ECP-1 (Exhibit 11) before approving request
•

complete FSA-850 (Exhibit 11.5) before approving request.--*

cac in the headquarters county shall continue to use the State and its county code to identify
all AD-24S's and other documentation and statistical reporting requirements related to
implementing ECP on the eligible farmland in a designated ECP county.
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Par. 175
175

Approvals and Disapprovals (Continued)
C Disapproved Practices
Do not approve cost sharing to restore practices that were not serving their conservation
purpose, including water conservation directly related to agriculture, before the disaster
except for cases involving debris removal.
D Waiver When Producer Starts Practice Before Approval
In certain instances, producers after filing AD-245, need to start the ECP practice before it
can be approved. COC may, with STC concurrence, waive the prior approval rule on a
case-by-case basis, if justified. Justification may include availability of contractor, or steps
to prevent further losses. See subparagraph E.
*--For ECP purposes, a practice is considered started when a producer first:
•
•
•

purchases material for tlie practice
signs a contract
physically starts work on the project.

Example: A producer contracts to drill a well to supply water for livestock in March. In
July, before work has begun, the county is approved for ECP drought. The
producer knew in March that he or she would be drilling a well. For ECP
purposes, the date the producer signed the contract in March is the starting date
for the practice. Since the March signing date is more than 60 calendar days
before the drought in July, the producer is not eligible for ECP assistance.
E Granting Relief for Starting a Practice Before Filing AD-245--*
COC, with STC or its representative concurrence, may grant relief on a case-by-case basis
when a producer does not submit AD-245 before starting restoration measures, if the
following apply:
•

the disaster created a situation that required the producer to take immediate steps to
prevent further losses
Examples:

Examples of these situations are emergency repair of:
•
•

2-8-07

fences to contain livestock
a * * * dam that poses an immediate threat to life and property.

•

AD-245 is filed within 15 calendar days of the start of signup period if the work has
begun before submitting AD-245

•

a practice was started no more than 60 calendar days before the ECP disaster designation
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Par. 176
176

Limited Resource Provisions
A Special Considerations
Requests filed by limited resource producers shall be given special consideration.

B Limited Resource Determinations
Limited resource CIS rates shall be approved only when COC determines that the producer
qualifies after reviewing the information on ACP-256.
Make this determination before issuing the related AD-245.

C Weighted Limited Resource CIS
If some eligible "persons" contributing to a practice will qualify for limited resource rates
and others will qualify for regular rates, determine the weighted total CIS to be approved on
AD-245, page 1.

D Limited Resource Rate
The maximum CIS rate for limited resource producers is 90 percent.

E Qualification for Limited Resource Producer
County Offices shall review the NRCS website to be prepared to assist producers who wish
to qualify as a limited resource producer. The website is:
• used as an online tool to determine producer eligibility
• *--at www.nrcs.usda.gov/programs/SLB_Farmer/.--*

F Outreach for Limited Resource Producers
State and County Offices shall make a concerted effort to ensure that information about ECP
signup and eligibility requirements are made available to limited resource producers.

2-8-07
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Par. 177
177

Disapprovals and Deferred Action
A Disapproving Requests
If COC disapproves the request, promptly notify the applicant of:
•
•

reason for disapproval, according to l-CONSV, paragraph 216
the right to appeal COC's decision, according to l-APP.

B Documenting COC Minutes
Document disapprovals individually in COC minutes and, at a minimum, include the
following:
•
•
•
•

producer or agent
FSN or contro 1number
practice
reason for disapproval.

C Deferred Action
COC may defer action on a request for a practice for which funds are not currently available.
Advise applicants of the deferral.

3-30-04
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Par. 178
178

Pending Requests
A Maintaining Pending Requests
Maintain a file of pending requests that COC would be willing to approve if funds were
available. See l-CONSV, paragraph 293, for a sample letter. The original request shall
remain on file until it is approved or disapproved.
If additional funds become available, promptly advise applicants.

B Reviewing Pending Requests
Review the file of pending requests periodically and cancel requests of producers who are no
longer interested in participating in the program.
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Par. 179
179

Requests Requiring Special Approval
A Reviewing and Approving Requests
Before COC approval, an STC representative shall review and approve requests from:
•
•
•

State Office employees
COC members
County Office employees and any other county-level USDA employees.

ECP-PM shall review and approve requests from:
•

STC members

•

SED.

Note: Copies of AD-245 shall be submitted for requests requiring special approval. Do not
send original paperwork.
B CIS Approval Authority
Approvals for total CIS per person shall be as follows.

3-30-04

IF CIS amount is ...

THEN approval authority is ...

$50,000 or less

COe.

$50,001 to $100,000

STe.

more than $100,000

ECP-PM.
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Par. 179
179

Requests Requiring Special Approval (Continued)
C Submitting Requests to CEPD
When submitting CIS requests exceeding $100,000 to ECP-PM, the following information
must be included as part of the documentation:
•

exact amount of CIS that STC is requesting

•

ECP practices that are involved

• . computations showing the total eligible cost multiplied by the CIS percentage, as provided
in subparagraph 42 B

Notes: The total eligible cost is the total sum of all eligible practice costs upon which to
base CIS.
The total CIS requested must equal the CIS calculated for each practice minus any
CIS paid previously.
•

copies of AD-24S's

•

a completed copy ofFSA-23 for each request submitted. See Exhibit 12.

Note: Base the agricultural market value of the affected land on either of the following:
•
•
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acres served, if the practice is reported as acres served
acres, if the practice is reported as acres.
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Par. 180
180

Determining Approval Amount
A Factors to Consider

In determining approval amount, consider the following factors:
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•

extent of damage and estimated eligible repair costs

•

amount of cost sharing requested

•

size of farm, including a breakdown by acres of cropland, irrigated land, pasture, and total
acreage

•

type of operation, including principal crops, and types and numbers oflivestock

•

COC's recommendation, if applicable, for amount of cost sharing and justification for the
recommended amount ifSTC or ECP-PM approval is required.
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Par. 181
181

Documenting COC Decisions
A Action
COC shall review AD-245 and document the decision on the hard copy of AD-245, page 1,
according to l-CONSV.

B COC Determinations
All COC determinations involving action taken on all AD-245's shall be recorded in COC
minutes.
At a minimum, each COC determination shall include the following:
•
•
•
•

producer's or agent's name
FSN or control number
practice
CIS approved.

Note: Each application shall be listed separately.
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Par. 181
181

Documenting COC Decisions (Continued)
C Notify Applicant
Notify the applicant of the practice extent and approved CIS with a copy of AD-245, page 2.
Include with AD-245, page 2, other explanatory information needed to help the applicant
perform the practice and qualify for CIS. Examples of this information include the following:
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•

practice specifications and any other information needed to comply with program
requirements

•

how to make a performance report

•

rules governing the division or withholdings of CIS when another "person" contributes to
the cost of performing the practice and the necessity for reporting those contributions on
AD-245

•

encouraging the applicant to complete the practice at the earliest possible time

•

advising the applicants of their responsibility to obtain necessary easements and permits.
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Par. 182

182

Setting Expiration Dates
A Practice Expirations and Extensions
Except for drought approvals, COC shall establish realistic expiration dates of no more than
6 months for completing approved practices.

B Extensions
Extensions:
•
•

may be granted, if necessary
shall be documented and approved by an STC representative.

STC or its representative may approve 2 extensions, up to 6 months each, under unusual
circumstances.

Note: Unusual circumstances shall be documented in COC or STC minutes.
C Drought Extensions
Drought practice approvals shall not extend more than 60 calendar days from the date COC
approves the practice.
•

STC or its representative may approve 1 extension up to 60 additional calendar days
under unusual circumstances.

Note: Unusual circumstances shall be documented in COC or STC minutes.
•
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If drought conditions change, re-evaluate the applicant's eligibility.
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Par. 183
183

Expiration Notice
A Preparing Expiration List
Prepare a computer-generated list of AD-245's expiring in 30 calendar days every
15 calendar days to keep track of approvals that need to be completed within a 30-day period.

B Documenting Extensions in COC Meetings
Document extensions individually in cae minutes and, at a minimum, include the following:
•
•
•
•
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producer of agent
FSN or control number
practice
reason for extension.
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Par. 184
184

Canceling Approvals
A Canceling Approved AD-245
Cancel an approved AD-245 when the performance report is not filed by the expiration date.
•
•

NotifY the assigned technical agency.
Document the action taken on AD-245, page 1, and notifY the producer.

B Suspending Cancellation
Ifa performance report on AD-245, page 2, is not filed promptly, cancellation may be delayed
if the County Office has a definite indication that the practice was performed in a timely
manner.
•

Certification of performance on AD-862 and personal knowledge of a committee member
or County Office employee are acceptable reasons for suspending cancellations.

•

Take immediate action to obtain the performance report.

Note: If the performance report is not obtained within a reasonable time, cancel the
approval.

3-30-04
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Par. 185
185

Reinstating Canceled Approvals
A Conditions to Reinstate Canceled Approvals
COC may reinstate a canceled approval when all of these conditions apply:
•
•
•
•

186-210
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the participant requests reinstatement in writing
the practice was started before cancellation
the practice was or will be completed within a time prescribed by COC
funds are available to reinstate the approval.

(Reserved)
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Section 3
211

Performance Report Requirements

Par. 211

Filing Performance Reports
A Who May File
Any eligible "person" who paid a part of the cost of a completed practice may sign the
performance report. See paragraph 96 and I-CM for provisions applying to minors.

B Performance Reports
To be eligible for CIS payments, "persons" who perform approved practices must report
performance on AD-245, page 2, and provide any required supporting data by the practice
completion date.

C Dates and Signatures on Performance Reports
Performance reports must be signed and dated by the participant or the authorized
representative whose name appears on the approved AD-245, page 2. Mailed reports shall be
date stamped upon receipt.
The following provides guidelines for signatures on performance reports.
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IF...

THEN ...

AD-245, page 2, is signed by a person other
than the person to whom it was issued

determine whether the person is
authorized to file the report according to
subparagraph A.

practice was performed by an eligible
"person" other than the person to whom the
approval was issued

revise the name on AD-245 accordingly.

practice or comoonent is not completed

AD-245, page 2, should not be signed.

performance report involves signatures for
deceased, missing, or incom2etent persons

refer to I-CM.

persons are not eligible to receive a payment

they are not required to sign
AD-245, page 2.
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Par. 212
212

Reporting Dates
A Final Date to Report Performance
Performance must be reported on or before the expiration date or by the authorized extension
date granted by COe. See paragraph 211.

B Filing in Timely Manner
AD-245, page 2, is filed in a timely manner when it is either:
• . delivered to the County Office
• COC or is postmarked on or before the expiration date.
If the date stamp shows that AD-245, page 2, was received in a timely manner, do not
question the producer's failure to date AD-245, page 2.

C Not Filing in Timely Manner
For reports not filed in a timely manner enter either of the following on AD-245, page 2:
•
•

date received and initial the entry
postmarked date and initial the entry.

Cancel AD-245 and notifY the participant with appeal rights.
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Par. 213
213

Reporting Practice Extent
A Information To Be Reported
Participants shall report the extent of practices performed, ifknown, and any additional
information needed to determine whether practices were performed according to
specifications and program provisions.
The following provides guidelines when reporting practice information.

IF...

THEN ...

some or all aspects of performance shall be
certified by another agency

do not process until AD-862 is completed.

a practice is reported in units other than
those for which payment is made

convert those units to the payment units.

measurements have been reported instead of
the acreage

compute the acreage from the
measurements and enter on the report.

all required information is not submitted
with the report

do not process until all information is
submitted.

B Information for P-A
Unless otherwise specified, the participant or P-A agent shall enter on AD-245, page 2, the
extent of practices performed, ifknown, to meet the specifications. Only one AD-245,
page 2, is required.

C Another Agency
If another agency certifies performance, obtain the practice extent from the assigned technical
agency's certification on AD-862.

3-30-04
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Par. 214
214

Recording Practice Location
A Record Location
Record the location of all practices performed for CIS payment on an aerial photo or
photocopy.
Use aerial photography or photocopy to identify the following:
•
•
•

practice
lifespan
FY completed.

B Retaining Location Records
See 25-AS for requirements for retaining location records.

3-30-04
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Par. 215
215

Supporting Data
A Obtaining Evidence
In all cases, obtain evidence to determine whether practice requirements are met and to
determine proper payment. This may include:
•
•
•
•
•

necessary invoices
canceled checks
paid receipts
analysis tags
other similar evidence.

B Invoices and Documentation
Inform the applicant that proof ofpayment documentation must be maintained for 1 year
after the end of the FY in which the practice was completed for CIS.
Handle cost data for payments according to the following.
Step
1

COC Action
Applicant must provide satisfactory evidence to determine whether practice
requirements were satisfied, which may include:

•
•
•

2
3
4
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InVOICeS
canceled checks
paid receipts.
Manually enter the cost of performing the components ofthe practice on AD-245,
page 2, column G, above the extent reported.
If a discount was applied, use the sale price minus the discount to compute CIS.
Consider costs reported paid by ineligible persons.
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Par. 215
215

Supporting Data (Continued)
B Invoices and Documentation * * * (Continued)
Step
5
6

COC Action
Ifused materials are involved, COC shall determine and document the value of
these materials based on current commercial rates.
If the producer performed the practice with the producer's own labor, equipment,
or materials, the producer shall submit signed, itemized statements.
Statements shall include:

•
•

•

•
•
•

dates of work performed
cost per hour charged for labor
type of equipment used
charge for equipment
type and cost of materials used
other applicable information.

Costs allowed in these cases shall not exceed the prevailing current commercial
rates determined by COe.

C Retaining Invoices and Documentation
Keep supporting evidence for percent of cost practice payments on file in the County Office
for the same period as for other related program documents. See 25-AS.
For CIS computed using the percent of cost method, inform the applicant that proof of
payment documentation must be:
•
•

2-8-07

maintained for 1 year after the end of the FY in which the practice was completed
presented within 30 calendar days to the County Office if selected for spot check.
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Par. 215
215

Supporting Data (Continued)
D Documentation for Practices With Flat Rates
Producer shall provide supporting evidence of practice cost.
Review, copy, and return to participant the supporting evidence required by COC that the
producer submits for flat rate practices, such as weight tickets or seed invoices. County
Office shall:
•
•
•
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date stamp all supporting evidence documents
make a copy of all supporting evidence and attach to AD-245, page 2
return the original supporting evidence to the applicant.
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Par. 216
216

Maintenance and CIS Refund Responsibility
A

Certification on AD-245
Ensure that the participant is aware of the practice maintenance and CIS refund
responsibilities when certifYing practice performance on AD-245, page 2.
The participant agrees to refund all or part of the CIS assistance paid as determined by COC if
before the expiration of the practice lifespan specified on AD-245, page 2, the practice is
destroyed or not properly maintained.
If the participant voluntarily relinquishes control or title to the land on which the practices
have been established, the participant must do 1 of the following.
•

•

Obtain a written statement from the new owner, operator, or both, agreeing to properly
maintain the practice for the remainder of its specified lifespan.
•

This written statement must be attached to the original AD-245, page 2.

•

If a written statement is obtained from the new owner, operator, or both:
•

the original participant is no longer responsible for practice maintenance or for
refunding any CIS as determined by COC

•

the person signing the written statement is responsible for practice maintenance
and refunding any CIS as determined by COe.

Retain responsibility for practice maintenance and CIS refunds if a written statement from
the new owner, operator, or both, is not obtained.

Note: It is the participant's option to obtain a written statement from the new owner,
operator, or both. If the practice is not maintained and used for its intended
purpose, the original participant is responsible for CIS refunds if a written statement
has not been obtained.
217-224
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(Reserved)
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Par. 225

Section 4
225

Certifying Performance

Certification on AD-862 for Practices Assigned to FSA
A FSA Assigned Practice
The participant's certification on AD-245, page 2, for practices assigned to FSA may be
accepted without on-farm verification ifCOC determines a measurement or inspection is not
required.

B FSA Verification of Performance
Determine when FSA may require an inspection to verifY performance according to the
following.
IF...

AND ...

THEN ...

a performance
certification is
assigned to FSA

it is determined that a participant cannot
reasonably be expected to determine:

inspection will be
required to verifY
performance.

•
•

the extent performed
whether specifications have been satisfied

C Measurements Required
Measure acreages and linear feet if the following apply.
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•

COC believes the participant cannot adequately determine the extent.

•

The participant's reported extent appears to be in error.

•

Inspection during a spot check or other farm visit indicates that the extent performed is
questio nab Ie.
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Par. 225
225

Certification on AD-862 for Practices Assigned to FSA (Continued)
D Expressing Measurements
Determine and express fractions for measurement according to the following.

IF measurement is ...

THEN e:g>ress in ...

acreage

whole and fractions
of acres in tenths.

•

miles
tons
cubic yards of concrete or rubble masonry

whole numbers and
fractions to the
nearest tenth.

linear feet
pounds
cubic yards of material other than concrete or rubble masonry

whole numbers.

•
•
•
•

•

3-30-04
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Par. 226
226

Certification on AD-862 When Technical Practices Assigned to Another Agency
A Assigned Technical Agency Certification.
If another agency is the assigned technical agency, that assigned technical agency's
certification on AD-862 is required.
•

Notify the assigned technical agency when AD-245, page 2, is filed if certification of the
assigned technical agency performance on AD-862 has not been received.

•

Make aerial photography and current slides available to assigned technical agency for its
. use in determining acreage performed.

•

County Office employees shall not inspect, for verification, any practice for which another
agency certifies performance.

•

COC shall accept the agency certification of the extent performed for approving payments
to participants.

B Items To Be Reported by Technical Agency
Assigned technical agency shall report the following on AD-862:
•

a certification showing items and extent that meet specifications

•

any items of performance that do not meet specifications and explain the reasons for the
failure

•

any uncompleted items.

Note: Uncompleted nontechnical items for which FSA will later accept a report from the
producer shall be listed; however, payment shall not be authorized until completion of
the specified uncompleted nontechnical items.
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Par. 227
227

Technical Practices Performed Without Technical Agency Assistance
A Technical Practices Performed Without Technical Agency Assistance
Participants that proceed on a technical practice before needs were determined by a technical
agency assume the risk that the practice may not be eligible for cost sharing.

228-234
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IF...

THEN ...

technician cannot certifY performance and extent

there is no authority to
pay for thepractice.

the extent can be determined and all of the following apply:

practice may be eligible
for cost sharing.

•

a Notice of Approval Subject to Feasibility Determination
letter was sent to the producer according to l-CONSV,
paragraph 294

•

it is determined the practice was needed

•

practice was performed according to specifications or is
qualified under the provisions of failure to meet minimums

•

all other program requirements have been satisfied

(Reserved)
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Par. 235
Section 5
235

Reporting Contributions

Multiple Persons Who Share Cost of Practice
A List Persons Who Share Cost of Practice
AD-245, page 2, shall include or have attached a list of names and addresses of all persons
who shared in the cost of the practice and the extent of their contributions. The list shall
include any ineligible "person", State, or Federal agency.

236

•

Consider any available information on the eligibility of the other contributors.

•

A "person" who is fully compensated or reimbursed for materials, equipment, services, or
labor is not a contributor.

Performance Reports When More Than 1 Person Contributed
A More Than 1 Person Contributed
If more than 1 person contributed to a practice, determine whether:
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•

all contributors qualify as separate "persons" or should be considered 1 "person"
according to paragraph 92 and I-PL

•

each contributor is eligible to receive CIS.
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Par. 237
237

Dividing CIS Based on Contributions
A All Costs Paid by 1 Eligible "Person"
A person who pays all costs of performing a practice is entitled to the CIS payment.
B Costs Paid in Equal Proportions by Eligible "Persons"
If2 or more eligible "persons" equally contribute to the cost of performing the practice, divide
CIS equally.
C Costs Paid in Unequal Proportions by Eligible "Persons"
If2 or more eligible "persons" contribute to the cost of performing a practice and COC
determines that each "person's" contributions are not in equal proportions, COC shall:
•
•

prorate the CIS payments based on the individual's contributions
document how each "person's" percent of contribution was determined.

D Part of Costs Paid by Ineligible "Persons"
Total practice cost used to compute CIS shall not include contributions made by ineligible
"persons" .
Note: See paragraphs 91 and 92 for eligible and ineligible "person" provisions.
E All Costs Paid by Ineligible "Persons"
Make no CIS payment to any person for a practice for which all costs are paid by ineligible
"persons".

3-30-04
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Par. 238

238

Cost Data When Ineligible "Persons" Contributed
A Ineligible Contributions
Examples of contributions from an ineligible "person" include materials, services, or cash
provided to an eligible "person".

B Reporting Ineligible Contributions
Report the contribution of an ineligible "person" on AD-245, page 2. Include the following
information:
•
•
•
•
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name of the ineligible contributor
total cost of performing the practice
dollar value of the ineligible contribution made
describe the ineligible contribution.
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Par. 239
239

Computing CIS if Ineligible "Persons" Contributed
A

Computing CIS

If an ineligible "person" contributed to a practice, CIS is computed by subtracting the
ineligible contribution from the total cost. CIS is based only on the eligible "person's"
contribution.
B Example 1

Producer A, an eligible "person", incurs $4,000 for a practice. Producer B, an ineligible
"person", contributes $1,000 for the practice. Total cost of the practice was $5,000. Percent
of cost rate is 75 percent.
The ineligible contribution ($1,000) will be deducted from the total practice cost ($5,000) to
compute eligible CIS. Producer A will receive a $3,000 CIS payment (75 percent of$4,000).
C Example 2

Producer A, an eligible "person", pays $6,000 for materials for a practice. A State agency
contributes $2,000 worth of materials to the practice for a total practice cost of $8,000.
CIS level for the practice is 75 percent of the total cost. CIS paid to the eligible "person" will
be based on the eligible "person's" contribution to the practice, which was $6,000. The
producer will receive 75 percent of$6,000 or $4,500.

3-30-04
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Par. 240
240

Contributions by Ineligible "Persons" in Unusual Circumstances
A STC Authorization
Ifunusual circumstances or conditions exist, STC may authorize COC's not to deduct
contributions by ineligible "persons" when computing CIS payments.

B Computing CIS
Use the total value of the contributions of all "persons", including ineligible "persons", to
compute CIS.
The CIS payment shall not exceed 100 percent of the eligible "person's" contribution to the
cost of installing the practice.

241-250
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(Reserved)
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Par. 251
Section 6
251

Change in Extent Performed

Changing Extent Performed as Reported by Participant
A AD-862 Extent Less Than Participant's Reported Extent
If assigned technical agency's certification on AD-862 or other information indicates that a
lesser extent was performed than was reported by the participant, change the extent to the
lesser amount.
Note: Document the change on AD-245.
B AD-862 Extent Greater Than Participant's Reported Extent
Ifthe assigned technical agency's certification on AD-862 or other information shows that a
greater extent was performed than was reported by the participant, do not change the extent
reported by the participant. .
If the difference is substantial, contact the participant and assigned technical agency to
determine the correct extent. However, only pay on approved extent unless modified
according to paragraph 254.
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Par. 252
252

Adjustment for Practices Exceeding Requirements
A General Policy
Adjust the extent and costs to the minimum requirement for practices constructed in excess of
the minimum size needed or for the participant's convenience before computing CIS.

Note: Ineligible costs are those incurred in excess of the costs required to meet the minimum
practice extent.
B Greater Extent at No Cost
If a greater extent than approved or required is performed as a "safety measure" in COC's
opinion with technical authority concurrence, do not adjust the extent upon which to compute
CIS if all the following conditions exist:

•

CIS rate is a percent of actual cost

•

work was done by a contractor and not by the producer with whom costs are to be shared

•

excess extent was performed as part of the lump-sum project cost or as part of the
approved per unit amount

Note: This does not include cases where costs are determined on an hourly basis.
•

3-30-04

COC determines, with technical authority concurring, that the excess performance was
done as a safety measure and not because of an agreement between the producer and
contractor as a discount or other consideration to the producer.
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Par. 252
252

Adjustment for Practices Exceeding Requirements (Continued)
C Example
The following is an example of a practice exceeding the extent required at no cost to the
producer.
Producer contracts a well to be dug under EC6. The lump-sum cost for the practice is
$7,000. CIS level for the practice is 75 percent of the total cost. Producer is approved for
$5,250 CIS. When the practice is completed, the $7,000 billing includes the cost of plywood
boards that were used for safety reasons while the well was being dug. These costs were for
"safety measures" and were included in the lump-sum price. Producer is eligible to earn
75 percent of$7,000. The costs for the plywood boards will not be deducted from the total
cost.

D Adjusting AD-245 for Greater Extent at No Cost
If all conditions in subparagraph B exist, enter the units approved in AD-245, column O. Do
not prorate the cost and CIS on the basis of the excess.
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Par. 253

253

Adjusting Extent or CIS Before Practice Performance
A Increase Based on Greater Extent
COC may increase the extent or CIS originally approved before performance is completed if
the assigned technical agency determines that a greater extent is needed and funds are
available.

B Decrease Before Practice Performance
COC shall decrease the extent and CIS originally approved before performance is completed if
the assigned technical agency determines a lesser extent is needed.

C Documenting Adjustment
Documentation of adjustment shall include a manual change of the entries on AD-245. The
person making changes shall initial and date the changes.

3-30-04

•

Enter the total CIS and extent approved on the AD-245 Ledger Data Screen. Refer to
l-CONSV, Part 5, Section 4.

•

Notity the producer by letter and enclose a copy of the manually revised AD-245.
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Par. 254

254

Adjusting Extent or CIS After Practice Performance and Before Payment
A Increase in Extent or CIS
COC on a case-by-case basis may increase the extent or CIS originally approved after
performance is completed but before payment is made iffunds are available and either of the
following conditions are satisfied:
•

the extent approved was based on an estimate that proved to be in error and the producer
could not reasonably have known in advance the extent needed to complete the practice

• . CIS approved was based on an estimate of cost that was too low.
Note: A new request is not required when increasing the extent or CIS after performance and
before payment.
B Decrease After Performance and Before Payment
COC may decrease the extent and CIS originally approved after performance and before
payment if the assigned technical agency approves the lesser extent for practice completion.

C Documenting Adjustment
Documenting adjustment shall include a manual change of the entries on AD-245. The person
making changes shall initial and date the changes.

3-30-04

•

Enter the total CIS and extent approved on the AD-245 Ledger Data Screen. Refer to
l-CONSV, Part 5, Section 4.

•

NotifY the producer by letter and enclose a copy of the manually revised AD-245.
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Par. 255
255

Increasing Extent or CIS After Practice Performance and After Payment
A When to Increase Extent or CIS
COC may increase the extent or CIS originally approved after payment has been issued if 1 of
the following situations occurred:
•
•
•
•
• .

County Office made an error on original extent or payment computation
assigned technical agency made an error on original extent reported
a measurement error was made
producer failed to bring in a receipt or invoice
other similar situation that resulted in a lesser extent or CIS payment.

B Documenting Increase
Documenting the extent or CIS increase shall include a manual change of the entries on
AD-245. The person making changes shall initial and date the changes.

3-30-04

•

Enter the total CIS and extent approved on the Ledger Data and Final Performance Data
Screens for the automated AD-245. Refer to l-CONSV, Part 5, Section 11.

•

Issue payment to the producer for the additional CIS.
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Par. 256
256

Increases Not Authorized
A When Increase Is Not Authorized
If cac intentionally does not approve the entire extent requested and the participant performs
an extent greater than that approved, no increase in CIS is authorized to cover the extent
perfonned if it exceeds the amount approved.

257-271
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(Reserved)
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Par. 272

Section 7
272

Miscellaneous Situations

Performance Not Meeting Specifications or Requirements
A Erroneous Official Measurement
Costs may be shared for a practice even though performance does not meet specifications or
requirements, ifboth the following apply:
•

producer relied on an erroneous official measurement

•

enough material was applied to meet the minimum requirements ofthe erroneous
measurement.

Note: This provision does not apply if the producer should have known it was in error.
B Adequate Solution to Conservation Problem

CIS may be paid for the extent actually performed if
•
•

3-30-04

COC determines that the practice solves the problem for which it was approved
the following apply:
•

producer satisfies COC that a reasonable effort has been made to meet requirements

•

producer agrees in writing that practice will be maintained for the required lifespan or
CIS will be refunded

•

assigned technical agency's certification has been considered.
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Par. 273
273

Requirements Met but Practice Failed
A Minimum Requirements Met

Costs may be shared for a practice if the practice was properly performed but failed for
reasons beyond the producer's control.
•

COC shall determine whether the producer must perform other needed measures as a
condition for cost sharing.

•

Costs may be shared for other eligible required measures ifthe producer files a new
application.

Note: Costs associated with drilling a "dry" well are not eligible for assistance.
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Par. 274
274

Materials Not Applied at Specified Rate
A Determining CIS
Determine whether costs may be shared if materials are not applied at a specified rate
according to the following.

IF materials are not applied
at a specified rate and...

THEN ...

are within authorized minimum
and maximum rates

costs may be shared, not to exceed the amount originally
approved, for the material actually used on the acreage to
which the material is applied.

exceed the maximum
authorized rate

take the

followin~ action

Step

to determine CIS.

Action

1

Circle the entry on AD-245, page 2, column G.
Enter authorized amount.

2

Limit CIS to the smaller of:

•

amount originally approved on AD-245,
page 2, column F

•

result of multiplying the authorized amount
times CIS rate per unit of material.

Note: STC or COC shall determine minimum and maximum rates if applicable.

3-30-04

l-ECP (Rev. 3) Amend. 1
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Par. 275

275

Practice Performed With Material Not on AD-245
A Material Not on AD-245
A practice performed with material that was not approved on AD-245 may be allowed if the
material and the practice meet all applicable provisions and specifications. Limit CIS to the
smaller of:

•
•

CIS originally approved
CIS computed for the materials actually applied.

Note: The assigned technical agency must concur.

3-30-04

l-ECP (Rev. 3) Amend. 1

Par. 276
276

Practice Completed by Successor
A Determining Payment Shares
Determine payment shares when a practice is completed by a successor according to the
following.

WHEN a participant
starts a practice and ...
discontinues farming
operations

AND ...

THEN...

the practice is
completed by a
successor

•

the original participant or participant's
estate may be paid any CIS attributable
to the participant

•

successor, if an eligible producer who
completes the practice, may be paid and
CIS attributed to the successor's
contribution.

sells the farm

dies before the practice is
completed

277-291
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Dylan Lawrence
From:

Gary Slette [gslette@rsidaholaw.com]

Sent:

Monday, October 06, 2008 2:33 PM

To:

Andy Waldera; Scott Campbell

Cc:

'LYNN BABINGTON'; cliffjensen@cableone.net

Subject: Van Horn/LynClif
Andy and Scott,
The NRCS engineer was out to the site last Friday to do the survey work for the pipeline proposed to be located
on the Van Horn property. Van Horn's caretaker (or at least it was the woman who resides on the property)
apparently informed him that he could not go on the property without Van Horn's permission despite the right of
way language of Idaho Code 42-1102 and the Judgment in this case. I would prefer that we try to find a way to
work through this issue without the need for judicial intervention. Would you please see how we might address
this issue with your client?

Gary D. Slette
Robertson & Slette, PLLC
134 Third Ave. East
P.O. Box 1906
Twin Falls, 10 83303-1906
Tel: (208) 933-0700
Fax: (208) 933-0701
giiLett§.~jlii,l.b9Jaw~com

10/14/2008

EXHIBITB

Date: 10/21/2008

User: CYNTHIA

Fifth Judicial District Court - Gooding County

Time: 01 :48 PM

Minutes Report
Case: CV-2008-0000125

Page 1 of2

Lynn J Babington, eta I. vs. William G. Van Horn, etal.
Selected Items
Hearing type:

Motion to Reconsider

Minutes date:

10/21/2008

Assigned judge:

Barry Wood

Start time:

11 :15 AM

Court reporter:

Linda Ledbetter

End time:

12:00 PM

Minutes clerk:

CYNTHIA

Audio tape number: Dc 08-11

Prosecutor:

[none]

Tape Counter: 1115

The Court calls the case at the time noted.
Identifies counsel and parties for the record:
Mr. Gary Slette for the Plaintiffs.
Mr. Waldera for the Defendants.
Matter before the Court: Motion to Reconsider - Motion to Alter

Tape Counter: 1116

Mr. Waldera asks the Court to determine which rule governs.
Contends there is a very strong possiblity that Rule 11 (a)(2)(b) governs.
Argues his motion. Cited cases throughout the briefing - following the express language
of the rule as to the time constraints.
Submits "Elliot" line of authority is erroneous.
Cites Farmers National Bank vs Shirey; 126 Idaho 163
Samas vs Magnatek at 130 Idaho 342.
Castle vs Hayes at 131 Idaho 373; Devil Creek Ranch vs Cedar Mesa Reservoir & Canal
Co at 126 Idaho 202; Coeur d'Alene Mining Co vs First National 118 Idaho 812; Cites
additional court of appeals decisions.

Tape Counter: 1126

Tape Counter: 1131

Mr. Slette responds - they have set forth in their briefing the applicable law that they argue
applies. Cites Barmore vs Perron (Feb 2008) #34253 recent Supreme Court decision.
Johnson vs Lambrose (2006(Ct App) 143 Idaho 468.
Believes reconsideration is inappropriate under the applicable rules and asks the Court to
deny the motion.
Mr. Waldera responds to procedural issues.
Cites additional cases to the Court regarding Rule 11 (a)(2)(b) motions for reconsideration.

Formally requests the Court take judicial notice of CV 2008-57 July 24th order as well as
the amended order in that case.

~
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Date: 10/21/2008

Fifth Judicial District Court - Gooding County

Time: 01 :48 PM
Page 2 of 2

User: CYNTHIA

Minutes Report
Case: CV-2008-0000125
Lynn J Babington, eta/. vs. William G. Van Horn, eta/.
Selected Items

Tape Counter: 1138

Tape Counter: 1140
Tape Counter: 1150

The Court determines that it will need additional time to consider which rule applies agrees that the plain language of Rule 11 as recited by the defense.
Will hear the substantive argument.
Mr. Waldera argues the merits of the motion - substantive arguments.
Mr. Slette argues in response. Renews his objection - draws the Court to the cases he
has already cited. Argues the applicability of the Savage Ditch Water users to this case is
erroneous.

Tape Counter: 1155
Tape Counter: 1200

Mr. Waldera responds.
The Court will take this matter under advisement.
Mr. Slette notes the additional 4 other motions pending before the Court.

Tape Counter: 1201

Dylan Lawrenson - introduces himself as co-counsel at table, argues the Motion for
Preliminary Injunction before the Court. Contained in the briefing and uncontested by
LinCliff.

Tape Counter: 1206
Tape Counter: 1209
Tape Counter: 1214

Further, in the alternative requesting a stay of execution of the Judgment entered to
maintain the status quo and prevent injury and waste.
Mr. Slette argues in response. Rests on the arguments contained in that brief.
Mr. Lawrensen responds. They have a second affidavit filed by his office requesting an
appeal of that grant.
The Court makes the ruling that Rule 65 is inapplicable - relates to prior to a judgment
being entered. Further comments as to the equity argument - no proper application here.
Grants a temporary stay - duration of which until this Court issues it's order on the Motion
to Reconsider.

Tape Counter: 1217

Mr. Slette inquires as to the surveys being conducted - prep work.
The Court will stay the moving of the ditch - not any prep work on the property. Takes the
remaining issues under advisement.
Mr. Slette argues additional matters pending.
Lincliff's Motion to Strike which will be ruled upon in the above motions.
Lastly - Motion for Costs/fees - can be deferred pending the Court's ruling as above.

Tape Counter: 1220

argues.
End Minute Entry.

FILE
Scott L. Campbell, ISB No. 2251
Andrew J. Waldera, ISB No. 6608
Dylan B. Lawrence, ISB No. 7136
MOFFA TT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK &
FIELDS, CHARTERED

101 S. Capitol Blvd., 10th Floor
Post Office Box 829
Boise, Idaho 83701
Telephone (208) 345-2000
Facsimile (208) 385-5384
23425.1
Attorneys for Defendants William G. Van Hom
and Zingiber Investment, LLC

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF GOODING

LYNN J. BABINGTON and KATHY L.
BABINGTON, husband and wife; and
CLIFTON E. JENSEN and SUZANNE K.
JENSEN, husband and wife, collectively doing
business as LYNCLIF FARMS, LLC, an
Idaho limited liability company,

Case No. CV-2008-125
SECOND AFFIDAVIT OF DYLAN B.
LAWRENCE

Plaintiffs,
vs.
WILLIAM G. V AN HORN, an individual; and
ZINGIBER INVESTMENT, LLC, a Colorado
limited liability company;
Defendants.

48'1
SECOND AFFIDAVIT OF DYLAN B. LAWRENCE - 1

Client: 1030229.1

STATE OF IDAHO )
)
County of Ada
)
1.

I am licensed to practice law in the state ofIdaho. I am one of the

attorneys representing Zingiber Investment, LLC in the above-referenced matter. I have
knowledge ofthe files in this matter, and I make this affidavit based upon personal knowledge.
2.

Attached hereto as Exhibit A is a letter from my firm to Mr. Harold

Boggs, Jr., County Executive Director of the Gooding/Camas Farm Service Agency Office. It
requests a reconsideration or appeal of the grant described in the September 22, 2008 letter that
is attached as Exhibit A to the Affidavit of Clifton E. Jensen.
Further your affiant sayeth naught. 9-~
Dylan B. Lawrence
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me

this,26~day of October 2008.

~LzXrd

N
Y PUBLIC FOR IDAHO
Residing at ~
J L
My Commission Expires 5- 3/ ~~()J ~

\.Se.

SECOND AFFIDAVIT OF DYLAN B. LAWRENCE - 2

b

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

this~[

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on
S+-day of October 2008, I caused a true and
correct copy of the foregoing SECOND AFFIDAVIT OF DYLAN" B. LAWRENCE to be served by the
method indicated below, and addressed to the following:
Gary D. Slette
ROBERTSON & SLETTE, PLLC
P.O. Box 1906
Twin Falls, ID 83303-1906
Fax: (208) 933-0701

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
('f..) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
( ) Facsimile

~~
P.
~
Dylan

SECOND AFFIDAVIT OF DYLAN B. LAWRENCE - 3

Lawrence

Client: 1030229.1
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Boise
Idaho Falls
Pocatello
Twin Falls

Moffatt Thomas
MOFFATT THOMAS BARRETT ROCK & FIELDS, CHTD.
Eugene C. Thomas
John W. Barren
R. B. Rock
Richard C. Fields
John S. Simko
John C Ward
D. James Manning
David B. Lincoln
Gary T. Dance
Larrv C Hunter
Randall A. Peterman
Mark S, Prusynski
Stephen R, Thomas
Glenna M, Christensen
Gerald T. Husch
Scott L. Campbell
Robert B. Burns

Michael E. Thomas
Patricia M. Olsson
Christine E. Nicholas
Bradley J Williams
Lee Radford
Michael O. Roe
Nancy J Garret[
David S. Jensen
James L. Martin
C. Clayton Gill
Michael W, McGreaham
David p, Gardner

Jon A. Stenquist
Tyler J Anderson
Paul D. McFarlane
Tyler J Henderson
C. Edward Carher III
Michelle C. Michaud
Andrew J Waldera
Dylan B. Lawrence
Benjamin C. Ritchie
Rebecca A. Rainey
Andrew). Snook
Matthew). McGee

US Bank Plaza Building
101 5 Capitol Blvd 10th FI
PO Box 829
Boise Idaho 83701 OB29

*

Tara Martens

* licensed in WA, ID appJicarion pending

Mark C. Peterson
Julian E. Gabiola
Kimberly D. Evans Ross
Jason G. Murray

Robert E. Bakes, ofcounsel

October 20, 2008

20B 345 2000
800 422 2889
208385 5384 Fax
www,moffattcom

Willis C Moffarc, 1907-1980
Kirk R. Helvie, 1956-2003

Harold Boggs Jr.
County Executive Director
Gooding/Camas FSA Office
820 Main St.
Gooding, ID 83330

Re:
Request for Reconsideration of Adverse Decision Pursuant to 7 C.F.R. 780
MTBR&F File No. 23425.0001
Dear Mr. Boggs:
My firm represents Mr. William Van Horn and Zingiber Investment LLC ("Zingiber"). The
purpose of this letter is to formally request reconsideration, pursuant to 7 C.F.R. §§ 701.34 and
780.7, of the Gooding/Camas Farm Service Committee's approval of the Emergency
Conservation Program ("ECP") practice grant reflected in your September 22, 2008 letter to
LynClif Farm LLC ("LynClif"). A copy ofthat letter is attached for your convenience. At this
point in time, and based upon limited information, it appears to me that a request for
reconsideration is the most appropriate way to challenge that grant approvaL If you disagree,
then please consider this a request for an appeal of that grant approval pursuant to 7 C.F.R. §
780.10.
Zingiber only recently became aware of the grant approval, but it appears that the purpose of
this grant is to install pipeline across Zingiber's land. According to the FSA Handbook on
Program Appeals, Mediation, and Litigation, "[pJarticipants include third parties because they
are directly affected by a determination." U.S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, FSA Handbook:
Program Appeals, Mediation, and Litigation, ~ 9 (2008). Therefore, ifZingiber's suspicion is
correct, then Zingiber is a third party participant entitled to appeal under the procedures of 7
C.F.R. § 780. Critically, Zingiber has not been provided with any notice or opportunity to
participate in the grant application, review, and approval process.
\\1hiley?url~tterofS~B!emger.22.do~~not.sp~cifY~ger~~YIlGlifh~.wop()se4tpJQcat~.th.~.,.

"'practlce,'tHe'context iriwnlch'Zlngi'6er'becarrle''ZtwareofiTstrori'glyin(Hca't~s'thafthe practice' .

will occur on Zingiber's land. On October 2,2008, Mr. Clifton E. Jensen attached your letter of
approval to an affidavit submitted in a state district court proceeding in which LynClif is
~9

......

Client: 1027570.3

EXHIBIT A
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.1.

Harold Boggs Jr.
October 20, 2008
Page 2

seeking to pipe the portion of Padgett Ditch that runs through Zingiber's property. In that
proceeding, Zingiber filed an application for an injunction to prevent LynClif from piping
Padgett Ditch while the court considers Zingiber's post-judgment motions. In response,
LynClif argued that such an injunction would injure LynClifbecause it would put the grant at
risk. Therefore, while Zingiber is acting on limited information, the necessary conclusion at
this point is that the grant is for the piping of Padgett Ditch across Zingiber's own real property.
Ifthat is indeed the case, Zingiber has serious concerns about the propriety of the grant
approval. For example, it appears that pursuant to federal statute and FSA's own regulations,
emergency conservation grants may be made only during periods of "severe drought." 16
U.S.C. § 2202 (2008). However, FSA defines a "severe drought" as one in which "available
livestock water and irrigation for orchards and vineyard[s] have been reduced below normal and
survival is unlikely without additional water." U.S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, FSA
Handbook: Emergency Conservation Program, Exhibit 2 (2004). I am not sure this definition
characterizes LynClif's operations. Moreover, the United States drought map available from
the USDA website indicates that the Hagerman area is currently only experiencing a "moderate
drought"-not a "severe drought." A copy of that map is attached for your convenience.
Another concern is the requirement in the program handbook which states that "[p Jersons
wanting to perform practices on land they do not own are responsible for obtaining
the ... permission necessary to perform and maintain practices for the practice lifespan."
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, FSA Handbook: Emergency Conservation Program,
,-r 52 (2004). Zingiber has never granted LynClif any "permission" to pipe the portion of the
ditch that runs through Zingiber's property. Moreover, while LynClifhas thus far prevailed at
the district court level in the proceeding that will decide LynClif's ability to pipe Padgett Ditch,
Zingiber has filed post-judgment motions for the court to reconsider its ruling. Furthermore, it
could take a year or more for the state court appeals process to conclude. If Zingiber ultimately
prevails, the pipeline would need to be removed. In short, it is premature to conclude that
LynClifhas the legal authority to pipe the ditch through Zingiber's property. Zingiber seriously
doubts that federal taxpayer dollars were intended to be spent on a "conservation" practice that
would ultimately need to be "undone."
As you can see, Zingiber has serious concerns about the propriety of the ECP grant under these
circumstances. Because Zingiber has thus far been excluded from this proceeding, these
concerns are necessarily based upon a limited understanding of the circumstances. It is possible
that there is some reasonable justification for the grant approval, but Zingiber is not privy to
that information at this point in time. It is also possible that a detailed review of the complete
appli~ati?rl~l e~~dthe.aepli ~a~le~le~ ~illraiw.~Q4i ti2IJ(l1..i~stt~~,~. Ih~,&~tt;lJ?PJ:QYt;l1,Jt.it.~.~
.... c.c·~····""0··(f6es·inaee·(ralloc·aremnas·rorapract1ce~to~Take'placeon~Zini{he~;'s land, would clearly be an
adverse decision for which reconsideration is appropriate pursuant to 7 C.F.R. § 780.4.

.' .
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Harold Boggs Jr.
October 20, 2008
Page 3

Again, Zingiber has thus far been excluded from participation in this matter. Regardless of
whether the Gooding/Camas FSA was formerly aware of the dispute regarding the piping of
the Padgett Ditch, FSA rules and fundamental Due Process now require that Zingiber be
provided an opportunity to participate and present its side ofthe case before the grant is
approved and the practice is implemented on Zingiber's property.
It is my understanding that Zingiber will have an opportunity to review FSA's administrative
record for the grant at issue and to present a more comprehensive case at an informal hearing.
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, FSA Handbook: Program Appeals, Mediation, and
Litigation, ~ 19 (2008). If that is riot correct, please let me know what the next step is.
Otherwise, please let me know when I can expect to receive a copy of the application file, and
what the remaining steps in the reconsideration and/or appeal processes are.

In light of the fact that Zingiber has been excluded from participation to this point and has
limited information about the basis and propriety ofthe approved grant, time is certainly of the
essence. If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me.
Thank you for your attention to this matter.
Very truly yours,

9A''''V.~H
MJMldbl
Attachments
cc:

William Van Horn
Scott L. Campbell
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4
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Gary D. Slette
ROBERTSON & SLETTE, PLLC
P.O. Box 1906
.Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-1906
Telephone: (208) 933-0700
Facsimile: (208) 933-0701
ISB # 3198
!rlm\LynClif\decl reJiet\obLaffJen5en

6

7
8

9

IN mE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE

10

STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF GOODING

11

12

13
14

LYNN J. BABINGTON and KATHY L.
)
BABINGTON, husband and wife; and
)
CLIFTON E. JENSEN and SUZANNE K. )
JENSEN, husband and wife, collectively
)
doing business as LYNCLlF FARMS, L.L.C.,)
an Idaho limited liability company,
)

v.

)
)
)
)

WILLIAM G. VAN HORN, an individual;
and ZINGIBER INVESTMENT, LLC,
a Colorado limited liability company,

)
)
)
)

15

Plaintiffs,
16
17
18

19

Case No. CV-2008-125

AFFIDAVIT OF
CI.TETON E IENSEN

)

20

Defendants.

21
22
23

)
)

STATE OF IDAHO )
Ss:
County of Gooding )

24

CLIFTON E. JENSEN, flTst being duly sworn, deposes and states on oath as follows:

25

1.

I am one of the Plaintiffs in this action.

a grant from the United States Department of Agriculture, Fann Service Agency, allocating a

AFFIDAVIT OF CLIFTON E.JENSEN -1
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UCT-02-2008 THU 02:01 PM MttGIC VALLEY BANK
10-02-'98 13:43

1

FOO~j-riobertson

& Slette

FAX NO. '089345588
208-933-0701

T-582 PB02/082

2

maximum of $32,977.00 toward the to1al cOst olebe Padgen Oltch pipeJmc ~on project.
3.
According to the terms ofthaExlll'bl, ItAIt, the grantexpirca in sixcy(60) days from

3

September 2l, 2008.

4

5
G
?

8
9

4.
constIuction project in Older to meet the deadline tStablilhe4 til l\xhibit itA".
S.
The DefeDdants' filiq of a M01ion for Rceousidcratian, a Mqaon for Stay of
.Execution, and an App1icadon for Preliminary InjusscUon has already placed unecmhuy on the

constnacticm project. an4 bas bampmd LynCUfa ability to proc:ccd with the placement cfits orcIor
for the pipe to be installed to convey im watI.I' rights. L~if Will be monccarily dama8ed if the
gnmt expires as a mu1t oftbe Defendants' continued JitigatlOD maneuvers.

:1.0

Purther, aayeth ~ atliant naught

11

DATED this~ II Vda),ofOctobcr. 2008.

12

13
1t

1S
16

17

19
19

20
21

22
23
24

25

26

AFRDAvn'OF CUFTON £. JENSEN -2

1

2

CERTWTCATE OF SERVICE

3

The undersigned certifies that on the ~ day of October, 2008, he caused a true and

4

correct copy of the foregoing instrument to be served upon the following persons in the following

5

manner:

6
7

Scott L. CampbelV Andrew Waldera [ ]
MOfFATITIfOMASBARRETI

[ ]

P.O. Box 829
Boise, ID 83701-0829

[ ]
[

8

..r'

[~

Hand Deliver
U.S. MaiJ
Overnight Courier
Facsimile Transmission - 208-385-5384
Email

slC@moffatt com
ajW@moffatt com

9

10
11

12

13
14

15
16
17

18

19
20
21

22
23
24

25
26
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SEP-22-2008 09:47

FROM:US~~

2089344327

TO: 8376116

USDA

~--United States

Department of
Agrh::l,llture

Date: September 22, 2008

Farm Sorvlce
Agency

GoodlngfCnm<J$
F$AOmcQ
820 MalnSt

To:

LyncHfFarmLLC

PO Box 201
Hagerman, ID 83332

Goodfng,IO
83330
PhOn9;

208·934-8472
Fax:
208-934-4327

From: Harold Boggs Jr.
County Executive Directors

Gooding/Camas FSA

Topic: Approval of Emergency Ccmservation Practice

The Gooding/Camas Farm Service Committee gave final approval to your
emergency conservation practice "pjpelinc" on farm 402, located in Hagerman,
Tdaho, due to continued drought/low stream flow conditio'tl.s. The Farro. Service
Agency will allocate $32,977.00, not to exceed 50% of the total cost of the
project. The above amount is less than YQU requested. but within the project
estimated cost~ and total cost share cannot exceed 50% of the total eligible cost,
under the EC-6 Drought Emergency Measures.
The pr-actice will expire in 60 days from the date of this Jetter. If the practice

calIDot be completed witltin 60 days, please contact our office in.unediatcly for
additi.o.ual assistance at 208·934~8472.
Imporlaut Nules:

1bis practice is considered a permanent practice with buried pipeline and must be
designed/approved by the Gooding/Camas Natural Resource Conservation
Service (NRCS) in order to be approved for flnal payment. Please contact the
NRCS immediately for design specifications.

CC: NRCS, Steve Thompson, DC
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Drought Monitor
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Return to U.S. Drought Monitor

The data cutoff for Drought Monitor maps is Tuesday at 7 a.m. Eastern Standard Time. The maps, which are based
on analysis of the data, are released each Thursday at 8:30 a.m. Eastern Time.

u.s. Drought Monitor

October 14, 2008
Valid 7 a.m. EST
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The Drought Monitor focuses on broad-scale conditiolls.
Local conditions may vary. See accompanying text summary
for forecast statements

http://drought.unl.edu/dm

Released Thursday, October 16, 2008
Autho,.; Rich Tlnke,., CPClNOAA

For a .pdfversion of the West Region Drought Monitor, click here.
To view tabular statistics for the West Region, click here.
For more information on the Drought Impact Reporter click here.
For local details and impacts, please contact your State Climatologist or Regional Climate Center.
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF GOODING

LYNN J. BABINGTON and KATHY L.
BABINGTON, husband and wife; anq CLIFTON
E. JENSEN and SUZANNE K. JENSEN, husband
and wife, collectively doing business as
L YNCLIF FARMS, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company,
Plaintiffs,
v.
WILLIAM G. VAN HORN, an individual; and
ZINGIBER INVESTMENT, LLC, a Colorado
limited liability company,

Defendants.

)
)
)

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

ORDERS ON DEFENDANTS' RULE 11 (a)(2)(b) MOTION, etc ... - I

Case No. CV-2008-000012S
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ORDERS ON:
1. DEFENDANTS' RULE 11 (a)(2)(b) MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION, or in the
alternative, DEFENDANTS' REQUEST TO CONVERT 11(a)(2)(b) MOTION TO A
RULE 59 MOTION TO ALTER OR AMEND;
2. PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO STRIKE;
3. PLAINTIFFS' MOTION FOR SANCTIONS;
4. PLAINTIFFS' MEMORANDUM OF COSTS, DISBURSEMENTS, AND
ATTORNEY'S FEES; AND
5. CLARIFICATION OF STAY ORDER

I.
ORIENTATION
Counsel:

Gary D. Slette, of Robertson & Slette, PLLC, for the Plaintiffs.
Andrew J. Waldera, of Moffatt, Thomas, Barrett, Rock & Fields, Chartered, for
the Defendants.

Court:

Barry Wood, District Judge, presiding.

Holdings:

1.

Van Horn cannot bring a Motion for Reconsideration based on
I.R.C.P. 11(a)(2)(B) because this Court's Judgment of September 12,
2008 was a final judgment; however, Van Horn may bring the Motion
to Alter or Amend under I.R.C.P. 59(e).

2.

Because Van Horn has withdrawn the documents which LynClif has
sought to strike in it Motion to Strike, this Court cannot strike the
documents. This Court will not strike Van Horn's Motion for Rule
11 (a)(2)(B) Motion for Reconsideration or the supporting
memorandum.

3.

This Court maintains its Order of August 12, 2008 in that LynCHf has
the right to bury a pipe under the Padgett Ditch as it existed in 2006
to convey LynClif's water; however, to avoid injury to Van Horn's
rights, this Court must hold a hearing to determine the carriage
amount of water each party is responsible to contribute for Van
Horn's irrigation water right.
not grant
Motion for Reconsideration.

sanctions for defending Van Horn's
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5.

This case not yet complete, claims for costs, disbursements and
attorney's fees are premature.

II.

BRIEF PROCEDURAL AND FACTUAL HISTORY

The Plaintiffs (hereinafter "LynClif') and the Defendants (hereinafter "Van Hom") own
adjacent parcels of real property. Both have water rights that are diverted from Billingsley Creek
into a manmade ditch named Padgett Ditch. Van Hom's entire water right is .32 cfs, consisting
of.3 cfs for irrigation and .02 cfs for stock watering. Water Right No. 36-10283B (Exhibit 4 to
Affidavit of William G. Van Hom in Support of Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment).
LynClif s water right includes a 10 cfs aquaculture right for rearing fish. Padgett Ditch flows
through Van Hom's property before reaching LynClifs property. Although Van Hom asserts
that abandoned irrigation structures show that the location of Padgett Ditch on his property has
changed over time, LynClif asserts that historically, the approximate location of Padgett Ditch on
what is now Van Hom's property remained relatively unchanged until 2006.
Van Hom purchased the Van Hom Property in 2006; that same year, he unilaterally
changed the location of Padgett Ditch so that it meandered through his property. This change
essentially doubled the length of the ditch from approximately 700 feet to approximately 1,500
feet. Van Hom's claimed goals were to create a more aesthetic environment, make irrigation
easier, and create a fly fishing habitat in the ditch. Van Hom did not seek or receive written
permission from LynClif before changing the location of Padgett Ditch. The change to Padgett
Ditch was a concern to LynClif because they feared that it would diminish water flows to their
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property, and contaminate the water (for example with mud and debris) before it reached their
downstream fish rearing facility.
After the location of the ditch was changed, LynClif and Van Horn had discussions
regarding whether an amicable solution could be reached.

Van Horn asserts that these

discussions led to an oral agreement that the ditch could remain in its meandering location,

if

Van Hom promised to be responsible for any harm or damages that might befall LynClif as a
result of the change. However, LynClif denies that any such agreement was ever made. I To the
contrary, in order to protect the water right for aquaculture, LynClif now seeks to bury the
portion of Padgett Ditch that runs through Van Hom's property in a pipe, (i.e. a buried conduit).
Alternatively, LynClif has received a variance from the Hagerman Highway District to bury a
pipe in the public right-of-way that runs adjacent to the Van Hom Property. This proposed pipe,
regardless of its location, would convey LynClifs appropriated water, but leave Van Hom's .32
cfs water right in the Padgett Ditch at the upstream boundary of Van Hom's property.
Currently, Van Horn is also seeking a permit from the Idaho Department of Water
Resources to appropriate 10 cfs of water running in Padgett Ditch for recreational and aesthetic
purposes. This would be a nonconsumptive, instream flow water right if granted, i.e., using the
same water that constitutes LynClifs water right for aquaculture.
In Count I of its complaint, LynClif sought a declaration from this Court that, as a ditch
owner under I.C. § 42-1207, it has the unilateral right to "pipe" the portion of Padgett Ditch that
runs across the Van Horn property. In Count II, LynClif sought a declaration from the Court that

I This Court readily recognizes that at "first blush" the claimed assertion of an oral agreement being reached
subsequent to Van Hom's unilateral moving of Padgett Ditch on his property would create a material issue of fact
which would prevent entry of Summary Judgment. However, in addition to LynClifs denial of said agreement, this

particulars so as to be unenforceable as a matter of law" and also presents significant Statute of Frauds issues
because of the asserted oral transfer of rights in real property. Therefore, the asserted agreement presents no
genuine issue of material fact as a matter of law.
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previously appropriated water, runmng through Padgett Ditch, is not subject to further
appropriation, and therefore under Idaho Law, Vail Hom could not be granted a permit for a 10
CFS instream flow water right for aesthetic and recreational appropriation.
After LynClif and Van Hom filed Cross-Motions for Summary Judgment, this Court
entered an Order on the Cross Motions for Summary Judgment on August 12, 2008. In the
Order, this Court denied Van Hom's Motion for Summary Judgment, granted LynClifs Motion
for Summary Judgment as to Count I, and deferred judgment on Count II for further argument.
On September 2,2008, and after additional Court proceedings, LynClif and Van Hom agreed to
dismiss Count II and seek a final appealable judgment on Count 1.

This Court entered a

judgment of September 12,2008. Entry of the Judgment was not delayed for the taxing of costs
and fees. LR.C.P. 58(a).
On September 18, 2008, LynClif lodged a Memorandum of Costs, Disbursements and
Attorney's Fees with an Affidavit in Support of Memorandum of Costs, Disbursements, and
Attorney's Fees. On September 29, 2008, Van Hom timely filed a Rule 11(a)(2)(b) Motion for
Reconsideration with a supporting memorandum, an Affidavit of Andrew 1. Waldera, a
Supplemental Affidavit of William G. Van Hom, an Affidavit of Kitty Martin, and an Affidavit
of Kent Collins. Also on September 29, 2008, Van Horn filed an application for Preliminary
Injunction and Motion for Stay of Execution with a supporting memorandum.
On October 1, 2008, Van Horn filed an Objection to LynClifs Memorandum of Costs,
Disbursements and Attorney's Fees. On October 3, 2008, LynClif filed a Motion to Strike
(1.R.C.P. Rule I2(f)) and Motion for Sanctions (1.R.C.P. 1 1(a)(l)), whereby LynClif challenged
the Van Horns' Motion for Reconsideration.

Also on October 3, 2008, LynClif filed an
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Objection to Application for Preliminary Injunction and Motion for Stay of Execution and
concurrent Memorandum in Support of Objection ..
On October 6, 2008, Van Horn filed a Request to Convert Pending Rule 11(a)(2)(b)
Motion for Reconsideration to Rule 59(e) Motion to Alter or Amend; and Notice of Withdrawal
of Affidavit Citations. On October 8, 2008, LynClif filed a Motion to Deny Request. On
October 10,2008, Van Horn filed a Response in Opposition to Motion to Deny Request.
On October 14,2008, Van Horn lodged a Response in Opposition to LynClifs Motion to
Strike (LR.C.P. Rule 12(f)) and Motions for Sanctions (LR.C.P. Rule 11(a)(1)). On October 17,
Van Horn filed a Reply in Support of Application for Preliminary Injunction and Motion for Stay
of Execution, Response to Request for Sanctions, a Reply in Support of Motion for
Reconsideration, and an Affidavit of Dylan B. Lawrence. On October 21,2008, Van Horn filed
a Second Affidavit of Dylan B. Lawrence.
On October 21, 2008, this Court heard oral argument on the Motions for Reconsideration
(or alternative Request to Convert the 11(a)(2)(b) Motion to a Rule 59 Motion to Alter or
Amend), Van Horn's Application for Preliminary Injunction and Motion for Stay of Execution,
LynClifs Motion to Strike, and LynClifs Memorandum for Costs, Disbursements and
Attorney's Fees. This Court granted Van Horn's Motion for Stay of Execution until this Court
issues its order on the remaining motions. With that, the Court took the remaining issues under
advisement.
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III.
MATTER DEEMED FULLY SUBMITTED FOR FINAL DECISION

Oral argument on this matter was held on October 21, 2008. At the conclusion of the
hearing no party requested additional briefing, and the Court requested none.

The Court

therefore deems this matter fully submitted for decision on the next business day, October 22,
2008.

IV.
ISSUES

For the sake of clarity, the issues raised by both parties in this case are organized and
expressed by the Court as follows:
1.

Whether Van Hom can bring a Motion for Reconsideration based on LR.C.P. 11(a)(2)(B)
or whether this Court should strike Van Hom's Rule 11(a)(2)(B) Motion for
Reconsideration. Additionally, If Van Hom cannot bring a Motion for Reconsideration
based on LR.C.P. 11(a)(2)(B), whether Van Hom can convert his Motion for
Reconsideration into and bring a Motion to Alter or Amend based on LR.C.P. 59(e).

2.

Whether this Court should grant LynClifs Motion to Strike.

3.

Whether (either under a Motion for Reconsideration or a Motion to Alter or Amend), this
Court should alter or amend its Judgment which is based upon this Court's prior Order on
Cross-Motions for Summary Judgment.

4.

Whether this Court should grant sanctions to LynClif for the cost of defending Van
Hom's Motions for Reconsideration.

5.

Whether this Court should award costs, disbursements, and attorney's fees to LynClif.
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V.
ANALYSIS
1.

Van Horn cannot bring a Motion for Reconsideration based on I.R.C.P. 11(a)(2)(B)
because this Court's Judgment of September 12, 2008 was a final judgment;
however, Van Horn may bring the Motion to Alter or Amend under I.R.C.P. 59(e).
The first issue before this Court is whether Van Hom may bring a Motion for

Reconsideration based upon LR.C.P. 11(a)(2)(B), and if not, whether Van Hom may convert its
Motion for Reconsideration with supporting memorandum into a LR.C.P. 59(e) Motion to Alter
or Amend. LR.C.P. II(a)(2)(B) states:
Motion For Reconsideration. A motion for reconsideration of any
interlocutory orders of the trial court may be made at any time
before the entry of final judgment but not later than fourteen (14)
days after the entry of the final judgment. A motion for

reconsideration of any order of the trial court made after entry of
final judgment may be filed within fourteen (14) days from the
entry of such order; provided, there shall be no motion for
reconsideration of an order of the trial court entered on any motion
filed under Rules 50(a), 52(b), 55(c), 59(a), 59(e), 59.1, 60(a), or
60(b).
(Emphasis added).
As Van Hom argues, the express language of Rule 11(a)(2)(B) and some case law
indicates that a Motion for Reconsideration can be brought even after final judgment has been
entered.

In Castle v. Hays, 131 Idaho 373, 957 P.2d 351 (1998), the Idaho Supreme Court

stated:

It has long been recognized that a formal order dismissing an
action is in effect a final judgment that puts an end to the suit.
Relief from such an order is limited. A party who disagrees with
such an order may , within fourteen days, seek reconsideration in
the trial court under LR.C.P. II(a)(2)(B), or the party may file an
appeal within forty-two days to obtain appellate review of the
dismissal order as provided in Idaho Appellate Rule II(a)(1).
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(Citation omitted). Further, in Devil Creek Ranch, Inc. v. Cedar Mesa Reservoir & Canal Co.,
126 Idaho 202, 205, 879 P.2d 1135, 1138 (1994), the Idaho Supreme Court stated, "Rule
II(a)(2)(B) permits a party to move the trial court to reconsider interlocutory orders not later
than fourteen days after entry of a final judgment on the order." However, the Devil Creek Court
also stated, "Rule 11(a)(2)(B) allows motions to reconsider to be filed at any time before entry of
final judgment.,,2 Id. Thus, with these cases, there is some indication in the case law that a
Motion for Reconsideration can be brought after the entry of a final judgment.
However, as LynClif argues, there is case law that indicates that once a final judgment
has been entered, no party can bring a Motion for Reconsideration under LR.C.P. 11(a)(2)(B). In
Farmers National Bank v. Shirey, 126 Idaho 63, 68, 878 P.2d 762, 767 (1994), the Idaho

Supreme Court stated, "Under Rule II(a)(2)(B) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, a court
may reconsider its legal rulings before a final judgment has been entered." (Emphasis added).
In Farmers, this District Judge reconsidered the prior Judge's rulings before the entry of a final
judgment, and therefore, the Idaho Supreme Court held that this Judge acted within his authority
under the rule. Id. The holding in Farmers has been reaffirmed in Sammis v. Magnetek Inc., 130
Idaho 342, 346, 941 P.2d 314, 318 (1997) ("This Court has held that LR.C.P. 11(a)(2)(B)
provides the authority for a district court to reconsider and vacate interlocutory orders so long as
final judgment has not yet been entered."); Telford v. Mart Produce, Inc., 130 Idaho 932, 934,
950 P.2d 1271, 1273 (1998) ("This Court has held that LR.C.P. 11(a)(2)(B) provides the
authority for a district court to reconsider and vacate interlocutory orders so long as final
judgment has not yet been ordered."); and Elliot v. Darwin Neibaur Farms, 138 Idaho 774, 785,

The Court in Devil Creek Ranch was faced with the issue of whether a Rule II (a)(2)(B) motion could be entered
after an appeal was issued reversing the final judgment. The Court concluded that because there was no final
judgment, the Rule I 1(a)(2)(B) motion was timely and would be allowed. Id.
2
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69 P.3d 1035, 1046 (2003) ("This Court has repeatedly held that I.R.C.P. 11(a)(2)(B) provides a
district court with authority to reconsider and vacate interlocutory orders so long as final
judgment has not been entered.").

With these cases and despite the wording of the rule, it

appears that the Idaho Supreme Court has held that once a final judgment has been entered, this
Court may not entertain a Motion for Reconsideration under I.R.C.P. 11(a)(2)(B).
Given the procedural posture of this particular case, this Court holds that the more proper
course of action in this case is to follow the rulings of Farmers and its progeny and not allow
VanHorn to bring a Motion for Reconsideration because this Court has previously entered a
final judgment on September 12, 2008. 3 Instead, Van Horn will be allowed to convert his
Motion for Reconsideration into an I.R.C.P. 59(e) Motion to Alter or Amend. This conclusion is
supported by Dunlap v. Cassia Memorial Hospital and Medical Center, 134 Idaho 233, 999 P.2d
888 (2000). In Dunlap, the trial court dismissed the plaintiffs' claims against the defendant in a
motion for summary judgment. Id. at 235, 999 P.2d at 890 (2000). The court entered a final
judgment on the motion for summary judgment pursuant to I.R.C.P. 54(b). Id. After the final
judgment had been entered, the plaintiffs sought a Rule 11(a)(2)(B) Motion for Reconsideration.
Id. The Court stated:

3

In reality, given the particular circumstances of the present case, this Court is presented with the age old question

2008 is predicated on the Order on Cross Motions for Summary Judgment entered on August 12,2008. So, which is
the one really being altered or reconsidered? Because of the ultimate outcome reached by this Court, the practical
difference between the two available motions is diminished.
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a

Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 11(a)(2)(B) provides the authority
for a district court to reconsider and vacate interlocutory orders so
long as final judgment has not yet been entered . .. Although the
reconsideration motion properly would not apply to the partial
summary judgment entered by the district court under the terms of
Rule 11(a)(2)(B) because that judgment no longer was an
interlocutory order but had become a final judgment as a result of
the 54(b) certificate entered by the district court, the motion was
subject to consideration by the district court as a timely filed
motion under IR.CP. 59(e) to alter or amend the judgment.

Id. (Citations omitted) (Emphasis added). Thus, under the holding in Dunlap, after a final
appealable judgment has been entered, the correct procedure is to allow a Rule 59(e) motion to
alter or amend. Additionally, this Court's conclusion is also supported by Straub v. Smith, 145
Idaho 65, 175 P.3d 754, 760 (2007) ("The dismissal was a final judgment and thus, the Smith's
motion to reconsider should be treated as a motion to modify or amend the order of dismissal.").
Therefore, this Court holds that Van Horn's Rule 11(a)(2)(B) will be converted into a Rule 59(e)
Motion to Alter or Amend.
As a final point, LynClif argues in their Motion to Deny Request, filed October 8, 2008,
that Van Horn should not be allowed to convert the Rule 11 (a)(2)(B) Motion for Reconsideration
into a Rule 59(e) Motion to Alter or Amend because Van Horn's pleading to do so was entitled a
"Request to Convert Rule 11(a)(2)(B) Motion for Reconsideration to Rule 59(e) Motion to Alter
or Amend".

LynClif argues that LR.C.P. 7(a) does not allow a party to make a "request."

However, this Court finds that this argument is misplaced.

LR.C.P. 7(b)(1) sets for the

requirements of a motion, all of which Van Horn's "Request" fulfills. Thus, this Court treats
Van Horn's "Request" as a motion under LR.C.P. 7(b)(1) and thus will convert Van Horn's Rule
11(a)(2)(B) Motion to Reconsider into a Rule 59(e) Motion to Alter or Amend.

5 '. g
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2.

Because Van Horn has withdrawn the documents which LynCHf has sought to
strike in it Motion to Strike, this Court cannot strike the documents. This Court
will not strike Van Horn's Motion for Rule l1(a)(2)(B) Motion for Reconsideration
or the supporting memorandum.

In support of the original Rule II(a)(2)(B) Motion for Reconsideration, Van Horn filed
with this Court a memorandum in support of the motion along with an Affidavit of Andrew J.
Waldera, a Supplemental Affidavit of William G. Van Horn, an Affidavit of Kent Collins, an
Affidavit of Kitty Martin, an Affidavit of Bradford Janoush, and an Affidavit of Norm Young.
All of these documents were filed September 29,2008. LynClif, in a Motion to Strike (LR.C.P.
12(1)), filed on October 3, 2008, asked this Court to strike all of the foregoing documents
because the Rule II(a)(2)(B) Motion for Reconsideration is inappropriate.
Van Horn, in its Request to Convert Pending Rule 11(a)(2)(B) Motion for
Reconsideration to Rule 59(e) Motion to Alter or Amend, withdrew the Supplemental Affidavit
of William G. Van Horn, the Affidavit of Norm Young, the Affidavit of Kitty Martin, the
Affidavit of Bradford Janoush, and the Affidavit of Kent Collins. See Van Horn's Request, 6.
VanHorn stated that the withdrawal of these documents would be done if this Court finds that
the Rule 11 (a)(2)(B) Motion for Reconsideration is improper and instead decides to hear the
motion as a Rule 59(e) Motion to Alter or Amend. See Van Horn's Response in Opposition to

Plaintiffs' Motion to Strike, 7. This is because under Rule 59(e), unlike under Rule II(a)(2)(B),
this Court cannot consider new information and evidence. See Lowe v. Lym, 103 Idaho 259, 263
(Ct. App. 1982) and Johnson v. Lambros, 143 Idaho 468, 471-72 (Ct. App. 2006).
Because, as explained supra, this Court has found that a Rule 11(a)(2)(B) Motion for
Reconsideration is improper given the procedural posture of this case, but rather, per VanHorn's
will be converted to a
each of the documents that LynClif seeks to strike, except for the Rule 11 (a)(2)(B) Motion for
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Reconsideration and the supporting memorandum. Thus, this Court considers the Affidavit of
Andrew 1. Waldera, the Supplemental Affidavit of William G. Van Horn, the Affidavit of Kent
Collins, the Affidavit of Kitty Martin, the Affidavit of Bradford Janoush, and the Affidavit of
Nonn Young to be withdrawn for the purposes of this decision. Furthermore this Court will not
strike Van Horn's Rule 11(a)(2)(B) Motion for Reconsideration nor the Memorandum in Support
of Rule 11(a)(2)(B) Motion for Reconsideration because this Court has converted the motion and
supporting memorandum into a Rule 59(e) Motion to Alter or Amend.
As a final note, VanHorn also requests this Court to take judicial notice under LR.E. 201
of this Court's September 2, 2008 Hearing Transcript and Judge Melanson's Order on July 24,
2008 in Gooding County Case No. CV-2008-0000057. These were exhibits attached to the
Affidavit of Andrew J. Waldera, which has been withdrawn as described supra. These items are
not "new" evidence, as they predate this Court's final judgment of September 12, 2008.
Therefore, this Court takes judicial notice of the documents under LR.E. 201 (d).

3.

This Court maintains its Order of August 12,2008 in that pursuant to I.e. § 42-1207
LynCHf has the right to bury a pipe under the Padgett Ditch as it existed in 2006 to
convey LynClif's water; however, to avoid injury to Van Horn's rights, this Court
must hold a hearing to determine the amount of water for carriage each party is
responsible to contribute for Van Horn's irrigation water right.
Because this Court is deciding the issues based upon a Rule 59(e) motion, as stated

supra, this Court will note the standards of review of this Court for a Rule 59(e) Motion to Alter
or Amend.
A Rule 59(e) motion to amend a judgment is addressed to the
discretion of the court . .. Rule 59( e) proceedings afford the trial
court the opportunity to correct errors both offact or law that had
occurred in its proceedings; it thereby provides a mechanism for
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Coeur d'Alene Mining Co. v. First Natl. Bank of N Idaho, 118 Idaho 812, 823, 800 P.2d 1026,
1037 (1990) (Emphasis added). Under a Rule 59( e) Motion to Alter or Amend, this Court cannot
consider new information and evidence. See Lowe v. Lym, 103 Idaho 259, 263 (Ct. App. 1982)
and Johnson v. Lambros, 143 Idaho 468, 471-72 (Ct. App. 2006). "Such proceedings must of
necessity, therefore, be directed to the status of the case as it existed when the court rendered the
decision upon which the judgment is based.,,4 Lowe v. Lym, 103 Idaho 259, 263 (Ct. App. 1982).
Thus, a Rule 59( e) motion is "a means to circumvent appeal" and "provides a trial court a
mechanism to correct legal and factual errors occurring in proceedings before it." Slaathaug v.

Allstate Ins. Co., 132 Idaho 705, 707, 979 P.2d 107, 109 (1999) (citing First Sec. Bank v.
Neibaur, 98 Idaho 598,603,570 P.2d 276,281 (1977)).
In Van Hom's Memorandum in Support of Rule II(a)(2)(B) Motion for Reconsideration
(which is now in support of Rule 59(e) Motion to Alter or Amend - hereinafter "Van Hom's
Memorandum"), Van Hom essentially makes three arguments for why this Court should alter or
amend its Judgment of September 12,2008, based upon this Court's Order on Cross Motions for
Summary Judgment of August 12,2008.
Van Hom argues:
(1)

I.C. § 42-1207 operates to prevent injury to any person using or interested in
Padgett Ditch, and the proposed piping will directly affect Van Hom's water
rights in an injurious manner; therefore, LynClif cannot pipe his water;

(2)

The proposed piping will directly injure Van Hom's separate and distinct ditch
rights as a water user and co-owner of Padgett Ditch; and

While recognizing this standard and because the Court is granting the Motion to Alter or Amend in part, as stated
infra, this Court recognizes that the procedural posture of this case being a frnaljudgment has changed, and an
evidentiary hearing will be required.

4
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(3)

If piping of Padgett Ditch is permitted, the piping must occur in the present
location of the open ditch as opposed to some undefined, former location.

LynClif, in the Plaintiffs' Memorandum in Opposition to Motion for Reconsideration,
after arguing against Van Hom's Rule 11(a)(2)(B) motion on a procedural basis, addresses only
Van Hom's argument relating to "ditch rights." See Plaintiffs Memorandum in Opposition, 2.
J

This Court, however, will address each issue raised.

For purposes of clarity, this Court elects to restate, organize, and address the issues
in the following manner:

a.

The location of the Padgett Ditch for the purposes of this Order is the
location where the ditch existed on Van Horn's property immediately before
Van Horn unilaterally moved it in 2006.

This Court perceives the original location of the Padgett Ditch to be where the ditch was
located immediately before Van Hom unilaterally moved it in 2006 and not the location where
the meandering ditch is presently located. The undisputed facts in this case are that in 2006, Van
Hom unilaterally changed the location of the Padgett Ditch across his property. Arguably, he did
so in apparent violation of I.C. § 42-1207 because he did not receive written permission from the
downstream ditch owners (in this case, LynCli±) and because of the effect on LynClifs rights.
Furthermore, the change to the ditch nearly doubled its length from approximately 700 feet to
approximately 1,500 feet. It was this change that spurred LynClifs desire to pipe the water for
their water right. Thus, this Court determines that the historical location of the ditch is where it
existed in 2006 immediately before Van Hom unilaterally changed the location of the ditch. 5

5 In addition, as a practical matter, requiring LynClifto put the pipe under the new, much longer ditch would
significantly increase the cost to LynClif without any lawful basis therefore.
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Van Hom cannot "increase" or enhance his (or Zingiber's) rights and at the same time
impose greater burdens on LynClif by unilaterally moving the ditch. Thus, the issues presented
must be viewed in context of the ditch as it existed in 2006 before Van Hom moved it.
As an additional note, Judge Melanson ruled in Gooding County Case No. CV-20080000057, that Van Hom does not have standing to challenge LynClifs application to use a right
of way of the Hagerman Highway District for placement of the buried pipe. Thus, if LynClif is
granted the application to use the right of way of Hagerman Highway District and does in fact
use the right of way, then the issue regarding the ditch's original location will be moot, as the
placement of the pipe or conduit will be on the Hagerman Highway District property and not on
VanHorn's.

b.

LynClif has the right to bury a conduit / pipe under Padgett Ditch for its
water right pursuant to I.e. § 42-1207.

In this Court's previous Order, it set forth that LynClif has the right to bury a conduit or
pipe under the portion of Padgett Ditch that runs across the Van Hom property. This Court is not
persuaded that it made this legal determination in error. For the reasons set forth in this Court's
Order of August 12,2008, this Court maintains that LynClifhas the statutory right to bury a pipe
under the ditch that existed in 2006, which traverses the VanHorn property. Because VanHorn
has an irrigation water right out of the water conveyed down Padgett Ditch, VanHorn asserts a
separate ditch right and claims injury thereto. This Court agrees that Van Hom has a separate
property right in the form of a ditch right, i.e., LynClif must leave the surface ditch in tact. Thus,
if LynClif chooses to install the pipe across Van Hom's property (as opposed to piping on the
Hagerman Highway District right of way), the pipe must be put in underground underneath the
Padgett Ditch in its 2006 location. In other words, after LynClifburies the pipe under the (2006)
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ditch, LynClif must restore the open ditch in its condition as it existed immediately prior to the
piping. This will protect Van Horn's ditch right.

c.

Van Horn's stockwater right must only be delivered to the edge of Van
Horn's property.

Attached as Exhibit 1 to this Court's Order of August 12, 2008 is a copy of Van Horn's
Water Right 36-102838. This Water Right establishes that Van Horn's combined water right for
stockwater use and irrigation use is the amount of .32 cfs. 6 The portion of the Water Right which
is for stockwater purposes is in the amount of .02 cfs. The Water Right expressly states that the
water used for stockwater purposes is delivered "at a point of measurement where the delivery
ditch enters the place of use described below" (the Water Right then contains the legal
description of Van Horn's property). Thus, by Water Right 36-102838, Van Horn's right to
water used for stockwater purposes only requires delivery to the upstream edge of VanHorn's
property. Under LynClif s proposal, this will be accomplished.

d.

Because a hearing must be held to determine what amount of water each
party must provide for carriage of Van Horn's irrigation water; this Court
alters and amends its prior Judgment to a grant of only a Partial Summary
Judgment.

Water Right 36-102838 also establishes Van Horn's water right for irrigation use in the
amount of .3 cfs. The irrigation water right does not have the same limitation as the stockwater
right in that it does not provide that it has to only be delivered to the upstream edge of Van

6 It should be noted that Van Hom's Water Right No. 36-102838 contains no language granting a water right for
either aesthetics or fish purposes. Thus, this Court does not recognize such a right as claimed by VanHorn. As
such, there can be no legally cognizable injury by Van Hom for aesthetics or fish purposes.
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Horn's property.

Rather, there is a factual question presented as to the irrigation water's

historical point of diversion from Padgett Ditch. Thus, this Court recognizes that Van Horn has
an irrigation water right of .3 cfs (presumably measured from the point of diversion into Padgett
Ditch at Billingsley Creek) that flows through at least some portion of Padgett ditch (as it existed
in 2006) on VanHorn's property before it is removed from Padgett Ditch and applied as
irrigation water to Van Horn's property. Presumably, irrigation only occurs during the decreed
irrigation season of use out of the ditch. Additionally, this Court recognizes that it may be
necessary for Van Horn to change his irrigation practices if LynClifs water right is diverted
through a buried pipe because the full amount of LynClifs water will no longer be in Padgett
Ditch as it flows through Van Horn's property. However, this is not the type of "injury" which
would prevent LynClif from piping the ditch, so long as sufficient carriage water is left in
Padgett Ditch for VanHorn to receive his irrigation right.
But both parties have legal rights. As such, this Court also recognizes that Van Horn's
decision either to unilaterally change the portion of Padgett Ditch that ran through Van Horn's
property in 2006, or to employ a particular type of irrigation practice, or both, cannot impair
LynClifs rights. In other words, Van Horn can neither increase his property rights nor create
injury to LynClifs water right and separate ditch right by Van Horn's unilateral decision and
conduct - whether it be where Van Horn locates the ditch or how he chooses to irrigate.
Viewed from still another perspective, Van Horn's position is that Van Horn is entitled to
keep the Padgett Ditch "full" so that Van Horn can exercise its .3 cfs right off the top of the
ditch. In this respect, this Court finds that, while significantly factually different, the legal
reasoning of Schodde v. Twin Falls Land & Water Co., 224 U.S. 107 (1912), is instructive. In
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Schodde, Schodde was an irrigator of certain property above the Snake River in Twin Falls who
had a water right for irrigation water. Id. at 115. Schodde used a system of water wheels, which
relied on the current of the Snake River, to bring the water to the top of the Snake River Canyon.

Id. The Twin Falls Land & Water Co. sought to create a darn on the Snake River - that darn was
to hinder Schodde's water wheel system, as the current to the Snake River would be impeded.

Id. The issue thus became what part a water current plays in a water right. Id. at 118. The
United States Supreme Court affirmed the trial Court's decision that the current was not part of
the water right. !d. The Supreme Court affirmed the trial court's determination:
Suppose from a stream of 1,000 inches a party diverts and uses
100, and in some way uses the other 900 to divert his 100; could it
be said that he had made such a reasonable use of the 900 as to
constitute an appropriation of it? Or, suppose that when the entire
1,000 inches are running, they so fill the channel that by a ditch he
can draw off to his land his 100 inches; can he then object to those
above him appropriating and using the other 900 inches, because it
will so lower the stream that his ditch becomes useless? This
would be such an unreasonable use of the 900 inches as will not be
tolerated under the law of appropriation.

Id. at 199.
In the present case, VanHorn asks this Court to determine that because LynClif s piping
of the ditch will significantly decrease both the volume and amount of current of water in the
Padgett Ditch located on Van Hom's property, Van Hom will suffer material injury in that Van
Hom will not be able to use his existing means of irrigation without LynClifs full water right
flowing through the portion of Padgett Ditch that is on Van Hom's property. Therefore, Van
Hom reasons that the diversion of water through the piping cannot be lawfully allowed. Under
reasoning similar to that employed in Schodde, Van Hom could not demand that LynClifs full
water right be required to flow through Padgett ditch on Van Hom's

Van Hom would

.

.•
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essentially be claiming a right to both the current and the volume of LynClifs water to support
Van Hom's existing system of irrigation.
This Court has determined, by way of an analogy, that the circumstances of this case are
similar to what would happen if LynClif hypothetically sought a transfer of their water right
under I.e. § 42-222, where the Idaho Department of Water Resources may allow the transfer (in
accordance with established IDWR policy) but would allocate a certain amount of water for
carriage to each party in proportion to their total water right. In other words, by this Court's
understanding ofIDWR policy, to get Van Hom's irrigation water right down Padgett Ditch to
Van Hom's place of use, Van Honi would have to use some portion of Van Hom's .3 cfs water
right for carriage, but would also be entitled to some portion of LynClif s water for carriage.
Thus, this Court must hold a hearing to take evidence and both determine the amount of carriage
water needed to maintain Van Hom's irrigation water right into the 2006 location of the Padgett
Ditch to the point where it was taken from the ditch, and to ascertain how much carriage water
each party must be charged with and how IDWR can administer this.

As such, this Court

amends its Judgment of September 12, 2008, (which is based upon the Order of August 12,
2008) to become a Partial Summary Judgment, so as to allow for such an evidentiary hearing.
Additionally, because this Court has determined that LynClif can bury a pipe and thus
divert water away from and under that portion of Padgett Ditch that traverses Van Hom's
property, LynClif will be required to install a measuring device at their place of diversion to the
pipe to enable IDWR to regulate and administer the separate rights. See Peck v. Sharrow, 96
Idaho 512, 531 P.2d 1157 (1975) (where the Court held that the District Court's requiring a
measuring device above their point of diversion was "a practical solution of the problem.") See
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4.

This Court will not grant LynClif sanctions for defending Van Horn's Motion for
Reconsideration.
This Court is amending its Judgment of September 12, 2008. LynClif's desired sanctions

for defending Van Hom's Motion for Reconsideration (which this Court has converted into a
Motion to Alter or Amend) are not appropriate.

5.

Any award of costs, disbursements and attorney's fees is premature.
In light of this Order, this Court will not entertain LynClif's present request for costs,

disbursements and attorney's fees. When this action is completed, this Court will entertain any
additional filings for attorney's fees, costs and disbursements.

6.

Clarification of Stay Order.
At the conclusion of the hearing on October 21, 2008, this Court entered a Temporary

Stay, in that LynClif could not begin development of the pipe / conduit until this Court entered
an order on the above issues. On November 14, 2008, parties for both sides contacted this
Court's law clerk and requested a clarification as to whether the stay affected LynClif's ability to
begin development of the pipe on the Hagerman Highway District. In this Court's absence, the
Court's law clerk, at the direction of this Court via telephone, sent a letter to both parties
informing them that this Court only intended the Temporary Stay to be over the proposed piping
on Van Hom's property. Both parties have submitted letters in response to this Court. For
purposes of clarification, this Court again states that the

ordered on November

14, 2008, only affected piping on Van Hom's property, as the case before this Court only deals
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with Padgett Ditch on Van Horn's property. In other words, if LynClif desires to go ahead and
construct a pipe on the Hagerman Highway District right of way, that issue is not before this
Court. However, until completion of this case which is before this Court, the scope of this
Court's stay prevents the diversion of any water from Padgett Ditch into the said pipeline until
the remaining issues outlined above are resolved. 7

VI.
CONCLUSION

For the foregoing reasons, this Court orders that Van Horn cannot bring a Motion for
Reconsideration based on LR.C.P. II(a)(2)(B) because this Court's Judgment of September 12,
2008, was intended to be a final judgment; however, VanHorn may bring the Motion to Alter or
Amend under LR.C.P. 59(e). Additionally, because Van Hom has withdrawn the documents
which LynClif has sought to strike in it Motion to Strike, this Court cannot strike the documents.
This Court will not strike Van Horn's Motion for Rule II(a)(2)(B) Motion for Reconsideration
or the supporting memorandum.
Furthermore, this Court maintains its Order of August 12, 2008, in that LynClif has the
right to bury a pipe under the Padgett Ditch as it existed in 2006 to convey LynClif's water;
however, to avoid injury to Van Hom's rights, this Court must hold an evidentiary hearing to
determine the amount of water for carriage each party is responsible to contribute for Van Hom's
irrigation water right and how this will be accomplished so that IDWR can administer these
rights. As such, this Court modifies the Judgment entered September 12,2008, and enters Partial
Summary Judgment for LynClif.

It is this Court's understanding that because of the issue raised by Counsel in their respective letters when this
Court was on vacation last week that a status conference in this case is set for December 8, 2008.

7
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This Court will not grant LynClif sanctions for defending Van Horn's Motion for
Reconsideration.
This Court will not grant LynClif costs, disbursements and attorney's fees.
The scope of the Temporary Stay is clarified above.
The parties need to advise the Deputy Court Clerk if they still wish a status hearing on
December 8, 2008. The parties also need to provide the Deputy Clerk with their respective
available dates for the evidentiary hearing referenced above.

IT IS SO ORDERED.

Dated:

j)ov~ ;)t,{ ~o8

Signed6~

Barry Wood, District Judge
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE

8

STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF GOODING

9

10
11
12
13
14

*******
LYNN J. BABINGTON and KATHY L.
)
BABINGTON, husband and wife; and
)
CLIFTON E. JENSEN and SUZANNE K. )
JENSEN, husband and wife, collectively
)
doing business as LYNCLIF FARMS, L.L.C.,)
an Idaho limited liability company,
)

15
16

Plaintiffs,
v.

17
18
19
20

WILLIAM G. VAN HORN, an individual;
and ZINGIBER INVESTMENT, LLC,
a Colorado limited liability company,
Defendants.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV-2008-125

MOTION FOR PROTECTNE
ORDER AND MOTION FOR
STAnIS CONFERENCE

21
22

COME NOW the above-named Plaintiffs, by and through the undersigned, and move this
court for a protective order regarding the Defendants' First Set of Discovery Requests to Plaintiffs

23
24

attached hereto as Exhibit If A", and by this reference incorporated herein. By this motion,
Plaintiffs seek an order of this court determining that Plaintiffs are not required to respond to
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issues pursuant to its Order dated November 26, 2008, and the only issue left for consideration
relates to "carriage" water for the Defendants' water rights. Plaintiffs further seek a protective

MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER AND MOnON FOR STATUS CONFERENCE - 1

1

order regarding Interrogatories 4 through 13, inclusive, on the same grounds. Plaintiffs further

2

seek a protective order regarding Requests for Production of Documents Nos. 2 through 11,

3

inclusive, on the same grounds.
Because construction of the Plaintiffs' pipeline across its own property to the point of

4

intersection with the Justice Grade is nearing completion, the sole issue left for determination
5

6

pursuant to the court's November 26 Order pertains to a determination of each of the parties'
responsibility for carriage water.

7

Because there has been some confusion between counsel relative to the court's Order

8

regarding "the amount of water for carriage each party is responsible to contribute for Van Hom's

9

irrigation water right", Plaintiffs further move this court to conduct a status conference on the date

10

of the hearing of the Motion for Protective Order in order to clarify the nature of the anticipated
hearing on the "carriage" water issue. The parties and their attorneys are uncertain as to the

11

12

location of the necessary carriage water, i.e., is it to be determined from the point of diversion on
Billingsley Creek to the point where the water enters the Zingiber property, or is it to be

13

determined from the point it enters the Zingiber property all the way to the bottom (west) end of

14

the Zingiber property, or both? If it is solely the former, the Plaintiffs are prepared to stipulate that

15

the Defendants would receive their decreed .3 cfs of water at the point where it enters the Zingiber

16
17

property. Clarification of these issues by the court will aid the parties and their experts in
preparation for the hearing on the issue if the foregoing stipulation is not acceptable to the court.
ili

DATED this 17 day of December, 2008.

18

19

ROBERTSON & SLETTE, PLLC

20

21
22
23

24
25
26
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3

manner:
4
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Scott L. Campbell/Andrew Waldera [ ]

Hand Deliver
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P.O. Box 829
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[x]
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Overnight Courier
Facsimile Transmission - 208-385-5384
Email slc@moffatt com
~W@moffatt com
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Scott L. Campbell, ISB No. 2251
Andrew J. Waldera, ISB No. 6608
MOFFATT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK &
FIELDS, CHARTERED

101 S. Capitol Blvd., 10th Floor
Post Office Box 829
Boise, Idaho 83701
Telephone (208) 345-2000
Facsimile (208) 385-5384
23425.0001
Attorneys for Defendants William G. Van Hom
and Zingiber Investment, LLC

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF GOODING

LYNN J. BABINGTON and KATHY L.
BABINGTON, husband and wife; and
CLIFTON E. JENSEN and SUZANNE K.
JENSEN, husband and wife, collectively doing
business as LYNCLIF FARMS, LLC, an
Idaho limited liability company,

Case No. CV-2008-125
DEFENDANTS' FIRST SET OF DISCOVERY
REQUESTS TO PLAINTIFFS

Plaintiffs,
vs.
WILLIAM G. VAN HORN, an individual; and
ZINGIBER INVESTMENT, LLC, a Colorado
limited liability company;
Defendants.

COMES NOW Defendants William G. Van Hom and Zingiber Investment, LLC
(collectively "Zingiber"), by and through its undersigned counsel of record, pursuant to Idaho

...

1,.;
:ri
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Rules of Civil Procedure 26,33,34, and 36, and hereby requests that the Plaintiffs Lynn J.
Babington and Kathy L. Babington, Clifton E. Jensen and Suzanne K. Jensen, collectively doing
business as LynClifFanns, LLC (collectively "LynClif') respond to the following requests for
admission, interrogatories, and requests for production under oath and no later than thirty (30)
days from the date of receipt thereof as provided in said Rules. This written discovery is being
served in response to the Court's November 26,2008 Order (copy attached hereto as Exhibit A),
wherein the Court has stated its need to conduct an evidentiary hearing regarding carriage water
quantities/rights and subsequent Idaho Department of Water Resources administration of the
water rights of the parties. See, e.g., Order at 22.
I.
INTRODUCTION
In responding to these requests for admission, interrogatories, and requests for
production, you are requested to furnish all infonnation available to you, or subject to your
reasonable inquiry, including infonnation in the possession of your attorneys, investigators,
employees, agents, representatives, guardians, consultants, expert witnesses and/or any other
person or persons acting on your behalf, and not merely such infonnation as is known to you by
your own personal knowledge.
In responding to these requests for admission, interrogatories, and requests for
production, you must make a diligent search of your records and all other papers and materials
that are in your possession or available to you or your representatives. If any item has subparts,
answer each part separately and in full. If you cannot answer any of the following requests for
admission, interrogatories, or requests for production in full after exercising due diligence to
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possible, specifying your inability to answer the remainder and stating whatever information or
knowledge you have concerning the unanswered portions.
If you object to any requests for admission, interrogatories, or request for
production on the ground that the information sought is privileged and nondiscoverable, please
state the basis for your claim of privilege and, in the case of any request for production,
"identify" the "documents" and "records" which you object to producing in sufficient detail as to
enable the court to rule upon a claim of privilege.
These requests for admission, interrogatories, and requests for production are
deemed to be continuing. If, after responding to these discovery requests, you acquire any
further information responsive to them, you are hereby requested, pursuant to Rule 26(e), to file
and serve supplemental answers or responses containing such further information. If you fail to
answer one or more of these interrogatories or if your answer to one or more of these
interrogatories is evasive or incomplete, Zingiber may move for an order compelling you to fully
answer the interrogatories and to pay the reasonable expenses, including attorney fees, incurred
by it in obtaining the order.
If you fail to produce "documents" and "records" requested herein or fail to
answer any interrogatory on the ground that the necessary information, "records" or
"documents" are not within your care, custody, possession, or control, please state what efforts
you have made to obtain such information, "documents," or "records."
If you fail to answer or respond to any of these requests for admission,
interrogatories, or requests for production in full or fail to supplement your answers or responses
as requested, Zingiber may move the Court for an order precluding you from introducing into
using either at trial or at any hearing, any testimony, witness, exhibit,
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"document," "record," publication, or other item or information not timely disclosed in your
response to these requests for admission, interrogatories, and requests for production.
I.
DEFINITIONS

When asked to "identify" a person or entity or when asked for the "identity" of a
person or entity, please state:
(a)

The name of the person or entity;

(b)

The present or last known address and telephone number of the person or

(c)

The present or last known occupation, business, and employer of the

entity;

person or entity; and
(d)

The present or last known address and telephone number of the employer

of the person or entity.
When asked to "identify" a record or document or when asked for the "identity"
of a "record" or "document," please state:
(a)

The nature or type of "record" or "document" (e.g., letter, photograph,

tape recording, radiology report, etc.);
(b)

The subject matter of the "record" or "document" and/or a general

description of its contents;
(c)

The "identity" of the person who authored or created the "record" or

(d)

The date of the document or, ifit bears no date, the date on which it was

"document";

prepared or created; and
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(e)

The physical location ofthe original and any copies of the "document" or

"record" of which you are aware and the "identity" of the present custodian of the "record" or
"document."

In responding to these requests for admission, interrogatories, and requests for
production, the following definitions shall apply:
The terms "document(s)" and/or "record(s)" mean any tangible thing upon which
has been placed handwriting, e-mail transmission.typewriting.printing. photocopying,
photographing, digital or computerized data, or any other form of recording, communication or
representation, including but not limited to letters, words, pictures, sounds, magnetic impulses,
symbols, numbers or any combination thereof, whether or not visible to the unassisted human
eye. This definition shall include, but is not limited to, any and all originals, copies or drafts of
any and all of the following: records, notes, summaries, schedules, contracts, agreements,
drawings, blueprints, sketches, invoices, orders, acknowledgments, diaries, reports, findings,
forecasts, tests, appraisals, reports, memoranda, medical records, telephone recordings, telephone
logs, telephone lists, diaries, calendars, planners, daytimers, correspondence and letters, e-mail,
telegrams, telexes, facsimiles and faxes, cables, tapes, tape recordings, statements, receipts,
invoices, check registers, transcripts, recordings, photographs, witness statements, pictures,
films, videotapes, computer programs, computer databases, models, surveys, things and materials
of any nature whatsoever. Any "document" which contains any comment, notation, addition,
insertion or marking of any kind which is not part of another document is to be considered as a
separate "document."
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II.
REQUESTS FOR ADMISSION
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO.1: Please admit that Zingiber is a water user
co-owner of Padgett Ditch.
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO.2: Please admit that Zingiber is the current
owner of water right no. 36-1 0283B.
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO.3: Please admit that the location of Padgett
Ditch on the Zingiber property has varied since its initial construction, in part in an effort to
minimize transmission or conveyance losses from the ditch.
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO.4: Please admit that Zingiber possesses a
ditch right in Padgett Ditch.
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO.5: Please admit that Zingiber's ditch right in
Padgett Ditch is a property right separate and apart from its water right.
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO.6: Please admit that a ditch right
encompasses, in part, a right to historic ditch flows above and beyond one's own water right, for
conveyance purposes.
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO.7: Please admit that LynClifs construction
ofits proposed water conveyance pipeline either across/under the Zingiber property, or in the
nearby Justice Grade right-of-way will interfere with the conveyance of water right
no. 36-10283B through Padgett Ditch and across the Zingiber property.
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO.8: Please admit that Zingiber is entitled to
some portion of LynClifs water right(s) for purposes of conveying water right no. 36-10283B to
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REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO.9: Please admit that with the exception of
Zingiber irrigation system pumps, Padgett Ditch does not presently contain any other Zingiber
property-specific water delivery infrastructure.
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 10: Please admit that the construction of
LynClifs proposed water conveyance pipeline will require the construction of a Zingiber
property-specific water delivery structure to accommodate delivery of water right no. 36-10283B
to its decreed place of use.

III.
INTERROGATORIES
INTERROGATORY NO.1: Please state the name, address, and telephone
number of each and every individual known to you who has any knowledge of, or who claims to
have knowledge of, any facts or evidence discoverable in this matter, together with a brief
summary of each person's knowledge.
INTERROGATORY NO.2: Please state the name, address, and telephone
number of any and all experts you plan to call upon at the hearing of this matter and please:
(a) summarize each expert's background and qualifications;
(b) state the subject matter of each expert's anticipated testimony;
(c) state the substance of the facts and opinions to which each expert is
expected to testify; and
(d) disclose all underlying facts and data upon which each expert bases
his or her expert opinion(s).
INTERROGATORY NO.3: Please identify each and every document that you
intend to offer as an exhibit
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INTERROGATORY NO.4: Please describe in full complete detail LynClif's
water rights, and how and where the water is used on LynClif's property.
INTERROGATORY NO.5: Please describe in full and complete detail your
knowledge of the varied locations of Padgett Ditch on the Zingiber property prior to Zingiber's
relocation and reconfiguration of the ditch.

.

INTERROGATORY NO. 6: Please describe in full and complete detail any and
all modifications made to Padgett Ditch to accommodate the conveyance ofLynClif's
aquaculture water right.
INTERROGATORY NO.7: Please describe in full and complete detail any and
all agreements that LynClifhas entered into with any downstream Padgett Ditch water users
concerning the delivery of their water through LynClif's proposed water conveyance pipeline.
INTERROGATORY NO.8: Please describe in full and complete detail any and
all modifications made to Padgett Ditch on the LynClifproperty since its construction, and the
reasons for making the modifications.

v

INTERROGATORY NO.9: Please describe in full and complete detail any and
all modifications made to Padgett Ditch upstream of the Zingiber property since its construction,
and the reasons for making the modifications.
INTERROGATORY NO. 10: Please describe in full and complete detail any and

I)

all modifications made to Padgett Ditch on the Zingiber property since its construction, and the
reasons for making the modifications.
INTERROGATORY NO. 11: Please describe in full and complete detail your
knowledge of conveyance losses within and from Padgett Ditch, including the causes thereof.
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INTERROGATORY NO. 12: If your response to Request for Admission No.8 is
anything other than an unqualified admission, please describe in full and complete detail any and
all grounds supporting your response.
INTERROGATORY NO. 13: Please describe in full and complete detail how
LynClifwill ensure the continued and uninterrupted delivery of Zingiber's water right both
during and after the construction of its proposed water conveyance pipeline.

IV.
REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.1: Please produce any and all documents
you intend to introduce as exhibits at the hearing of this matter.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.2: Please produce any and all documents ~
showing/measuring the diversion rate from Billingsley Creek into Padgett Ditch.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.3: Please produce any and all documents
showing/measuring the quantity of water delivered to the LynClif property through Padgett
Ditch.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.4: Please produce any and all documents
showing/measuring conveyance losses from Padgett Ditch.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.5: Please produce any and all documents
illustrating the causes of conveyance losses from Padgett Ditch.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.6: Please produce any and all documents
illustrating the soils and/or substrate composition underlying Padgett Ditch.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.7: Please produce any and all documents
to Paclg_~n,Qi!fJ!111Jl!t~ffQ[U£lmiillmi;?:S!&Qny~y:aucs;Joss~''''~'~7'''"C··'
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REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.8: Please produce any and all

documents~

illustrating, depicting, or describing the construction: of LynClif's proposed water conveyanc1
pipeline including, but not limited to:
•

the type of pipe material being used;

•

the location of the pipeline;

•

the length of the pipeline;

•

the diameter of the pipeline;

•

the construction methods to be used to install the pipeline;

•

the pipe bedding material;

•

the trench backfill material;

•

the backfill compaction requirements;

•

how the ground surface will be restored after pipeline installation;

•

whether dewatering will be necessary, and if necessary, how dewatering
will be performed;

•

the construction of Zingiber property-specific water delivery
infrastructure;

•

the restoration/reconstruction of the 2006 configuration of the portion of
Padgett Ditch traversing the Zingiber property;

•

demonstrating how water delivery to Zingiber will not be interrupted;

•

any and all permits either applied for or received in conjunction with the
pipeline construction; and

•
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REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.9: Please produce any and all documents
detailing any and all agreements that LynClifhas entered into with any downstream Padgett
Ditch water users concerning the delivery of their water through LynClifs proposed water
conveyance pipeline.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 10: If any of your responses to any of the
Requests for Admission contained herein are anything other than unqualified admissions, please
produce any and all documents supporting, either in whole or in part, your response(s).
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 11: Please produce any and all documents
supporting, either in whole or in part, your answers to any of the Interrogatories contained
herein.

.r»--

DATED this ~ day of December, 2008.
MOFFATT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK &
FIELDS, CHARTERED

Jc

By__
______________________
Andr
Attorneys for Defendants William G.
Van Hom and Zingiber Investment, LLC
-+~
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this I~ day of December, 2008, I caused a true
and correct copy of the foregoing DEFENDANTS' FIRST SET OF DISCOVERY REQUESTS TO
PLAINTIFFS to be served by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following:
Gary D. Slette
ROBERTSON & SLETTE, PLLC

P.O. Box 1906
Twin Falls, ID 83303-1906
Fax: (208) 933-0701

N

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( )Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
( ) Facsimile
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF GOODING
)
)

LYNN J. BABINGTON and KATHY L.
BABINGTON, husband and wife; and CLIFTON
E. JENSEN and SUZANNE K. JENSEN, husband
and wife, collectively doing business as
LYNCLIF FARMS, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company,
Plaintiffs,

v.
WILLIAM G. VAN HORN, an individual; and
ZINGIBER INVESTMENT, LLC, a Colorado
limited liability company, .
Defendants.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV-2008-0000125

)
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Exhibit A

ORDERS ON:
1. DEFENDANTS' RULE 11 (a)(2)(b) MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION, or in the
alternative, DEFENDANTS' REQUEST TO CONVERT 11(a)(2)(b) MOTION TO A
RULE 59 MOTION TO ALTER OR"AMEND;
2. PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO STRIKE; .
3. PLAINTIFFS' MOTION FOR SANCTIONS;
4. PLAINTIFFS' MEMORANDUM OF COSTS, DISBURSEMENTS, AND
A'ITORNEY'S FEES; AND
5. CLARIFICATION OF STAY ORDER

I.
ORIENTATION
Counsel:

Gary D. Slette, of Robertson & Slette, PLLC, for the Plaintiffs.
Andrew J. Waldera, of Moffatt, Thomas, Barrett, Rock & Fields, Chartered, for
the Defendants.

Court:

Barry Wood, District Judge, presiding.

Holdings:

1.

Van Horn cannot bring a Motion for Reconsideration based on
I.R.C.P. 11(a)(2)(B) because this Court's Judgment of September 12,
2008 was a final judgment; however, Van Horn may bring the Motion
to Alter or Amend under I.R.C.P. 59(e).

2.

Because Van Horn has withdrawn the documents which LynClif has
sought to strike in it Motion to Strike, this Court cannot strike the
documents. This Court will not strike Van Horn's Motion for Rule
11 (a)(2)(B) Motion for Reconsideration or the supporting
memorandum.

3.

This Court maintains its Order of August 12, 2008 in that LynClif has
the right to bury a pipe under the Padgett Ditch as it existed in 2006
to convey LynClifs water; however, to avoid injury to Van Horn's
rights, this Court must hold a hearing to determine the carriage
amount of water each party is responsible to contribute for Van
Horn's irrigation water right.

4.

This Court will not grant LynClif sanctions for defending Van Horn's
Motion for Reconsideration.
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5.

This case not yet compJete, claims for costs, disbursements and
attorney's fees are premature.

II.

BRIEF PROCEDURAL AND FACTUAL HISTORY

The Plaintiffs (hereinafter "LynCIif') and the Defendants (hereinafter "Van Horn") own
adjacent parcels of real property. Both have water rights that are diverted from Billingsley Creek
into a manmade ditch named Padgett Ditch. Van Horn's entire water right is .32 cfs, consisting
of .3 cfs for irrigation and .02 cfs for stock watering. Water Right No. 36-10283B (Exhibit 4 to
Affidavit of William G. Van Horn in Support of Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment).
LynCIifs water right includes a 10 cfs aquaculture right for rearing fish. Padgett Ditch flows
through Van Horn's property before reaching LynCIifs property. Although Van Horn asserts
that abandoned irrigation structures show that the location of Padgett Ditch on his property has
changed over time, LynClifasserts that historically, the approximate location of Padgett Ditch on
what is now Van Horn's property remained relatively unchanged until 2006.
Van Horn purchased the Van Horn Property in 2006; that same year, he unilaterally
changed the location of Padgett Ditch so that it meandered through his property. This change
essentially doubled the length of the ditch from approximately 700 feet to approximately 1,500
feet. Van Horn's claimed goals were to create a more aesthetic environment, make irrigation
easier, and create a fly fishing habitat in the ditch. Van Horn did not seek or receive written
permission from LynClif before changing the location of Padgett Ditch. The change to Padgett
Ditch was a concern to LynClif because they feared that it would diminish water flows to their

54J
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property, and contaminate the water (for example with mud and debris) before it reached their
downstream fish rearing facility.
After the location of the ditch was changed, LynClif and Van Horn had discussions
regarding whether an amicable solution could be reached.

Van Horn asserts that these

discussions led to an oral agreement that the ditch could remain in its meandering location,

if

Van Horn promised to be responsible for any harm or damages that might befall LynCHf as a
result of the change. However, LynClif denies that any such agreement was ever made. I To the
contrary, in order to protect the water right for aquaculture, LynClif now seeks to bury the
portion of Padgett Ditch that runs through Van Horn's property in a pipe, (Le. a buried conduit).
Alternatively, LynClif has received a variance from the Hagerman Highway District to bury a
pipe in the public right-of-way that runs adjacent to the Van Horn Property. This proposed pipe,
regardless of its location, would convey LynClif's appropriated water, but leave Van Horn's .32
cfs water right in the Padgett Ditch at the upstream boundary of Van Horn's property.
Currently, Van Horn is also seeking a pennit from the Idaho Department of Water
Resources to appropriate 10 cfs of water running in Padgett Ditch for recreational and aesthetic
purposes. This would be a nonconsumptive, instream flow water right if granted, i.e., using the
same water that constitutes LynClif's water right for aquaculture.
In Count I of its complaint, LynClif sought a declaration from this Court that, as a ditch
owner under I.C. § 42-1207, it has the unilateral right to "pipe" the portion of Padgett Ditch that
runs across the Van Horn property. In Count II, LynClif sought a declaration from the Court that

1 This Court readily recognizes that at "fIrst blush" the claimed assertion of an oraJ agreement being reached
subsequent to Van Horn's unilateral moving of Padgett Ditch on his property would create a material issue of fact
which. wouldpr~vel1t ellto' Qf~umm~11¢~t.1IQ»:~¥gcljn~dirumlQ1.~nClif£,denialiocsaid:agr_men44lti8';~;i ....... .
iliafeven~under'V;1I1Hom's version, the alleged oral agreement "is so vague and lacking in
particulars so as to be unenforceable as a matter of law" and also presents significant Statute of Frauds issues
because of the asserted oral transfer of rights in real property. Therefore, the asserted agreement presents no
genuine issue of material fact as a matter of law.

C6iirtaetermmes
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previously appropriated water, runrung through Padgett Ditch, is not subject to further
appropriation, and therefore under Idaho Law, VanHorn could not be granted a permit for a 10
CFS instream flow water ri~ht for aesthetic and recreational appropriation.
After LynClif and Van Horn filed Cross-Motions for Summary Judgment, this Court
entered an Order on the Cross Motions for Summary Judgment on August 12, 2008. In the
Order, this Court denied Van Horn's Motion for Summary Judgment, granted LynClifs Motion
for Summary Judgment as to Count I, and deferred judgment on Count II for further argument.
On September 2,2008, and after additional Court proceedings, LynClifand Van Horn agreed to
dismiss Count II and seek a final appealable judgment on Count 1.

This Court entered a

judgment of September 12,2008. Entry of the Judgment was not delayed for the taxing of costs
and fees. I.R.C.P. 58(a).
On September 18, 2008, LynClif lodged a Memorandum of Costs, Disbursements and
Attorney's Fees with an Affidavit in Support of Memorandum of Costs, Disbursements, and
Attorney's Fees. On September 29,2008, Van Horn timely filed a Rule 11(a)(2) (b) Motion for
Reconsideration with a supporting memorandum, an Affidavit of Andrew J. Waldera, a
Supplemental Affidavit of William G. Van Horn, an Affidavit of Kitty Martin, and an Affidavit
of Kent Collins. Also on September 29, 2008, Van Horn filed an application for Preliminary
Injunction and Motion for Stay of Execution with a supporting memorandum.
On October 1, 2008, Van Horn filed an Objection to LynClif's Memorandum of Costs,
Disbursements and Attorney's Fees. On October 3, 2008, LynClif filed a Motion to Strike
(I.R.C.P. Rule 12(f) and Motion for Sanctions (1.R.C.P. 11(a)(1», whereby LynClif challenged
the Van Horns' Motion for Reconsideration.

Also on October 3, 2008, LynCIif filed an
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Objection to Application for Preliminary Injunction and Motion for Stay of Execution and
concurrent Memorandum in Support of Objection.
On October 6, 2008, Van Hom filed a Request to Convert Pending Rule 11(a)(2)(b)
Motion for Reconsideration to Rule 59(e) Motion to Alter or Amend; and Notice of Withdrawal
of Affidavit Citations. On October 8, 2008, LynClif filed a Motion to Deny Request. On
October 10, 2008, VanHorn filed it Response in Opposition to Motion to Deny Request.
On October 14, 2008, VanHorn lodged a Response in Opposition to LynClif s Motion to
Strike (I.R.C.P. Rule 12(f) and Motions for Sanctions (I.R.C.P. Rule 11(a)(I». On October 17,
Van Hom filed a Reply in Support of Application for Preliminary Injunction and Motion for Stay
of Execution, Response to Request for Sanctions, a Reply in Support of Motion for
Reconsideration, and an Affidavit of Dylan B. Lawrence. On October 21,2008, Van Hom filed
a Second Affidavit of Dylan B. Lawrence.
On October 21, 2008, this Court heard oral argument on the Motions for Reconsideration
(or alternative Request to Convert the 1l(a)(2)(b) Motion to a Rule 59 Motion to Alter or
Amend), Van Horn's Application for Preliminary Injunction and Motion for Stay of Execution,
LynClifs Motion to Strike, and LynClifs Memorandum for Costs, Disbursements and
Attorney's Fees. This Court granted Van Hom's Motion for Stay of Execution until this Court
issues its order on the remaining motions. With that, the Court took the remaining issues under
advisement.

5·4' t ;'.
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III.
MATTER DEEMED FULLY SUBMITTED FOR FINAL DECISION
Oral argument on this matter was held on October 2 I, 2008. At the conclusion of the
hearing no party requested additional briefing, and the Court requested none.

The Court

therefore deems this matter fully submitted for decision on the next business day, October 22,
2008.

IV.
ISSUES
For the sake of clarity, the issues raised by both parties in this case are organized and
expressed by the Court as follows:
1.

Whether Van Hom can bring a Motion for Reconsideration based on I.R.C.P. 11(a)(2)(B)
or whether this Court should strike Van Hom's Rule 11(a)(2)(B) Motion for
Reconsideration. Additionally, If Van Hom cannot bring a Motion for Reconsideration
based on LR.C.P. 11 (a)(2)(B), whether Van Hom can convert his ·Motion for
Reconsideration into and bring a Motion to Alter or Amend based on I.R.C.P. 59(e).

2.

Whether this Court should grant LynClifs Motion to Strike.

3.

Whether (either under a Motion for Reconsideration or a Motion to Alter or Amend), this
Court should alter or amend its Judgment which is based upon this Court's prior Order on
Cross-Motions for Summary Judgment.

4.

Whether this Court should grant sanctions to LynClif for the cost of defending Van
Hom's Motions for Reconsideration.

5.

Whether this Court should award costs, disbursements, and attorney's fees to LynClif.

544
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V.
ANALYSIS
1.

Van Horn cannot bring a Motion for Reconsideration based on I.R.C.P. 11(a)(2)(B)
because this· Court's Judgment of September 12, 2008 was a final judgment;
however, Van Horn may bring the Motion to Alter or Amend under I.R.C.P. 59(e).
The first issue before this Court is whether Van Hom may bring a Motion for

Reconsideration based upon I.R.C.P. 1l(a)(2)(B), and if not, whether Van Hom may convert its
Motion for Reconsideration with supporting memorandum into a I.R.C.P. 59(e) Motion to Alter
or Amend. I.R.C.P. 11(a)(2)(B) states:
Motion For Reconsideration. A motion for reconsideration of any
interlocutory orders of the trial court may be made at any time
before the entry of final judgment but not later than fourteen (14)
days after the entry of the final judgment. A motion for
reconsideration of any order of the trial court made after entry of
final judgment may be filed within fourteen (14) days from the
entry of such order; provided, there shall be no motion for
reconsideration of an order of the trial court entered on any motion
filed under Rules 50(a), 52(b), 55(c), 59(a), 59(e), 59.1, 60(a), or
60(b).
(Emphasis added).
As Van Hom argues, the express language of Rule 11(a)(2)(B) and some case law
indicates that a Motion for Reconsideration can be brought even after final judgment has been
entered. In Castle v. Hays, 131 Idaho 373, 957 P.2d 351 (1998), the Idaho Supreme Court
stated:
It has long been recognized that a formal order dismissing an
action is in effect a final judgment that puts an end to the suit.
Relief from such an order is limited. A party who disagrees with
such an order may , within fourteen days, seek reconsideration in
the trial court under LR.C.P. 11 (a)(2)(B), or the party may file an
appeal within forty-two days to obtain appellate review of the
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(Citation omitted). Further, in Devil Creek Ranch, Inc. v. Cedar Mesa Reservoir & Canal Co.,
126 Idaho 202, 205, 879 P.2d 1135, 1138 (1994), the Idaho Supreme Court stated, "Rule
1l(a)(2)(B) pennits a party to move the trial court to reconsider interlocutory orders not later
than fourteen days after entry of a final judgment on the order." However, the Devil Creek Court
also stated, "Rule 11(a)(2)(B) allows motions to reconsider to be filed at any time before entry of
fmal judgment.,,2 Id. Thus, with these cases, there is some indication in the case law that a
Motion for Reconsideration can be brought after the entry of a final judgment.
However, as LynClif argues, there is case law that indicates that once a final judgment
has been entered, no party can bring a Motion for Reconsideration under I.R.C.P. 11(a)(2)(B). In

Farmers National Bank v. Shirey, 126 Idaho 63, 68, 878 P.2d 762, 767 (1994), the Idaho
Supreme Court stated, "Under Ru1e 11(a)(2)(B) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, a court
may reconsider its legal rulings before a final judgment has been entered." (Emphilsis added).
In Farmers, this District Judge reconsidered the prior Judge's rulings before the entry of a final
judgment, and therefore, the Idaho Supreme Court held that this Judge acted within his authority
under the rule. Id. The holding in Farmers has been reaffirmed in Sammis v. Magnetek Inc., 130
Idaho 342, 346, 941 P.2d 314, 318 (1997) ("This Court has held that I.R.C.P. 11(a)(2)(B)
provides the authority for a district court to reconsider and vacate interlocutory orders so long as
final judgment has not yet been entered. "); Telford v. Mart Produce, Inc., 130 Idaho 932, 934,

950 P.2d 1271, 1273 (1998) ("This Court has held that I.R.C.P. 1I(a)(2)(B) provides the
authority for a district court to reconsider and vacate interlocutory orders so ·long as final
judgment has not yet been ordered."); and Elliot v. Darwin Neibaur Farms, 138 Idaho 774, 785,

Z The Court in Devil Creek Ranch was faced with the issue of whether a Rule I I (a)(2)(B) motion could be entered
after an appeal was issued reversing the final judgment. The Court concluded that because there was no final
judgment, the Rule 11 (a)(2)(B) motion was timely and would be ailowed. Id.

'..... 0.
S. a'"
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69 PJd 1035, 1046 (2003) ("This Court has repeatedly held that LR.C.P. 11 (a)(2)(B) provides a
district court with authority to reconsider and vacate interlocutory orders so long as fmal
judgment has not been entered."). With these cases and despite the wording of the rule, it.
appears that the Idaho Supreme Court has held that once a final judgment has been entered, this
Court may not entertain a Motion for Reconsideration under I.R. C.P. 11 (a)(2)(B).
Given the procedural posture of this particular case, this Court holds that the more proper
course of action in this case is to foHow the rulings of Farmers and its progeny and not allow
Van Horn to bring a Motion for Reconsideration because this Court has previously entered a
fmal judgment on September 12, 2008. 3 Instead, Van Horn will be allowed to convert his
Motion for Reconsideration into an I.R.C.P. 59(e) Motion to Alter or Amend. This conclusion is
supported by Dunlap v. Cassia Memorial Hospital and Medical Center, 134 Idaho 233, 999 P.2d
888 (2000). In Dunlap, the trial court dismissed the plaintiffs' claims against the defendant in a
motion for summary judgment. Jd. at 235, 999 P.2d at 890 (2000). The court entered a final
judgment on the motion for summary judgment pursuant to LR.C.P. 54(b). [d. After the final
judgment had been entered, the plaintiffs sought a Rule 11(a)(2)(B) Motion for Reconsideration.

[d. The Court stated:

3. In reality ,give~ thegartic~Jar cir~uTst~ces()f the,presel1t casll,thi~ E<?tlrt iSEr~ented""iHlthel1g(!Qldquestipn
. ·········oT·"WhfctrearneflfSt:.: tnechfcKen or tne·eggT'Specrticarfy, ·llieJuagmerifeiiferedm tfiiscaSe·onSepfem6er 12~
2008 is predicated on the Order on Cross Motions for Summary Judgment entered on August 12, 2008. So, which is
the one reaJly being altered or reconsidered? Because of the ultimate outcome reach~d by this Court, the practicaJ
difference between the two available motions is dimmished.

. J A . "•••••
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Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 11(a)(2)(B) provides the authority
for a district court to reconsider and. vacate interlocutory orders so
long as final judgment has not yet been entered ... Although· the
reconsideration. motion properly would not apply to the partial
summary judgment entered by the district court under the terms of
Rule II(a)(2)(B) because that judgment no longer was an
interlocutory order but had become a final judgment as a result of
the 54(b) certificate entered by the district court, the motion was
subject to consideration by the district court as a timely filed
motion under lR. CPo 59(e) to alter or amend the judgment.

Id. (Citations omitted) (Emphasis added). Thus, under the holding in Dunlap, after a final
appealable judgment has been entered, the correct procedure is to allow a Rule 59(e) motion to
alter or amend. Additionally, this Court's conclusion is also supported by Straub v. Smith, 145
Idaho 65, 175 P.3d 754, 760 (2007) ("The dismissal was a final judgment and thus, the Smith's
motion to reconsider should be treated as a motion to modifY or amend the order of dismissal.").
Therefore, this Court holds that Van Horn's Rule I 1(a)(2)(B) will be converted into a Rule 59(e)
Motion to Alter or Amend.
As a final point, LynClif argues in their Motion to Deny Request, filed October 8, 2008,
that Van Hom should not be allowed to convert the Rule 11(a)(2)(B) Motion for Reconsideration
into a Rule 59(e) Motion to Alter or Amend because Van Horn's pleading to do so was entitled a
"Request to Convert Rule 11(a)(2)(B) Motion for Reconsideration to Rule 59(e) Motion to Alter
or Amend". LynClif argues that I.R.C.P. 7(a) does not allow a party to make a "request."
However, this Court finds that this argument is misplaced.

I.R.C.P. 7(b)(1) sets for the

requirements of a motion, all of which Van Hom's "Request" fulfills. Thus, this Court treats
Van Hom's "Request" as a motion under I.R.C.P. 7(b)(1) and thus will convert Van Hom's Rule
11(a)(2)(B) Motion to Reconsider into a Rule 59(e) Motion to Alter or Amend.
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2.

Because Van Horn has withdrawn the documents which LynCIif has sought to
strike in it Motion to Strike, this Court cannot strike the documents. This Court
will not strike Van Horn's Motion for Rule 11(a)(2)(B) Motion for Reconsideration
or the supporting memorandum.
In support of the original Rule 11 (a)(2)(B) Motion for Reconsideration, Van Hom filed

with this Court a memorandum in support of the motion along with an Affidavit of Andrew J.
Waldera, a Supplemental Affidavit of William O. Van Hom, an Affidavit of Kent Collins, an
Affidavit of Kitty Martin, an Affidavit of Bradford Janoush, and an Affidavit of Nonn Young.
All of these documents were filed September 29,2008. LynCIif, in a Motion to Strike (I.R.C.P .
. 12(f), filed on October 3, 2008, asked this Court to strike all of the foregoing documents
because the Rule 11(a)(2)(B) Motion for Reconsideration is inappropriate.
Van Horn, in its Request to Convert Pending Ru1e 11 (a)(2)(B) Motion for
Reconsideration to Rule 59(e) Motion to Alter or Amend, withdrew the Supplemental Affidavit
of WiHiam O. Van Horn, the Affidavit of Nonn Young, the Affidavit of Kitty Martin, the
Affidavit of Bradford Janoush, and the Affidavit of Kent Collins. See Van Horn's Request, 6.
VanHorn stated that the withdrawal of these documents would be done if this Court finds that
the Rule 11(a)(2)(B) Motion for Reconsideration is improper and instead decides to hear the
motion as a Rule 59(e) Motion to Alter or Amend. See Van Horn's Response in Opposition to
Plaintiffs'Motion to Strike, 7. This is because under Rule 59(e), unlike under Rule 11(a)(2)(B),

this Court cannot consider new infonnation and evidence. See Lowe v. Lym, 103 Idaho 259, 263
(Ct. App. 1982) and Johnson v. Lambros, 143 Idaho 468, 471-72 (Ct. App. 2006).
Because, as explained supra, this Court has found that a Rule 11(a)(2)(B) Motion for
Reconsideration is improper given the procedural posture of this case, but rather, per Van Hom's

each of the documents that LynClif seeks to strike, except for the Rule 11(a)(2)(B) Motion for
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Reconsideration and the supporting memorandum. Thus, this Court considers the Affidavit of
Andrew 1. Waldera, the Supplemental Affidavit of William G. Van Horn, the Affidavit of Kent
Collins, the Affidavit of Kitty Martin, the Affidavit of Bradford Janoush, and the

~ffidavit

of

Norm Young to be withdrawn for the purposes of this decision. Furthermore this Court will not
strike Van Horn's Rule 11(a)(2)(B) Motion for Recons~deration nor the Memorandum in Support
of Rule 11(a)(2)(B) Motion for Reconsideration because this Court has converted the motion and
supporting memorandum into a Rule 59(e) Motion to Alter or Amend.
As a final note, Van Horn also requests this Court to take judicial notice under I.R.E. 201
of this Court's September 2, 2008 Hearing Transcript and Judge Melanson's Order on July 24,
2008 in Gooding County Case No. CV-2008-0000057. These were exhibits attached to the
Affidavit of Andrew J. Waldera, which has been withdrawn as described supra. These items are
not "new" evidence, as they predate this Court's fmal judgment of September 12, 2008.
Therefore, this Court takes judicial notice of the documents under I.R.E. 20 1(d).
3.

This Court maintains its Order of August 12, 2008 in that pursuant to I.C. § 42-1207
LynClif has the right to bury a pipe under the Padgett Ditch as it existed in 2006 to
convey LynClif's water; however, to avoid injury to Van Horn's rights, this Court
must hold a hearing to determine the amount of water for carriage each party is
responsible to contribute for Van Horn's irrigation water right.
Because this Court is deciding the issues based upon a Rule 59(e) motion, as stated

supra, this Court will note the standards of review of this Court for a Rule 59(e) Motion to Alter

or Amend.
A Rule 59(e) motion to amend a judgment is addressed to the
discretion of the court . .. Rule 59(e) proceedings afford the trial
court the opportunity to correct errors both offact or law that had
occurred in its proceedings; it thereby provides a mechanism for
necessity, be directed to the status of the case as it existed when the
court rendered the decision upon which the judgment is based.
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Coeur d'Alene Mining Co. v. First Natl. Bank olN. Idaho, 118 Idaho 812, 823, 800 P.2d 1026,
1037 (1990) (Emphasis added). Under a Rule 59(e) Motion to Alter or Amend, this Court cannot
consider new information and evidence. See Lowe v. Lym, 103 Idaho 259, 263 (Ct. App. 1982)
and Johnson v. Lambros, 143 Idaho 468, 471-72 (Ct. App. 2006). "Such proceedings must of
necessity, therefore, be directed to the status of the case as it existed when the court rendered the
decision upon which the judgment is based.,,4 Lowe v. Lym, 103 Idaho 259,263 (Ct. App. 1982).
Thus, a Rule 59(e) motion is "a means to circumvent appeal" and "provides a trial court a
mechanism to correct legal and factual errors occurring in proceedings before it." Slaathaug v.

Allstate Ins. Co., 132 Idaho 705, 707, 979 P.2d 107, 109 (1999) (citing First Sec. Bank v.
Neibaur, 98 Idaho 598,603,570 P.2d 276,281 (1977».

In Van Hom's Memorandum in Support of Rule 11 (a) (2) (B) Motion for Reconsideration
(which is now in support of Rule 59(e) Motion to Alter or Amend - hereinafter "Van Hom's
Memorandum"), VanHorn essentially makes three arguments for why this Court should alter or
amend its Judgment of September 12,2008, based upon this Court's Order on Cross Motions for
Summary Judgment of August 12,2008.
Van Hom argues:
(1)

I.C. § 42-1207 operates to prevent injury to any person using or interested in
Padgett Ditch, and the proposed piping will directly affect Van Hom's water
rights in an injurious manner; therefore, LynClif cannot pipe his water;

(2)

The proposed piping will directly injure Van Hom's separate and distinct ditch
rights as a water user and co-owner of Padgett Ditch; and

While recognizing this standard and because the Court is granting the Motion to Alter or Amend in part, as stated
infra, this Court recognizes that the procedural posture of this case being a fmal judgment has changed, and an
evidentiary hearing will be required.
4
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(3)

If piping of Padgett Ditch is permitted, the piping must occur in the present
location of the open ditch as opposed to some undefined, former location.

LynClif, in the Plaintiffs' Memorandum in Opposition to Motion for Reconsideration,
after arguing against Van Hom's Rule 11(a)(2)(B) motion on a procedural basis, addresses only
Van Hom's argument relating to "ditch rights." See Plaintiffs' Memorandum in Opposition, 2.
This Court, however, will address each issue raised.

For purposes of clarity, this Court elects to restate, organize, and address the issues
in the following manner:

a.

The location of the Padgett Ditch for the purposes of this Order is the
location where the ditch existed on Van Horn's property immediately before
Van Horn unilaterally moved it in 2006.

This Court perceives the original location of the Padgett Ditch to be where the ditch was
located immediately before VanHorn unilaterally moved it in 2006 and not the location where
the meandering ditch is presently located. The undisputed factsjn this case are that in 2006, Van
Hom unilaterally changed the location of the Padgett Ditch across his property. Arguably, he did
so in apparent violation ofI.C. § 42-1207 because he did not receive written permission from the
downstream ditch owners (in this case, LynCli£) and because of the effect on LynClif's rights.
Furthermore, the change to the ditch nearly doubled its length from approximately 700 feet to
approximately 1,500 feet. It was this change that spurred LynClif's desire to pipe the water for
their water right. Thus, this Court determines that the historical location of the ditch is where it
existed in 2006 immediately before Van Hom ..............J4...,'.J

the

, In addition, as a practical matter, requiring LynClifto put the pipe under the new, much longer ditch would
significantly increase the cost to LynClifwithout any lawful basis therefore.
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5

Van Horn cannot "increase" or enhance his (or Zingiber' s) rights and at the same time
impose greater burdens on LynClif by tmilateraIly moving the ditch. Thus, the issues presented
must be viewed in context of the ditch as it existed in 2006 before VanHorn moved it.
As an additional note, Judge Melanson ruled in Gooding County Case No. CV-20080000057, that Van Horn does not have standing to challenge LynClifs application to use a right
of way of the Hagerman Highway District for placement of the buried pipe. Thus, if LynClif is
granted the application to use the right of way of Hagerman Highway District and does in fact
use the right of way, then the issue regarding the ditch's original location will be moot, as the
placement of the pipe or conduit will be on the Hagerman Highway District property and not on
VanHorn's.

b.

LyneJif has the right to bury a conduit I pipe under Padgett Ditch for its
water right pursuant to I.e. § 42-1207.

In this Court's previous Order, it set forth that LynClifhas the right to bury a conduit or
pipe under the portion of Padgett Ditch that ftmS across the VanHorn property. This Court is not
persuaded that it made this legal determination in error. For the reasons set forth in this Court's
Order of August 12,2008, this Court maintains that LynClifhas the statutory right to bury a pipe
tmder the ditch that existed in 2006, which traverses the Van Horn property. Because Van Horn

has an irrigation water right out of the water conveyed down Padgett Ditch, Van Horn asserts a
separate ditch right and claims injury thereto. This Court agrees that Van Horn has a separate
property right in the fonn of a ditch right, i.e., LynCIif must leave the surface ditch in tact. Thus,
if LynClif chooses to install the pipe across Van Horn's property (as opposed to piping on the

Padgett Ditch in its 2006 location. In other words, after LynCHfburies the pipe under the (2006)
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ditch, LynClif must restore the open ditch in its condition as it existed immediately prior to the
piping. This will protect Van Hom's ditch right.

c.

Van Horn's stockwater right must only be delivered to the edge of Van
Horn's property.

Attached as Exhibit 1 to this Court's Order of August 12,2008 is a copy of Van Hom's
Water Right 36-102838. This Water Right establishes that Van Hom's combined water right for
stockwater use and irrigation use is the amount of.32 cfs. 6 The portion of the Water Right which
is for stockwater purposes is in the amount of .02 cfs. The Water Right expressly states that the
water used for stockwater purposes is delivered "at a point of measurement where the delivery
ditch enters the place of use described below" (the Water Right then contains the legal
description of Van Hom's property). Thus, by Water Right 36-102838, Van Hom's right to
water used for stockwater purposes only requires delivery to the upstream edge of Van Horn's
property. Under LynClif s proposal, this will be accomplished.

d.

Because a hearing must be held to determine what amount of water each
party must provide for carriage of Van Horn's irrigation water; this Court
alters and amends its prior Judgment to a grant of only a Partial Summary
Judgment.

Water Right 36-102838 also establishes Van Hom's water right for irrigation use in the
amount of .3 cfs. The irrigation water right does not have the same limitation as the stockwater
right in that it does not provide that it has to only be delivered to the upstream edge of Van

6 It should be noted that Van Hom's Water Right No. 36-102838 contains no language granting a water right for
either aesthetics or fish purposes. Thus, this Court does not recognize such a right as claimed by Van Horn. As
such, there can be no legally cognizable injury by Van Horn for aesthetics or fish purposes.
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Horn's property.

Rather, there is a factual question presented as to the irrigation water's

historical point of diversion from Padgett Ditch. Thus, this Court recognizes that Van Hom has
an irrigation water right of.3 cfs (presumably measured from the point of diversion into Padgett
Ditch at Billingsley Creek) that flows through at least some portion of Padgett ditch (as it existed
in 2006) on Van Horn's property before it is removed from Padgett Ditch and applied as
irrigation water to Van Horn's property. Presumably, irrigation only occurs during the decreed
irrigation season of use out of the ditch. Additionally, this Court recognizes that it may be
necessary for Van Horn to change his irrigation practices if LynClifs water right is diverted
through a buried pipe because the full amount of LynClifs water will no longer be in Padgett
Ditch as it flows through Van Horn's property. However, this is not the type of "injury" which
would prevent LynClif from piping the ditch, so long as sufficient carriage water is left in
Padgett Ditch for Van Hom to receive his irrigation right.
But both parties have legal rights. As such, this Court also recognizes that Van Horn's
decision either to unilaterally change the portion of Padgett Ditch that ran through Van Horn's
property in 2006, or to employ a particular type of irrigation practice, or both, cannot impair
LynClifs rights. In other words, Van Horn can neither increase his property rights nor create
injury to LynClifs water right and separate ditch right by Van Horn's unilateral decision and
conduct - whether it be where Van Horn locates the ditch or how he chooses to irrigate.
Viewed from still another perspective, VanHorn's position is that Van Horn is entitled to
keep the Padgett Ditch "full" so that Van Hom can exercise its .3 cfs right off the top of the
ditch. In this respect, this Court finds that, while significantly factually different, the legal
reasoning of Schodde v. Twin Falls Land & Water Co. 224 U.S. 107
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Schodde, Schodde was an irrigator of certain property above the Snake River in Twin Falls who
had a water right for irrigation water. Id. at 115. Schodde used a system of water wheels, which
relied on the current of the Snake River, to bring the water to the top of the Snake River Canyon.
Id. The Twin Falls Land & Water Co. sought to create a dam on the Snake River - that dam was
to hinder Schodde's water wheel system, as the current to the Snake River would be impeded.
Id. . The issue thus became what part a water current plays in a water right. Id. at 118. The
United States Supreme Court affirmed the trial Court's decision that the current was not part of
the water right. Id. The Supreme Court affirmed the trial court's determination:
Suppose from a stream of 1,000 inches a party diverts and uses
100, and in some way uses the other 900 to divert his 100; could it
be said that he had made such a reasonable use of the 900 as to
constitute an appropriation of it? Or, suppose that when the entire
1,000 inches are running, they so fill the channel that by a ditch he
can draw off to his land his 100 inches; can he then object to those
above him appropriating and using the other 900 inches, because it
will so lower the stream that his ditch becomes useless? This
would be such an unreasonable use of the 900 inches as will not be
tolerated under the law of appropriation.

ld. at 199.
In the present case, Van Hom asks this Court to determine that because LynCHfs piping
of the ditch will significantly decrease both the volume and amount of current of water in the
Padgett Ditch located on Van Hom's property, Van Hom wiU suffer material injury in that Van
Horn will not be able to use his existing means of irrigation without LynCHfs full water right
flowing through the portion of Padgett Ditch that is on Van Horn's property. Therefore, Van
Horn reasons that the diversion of water through the piping cannot be lawfully allowed. Under
reasoning similar to that employed in Schodde, Van Horn could not demand that LynCHfs full
property.
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Hom would

essentially be claiming a right to both the current and the volume of LynClifs water to support
Van Horn's existing system of irrigation.
This Court has determined, by way of an analogy, that the circumstances of this case are
similar to what would happen if LynClif hypothetically sought a transfer of their water right
under I.C. § 42-222, where the Idaho Department of Water Resources may allow the transfer (in
accordance with established IDWR policy) but would allocate a certain amount of water for
carriage to each party in proportion to their total water right. In other words, by this Court's
understanding of IDWR policy, to get Van Horn's irrigation water right down Padgett Ditch to
Van Horn's place of use, Van Horn would have to use some portion of Van Horn's .3 cfs water
right for carriage, but would also be entitled to some portion of LynClifs water for carriage.
Thus, this Court must hold a hearing to take evidence and both determine the amount of carriage
water needed to maintain Van Horn's irrigation water right into the 2006 location of the Padgett
Ditch to the point where it was taken from the ditch, and to ascertain how much carriage water
each party must be charged with and how IDWR can administer this. As such, this Court
amends its Judgment of September 12, 2008, (which is based upon the Order of August 12,
2008) to become a Partial Summary Judgment, so as to allow for such an evidentiary hearing.
Additionally, because this Court has determined that LynCHf can bury a pipe and thus
divert water away from and under that portion of Padgett Ditch that traverses Van Horn's
property, LynClifwiIl be required to install a measuring device at their place of diversion to the
pipe to enable IDWR to regulate and administer the separate rights. See Peck v. Sharrow, 96
Idaho 512, 531 P.2d 1157 (1975) (where the Court held that the District Court's requiring a
measuring device above their point of diversion was "a practical solution of the problem.") See

also I.C. § 42-701. This expense would be LynClifs because they are changing the status quo.

55'1
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4.

This Court will not grant LynClif sanctions for defending Van Horn's Motion for
Reconsideration.
This Court is amending its Judgment of September 12,2008. LynClifs desired sanctions

for defending Van Hom's Motion for Reconsideration (which this Court has converted into a
Motion to Alter or Amend) are not appropriate.

5.

Any award of costs, disbursements and attorney's fees is premature.
In light of this Order, this Court will not entertain LynClifs present request for costs,

disbursements and attorney's fees. When this action is completed, this Court will entertain any
additional filings for attorney's fees, costs and disbursements.

6.

Clarification of Stay Order.
At the conclusion of the hearing on October 21, 2008, this Court entered a Temporary

Stay, in that LynCHf could not begin development of the pipe / conduit until this Court entered
an order on the above issues. On November 14, 2008, parties for both sides contacted this
Court's law clerk and requested a clarification as to whether the stay affected LynClifs ability to
begin development of the pipe on the Hagennan Highway District. In this Court's absence, the
Court's law clerk, at the direction of this Court via telephone, sent a letter to both parties
informing them that this Court only intended the Temporary Stay to be over the proposed piping
on Van Hom's property. Both parties have submitted letters in response to this Court. For
""""0;;~dtmp~esJ}:hG1amicatitm,;:thi&70~0:aganr~~;that;1ff~;TempITrary·CisrayCiontere(ronNov~~b(;;;£;"'~"
14, 2008, only affected piping on Van Hom's property, as the case before this Court only deals

S5,~
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with Padgett Ditch on Van Hom's property. In other words, if LynClif desires to go ahead and
construct a pipe on the Hagerman Highway District right of way, that issue is not before this
Court. However, until completion of this case which is before this Court, the scope of this
Court's stay prevents the diversion of any water from Padgett Ditch into the said pipeline until
the remaining issues outlined above are resolved. 7

VI.
CONCLUSION
For the foregoing reasons, this Court orders that Van Hom cannot bring a Motion for
Reconsideration based on I.R.C.P. 11(a)(2)(B) because this Court's Judgment of September 12,
2008, was intended to be a final judgment; however, VanHorn may bring the Motion to Alter or
Amend under I.R.C.P. 59(e). Additionally, because Van Hom has withdrawn the documents
which LynClif has sought to strike in it Motion to Strike, this Court cannot strike the documents.
This Court will not strike Van Horn's Motion for Rule 11(a)(2)(B) Motion for Reconsideration
or the supporting memorandum.
Furthermore, this Court maintains its Order of August 12, 2008, in that LynClif has the
right to bury a pipe under the Padgett Ditch as it existed in 2006 to convey LynClif s water;
however, to avoid injury to Van Horn's rights, this Court must hold an evidentiary hearing to
determine the amount of water for carriage each party is responsible to contribute for Van Horn's
irrigation water right and how this will be accomplished so that IDWR can administer these
rights. As such, this Court modifies the Judgment entered September 12,2008, and enters Partial
Summary Judgment for LynCHf.

1 It is this Court's understanding that because of the issue raised by Counsel in their respective letters when this
Court was on vacation last week that a status conference in this case is set for December 8,2008.

.'-

;',5 "
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This Court will not grant LynCIif sanctions for defending Van

Horn~s

Motion for

Reconsideration.
This Court will not grant LynClif costs, disbursements and attorney's fees.
The scope of the Temporary Stay is clarified above.
The parties need to advise the Deputy Court Clerk if they still wish a status hearing on
December 8, 2008. The parties also need to provide the Deputy Clerk with their respective
available dates for the evidentiary hearing referenced above.

IT IS SO ORDERED.
Dated:

y)()V~ d. ~(~o~

Signed:~
Barry Wood, District Judge
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Attorneys for Defendants William G. Vm Hom
and Zingiber Investment, LLC
IN TIlE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF GOODING

LYNN J. BABINGTON and KATHY L.
BABINGTON, husband and wife; and
CLIFTON E. JENSEN and SUZANNE K.
JENSEN, husband and wife, collectively doing
business as LYNCLIF FARMS, LLC, an
Idaho limited liability company,

Case No. CV-2008-125
RESPONSE IN oPPOSmON TO MOTION
FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER.AND MOTION
FOR STATUS CONFERENCE

Plaintiffs,
VB.

WILLIAM O. VAN HORN, an individual; .~d,
ZINOlBER INVESTMENT, LLC, a Colorado
limited liability company;
Defendants.
COME NOW DefendfUlts William O. Van·Homand Zingiber Investment, LLC
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(collectively "Zingiber'j, by and through undersigned counsel of record and pursuant to Idaho

Rules of Civil Procedure 7(b)(3), 26(b)(2), and 26(0), and hereby files this response in OPPOSition
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to Plaintiffs' ("LynClif') Motion for Prot~ctive'Orderand Motion for Status Conference
(''Motion')~

dated December 17,2008.

r.

BACKGROUNDIn its November 26,2008 Order deciding, among other things, Zingiber's
Rule 59(e) Motion to Alter or Amend, the Court stated the need to hold a hearing to "take
evidence and both determine the amount of carriage water needed to maintain Van Hom's
irrigation water right into the 2006 location of the Padgett Ditch to the point where it was taken
from the ditch, and to ascertain how much carriage water each party must be charged with and
how IDWR can administer this." Order at 20. The Court reached this decision by recognizing
the need to protect Zingiber's well-settled ditCh rikhts~ and to prevent injury to Zingiber's

irrigation and stockwater rights in relation to LynCIif's construction of a pipeline which will
dramatically reduce current Padgett Ditch'flows~'

Urder al:16..20.

Specifically, the Court

acknowledged that while Zingiber may b'erequired4to change its irrigation practices in response
to the proposed pipeline, such is not the typflof"fnjury'twhlch would prevent LynCliffrom
constructing its pipeline under Idaho Code'Section 42.. 1201 u soJong as sufficient carriage water
is left in Padgett Ditch for Van Hom to receive hisirrlgation right." Order at 18. The Court also
noted LynClifs need to restore the 2006 cO~figllr8Hon ofPadgctt Ditch on the Van Horn
property (as further protection ofZingiber's:ditch:rlghts)~'and LynClif's need to install a
m.easuring device at their place ofdivel'8ion into'thfrlr pipeline fo·'crnable the Idaho Department of
Water Resources to administer the parnes l : separate water rights;' Order at 16·17 and 20,
respectively.
In response to the Court's statedneedlo conduct the above-referenced
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December 1S, 2008, in order to begin preparing for the hearing. The discovery requests track
with the findings of the Court's November 26,2008 Order related to Zingiber's water rights and
,-'~

'<

~.-',"~;,~' .. ;.>~ >j ".: ..-:.~

•

"

ditch rights, and the protection thereof. The discovery requests also seek LynClif's
acknowledgement of the foregoing rights, and how LynClifproposes to ensure the protection of
those rights in light of the construction of its proposed pipeline. In addition to probing the
factual practicalities of how LynClifproposes to protect Zingiber's rights (including how and
where LynClif's pipeline is going to be constructed), the discovery requests also seek factual
information related to the identification ofhearing witnesses and the production of exhibits, as
well as the disclosure offacts in LynClif's'l1ossessidriJihny, regarding known Padgett Ditch
conveyance losses and their causes-facts centra! to any discussionconceming carna.ge flows
and conveyance losses for purposes oftheCourtls'evide.nnary hearing.
On December 17, 2008;' cynClif;mstea.d'ofdiseretely objecting to Zingiber's
pending discovery requests, filed a blanket motion) seeking-' protective order which would
negate its obligation to respond to Requesrfor Admission Nos. 1· through 10, Interrogatory
Nos. 4 through 13, and Requests for Prod~ciionN\Js . .2 through"'l1. LynClif's Motion argues that
it should not be required to respond toth~enturierateQ discovery requests because ''the court has

already resolved those issues PUTSUanttoits:Order dated NoverriberQ6, 2008 ...." Motion
at 1..2.
.' i'

II;i:

ARGUMENT
:'.

A.

'

Legal Standards
1.

Rule 26{b)(1) And The Scope Of Discovery In General

..

,

As the Court is aware, the discovery afforded under the Idaho Rules of Civil
Procedure is broad. For example, Rule 26(b)(1) permits the
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privileged, which is relevant to the subject matter involved in the pending action ... It is not
,..

.'

......;

ground for objection that the infonnation sought will be inadmissible at the trial if the
information sought appears reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible
1

;.

.

evidence." ld.; see a/so, Kirk v, Ford Motor Co., 141 Idaho 697, 703-04 (2005). As confirmed
by the United States Supreme Court, the discovery rules are to be accorded a "broad and liberal
treatment. , . Mutual knowledge of all the relevant facts gathered by both parties is essential to
proper litigation. To that end, either party may compel the other to disgorge whatever facts he
has in his possession .•• thus reducing the possfbllitYof sUrprise." Hickman v. Taylor, 329 U.S.
495,507 (1947). Likewise, the Idaho Supreme CoUrt nag noted that "[t]he purpose of our
discovery rules is to facilitate fair imd expedient pretrial "fact gathering," and that the Rules are
neither designed, nor intended to reward"! party for "stonewalling" the other•. See, e.g./ Edmunds
V.

Kraner, 142 Idaho 867, 873 (2006). ThisbeiIig said, however,' Zingiber concedes that

discovery is not unbridled. Rather, discovery, like all matters or procedure, has ultimate and
necessary boundaries. Hickman, 329 U.S. at 507. "'.-

2.

Rule 26(c)-Protectlve Orders

Protective orders are governed by Idaho Rule;·ofCiViI Procedure 26(c). In
pertinent part, the Rule provides:
Upon motion by a party 01' by the person ".from whom discovery is
sought, and/or good cause shown, the court in which the action is
pending ..• may make any order which justice requires to protect a
party or person from annoyance, embarrassment, oppression, or
undue burden or expense, including. '.. thatthe discovery not be
had ....

ld. (emphasis added); see also, Selkirk Seed Co. v. Forney, 134 Idaho 98, 104 (2000). Given the
permissive language of the rule (i.e., the Rule's Use ofthe'tenn ''may''). a trial court's decision to
.:,"'.'
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grant a protective order is discretionary and will not be overturned absent an abuse of discretion.
Selkirk Seed Co., 134 Idaho at 104.
S.

LynCI1fs Motion Fails To Indentffy Any Supporthlg "Good Cause"
As discussed above in Section I, supra, LynClif states that it should not be

required to respond to Zingiber's various discovery requests because "the court has already ruled
on those issues ...." Motion at 1-2. However, LynCliffails to identify what "those issues" are.
Moreover. LynClifs Motion fails to identify any good cause supporting its protective order
request, let alone that the interests ofjustice require its'protection;
Based upon the discovery requests identified in LynClif's "MotiOn,"i LynCHf

lj.sserts that it should not have to respond to discovery requestsconceming the following subject
matter:
•

Ownership of, and water uSb frorirPadgett Ditch;

•

Confirmation of, andtlle's&>pe'W!clbidadthof, Zingiber's ditch rights;

•

The proposed pip~ihe's \~ff~'ets uporidifclUlows (including camage
water)j

•

Zingiber's rlghttockiage'w'ater vls.:a~vls itS ditch rights;

•

The need for the co~stiucti~n of Zfugfber property-specific water delivery
infrastructure in conjunction With the construction ofLynClif's proposed
pipeline, and what (ormthat\vater delivery ilnd pipeline infrastructure will
take;

•

Historic locations an(fc6nfi~tionsofpa.dgett Ditch;

Rule 1(b)(1) requires a movant to ICstate with particularity' the grounds supporting the
motion, as well as the number of the civil rule,underpmngthe motion. LynClif's "Motion"
does neither.
" , ., .
I
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•

Conveyance losses within the Padgett Ditch water distribution system;

•

Known causes of a.t1.y identified conveyance losses;

•

Water quantity/flow Illetisur~ellts of water conveyed in Padgett Ditch;
~

, j." , , '

~ ~ <.

"

f~"

" , -of:

'.

•

Soils/substrate composition underlying Padgett Ditch;

•

Full and complete detailsconceming LynCHf's proposed pipeline; and

•

The extent of the water that will be conveyed in LynCIif's proposed
pipeline~

including whether the water of other downstream users will be

conveyed in the -prop~sed pi~eline." ;
-

"

Interestingly, LynClif do"esnot 'anege~r ot1ierWi~e argue that Zingiber's discovery
requests are either irrelevant, or that they Will riot'l~ad to the disliovely of admissible evidence.
LynClif's failure to so argue is likclybecause information regarding water conveyance
measurements, water delivery infrastruoture, ditch configuration, pipeline design and
configuration, and known conveyance losses is partioularly relevant to an evidentiary hearing
designed to protect Zingiber's ditch and waterrlgIitsthrough thcdetermination and
quantification of the carnage water flows tliatare:necessary and incidental to those rights.
Simply put, one needs to have a very thorough understanding ofboth the Padgett Ditch system
and LynClif's proposed pipeline in ordertocatculate present oarnage flows, and how LynClif's
pipeline will negatively affect those flows ror mitigation'purposes.
Rather than substantively objecting-t6Zingioer1s;discovery requests on a request-

by-request basis, LynClif merely puts fortliageneric blanket statement with no supporting
argument or substantiation whatsoever. In aoditiori'to not meetmgthe minimum reqUirements of
a motion under Rule 7(b)(1), LynClif's "Motion" does not'meetthe requisite standards of

Rule 26(0) either. The Motion fails to
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issuance of a protective order by utterly failing to indicate how or why Zingiber's discovery ,
requests will lead to annoyance, embarrassment, oppression~, or undue burden or expense.
Instead, LynClif's Motion begs the questions of what, exactly, it needs protection from, and why
justice so requires the grant of the requested protection.
If LynCIif is not in possessron of responsive infonnation or materials, or if it has
reasonable grounds for objection, then it has every opportunity to respond accordingly. In the
meantime, Zingiber is going to avail itself of the broad and far rea.ching discovery tools available
to it so that it is not blindsided at the hearing.' and so that-it cali prepare its case in a methodical
and intelligent manner.

II

.

't:

\" '/;".'

While LynCH! contends that "the sole issue left for detennination pursuant to the
court's November 26 Order pertains to a determination of each of the parties' responsibility for
carriage water" (Motion at 2), that detennmationrequires the e~ilIIriD.ation and understanding of
a number of different variables. Zingiber' s;pendingdiscovery,requests logically track and build
upon the concepts and issues discussed in the Court's November 26, 2008 Order. Again, the
purpose of the procedural rules govenllngdiscovery is to facilitate fair and expedient pretrial fact
gathering-they are neither designed, nor iniended to reward a party for "stonewalling" the
other. See, Edmunds, supra. Given the sUbstance, or more accurately the lack thereof, of
LynClif's Motion, it is hard to see how theMonoidsaesignecrta do anything but stonewall

Zingiber's relevant and focused 'discovery tequests;;~' ~ .

c.

-.. - .

LynCIif's Stated "Confusion"' .. ~.;:
In its combined Motion, LynCHf also seeks a status conference to clear up

purported "confusion" over the ucaniage W9.terissue." Motion at 2. Specifically, LynClif states
that it is "uncertain as to the location oftbenecessary carriage water, t.e., is it to be determined
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from the point of diversion on Billingsley Creek't.o the point where it enters the Zingiber
property, or is it to be detennined from the point it enters the Zingiber property all the way to the
bottom (west) end of the Zingiber property, or both?" Motion at 2. LynClifvolunteers that if the
answer is solely the former (i.e., that Zingiber's water right need only be delivered to the
threshold of its property as opposed to across its property), then it is prepared to so stipulate. ld.
Contrary to LynClif's confusion, Zingiber believes that the Court's
November 26, 2008 Order makes it clear that Zingiber's ditch right, and the corresponding need
for carriage water for purposes of deliverihg Zingiber's irrigation right, extends beyond simple
delivery to the threshold of the Zingiber property. As the Court'clearly discussed:

/Zlngiher l sJ irrigation water right does not nave the Stlllt6
limitation as the stockwater right in that it does not provide that it
has to only he delivered to theupstYeamedgeo/Van Horn's
property. Rather, there is a. factual question presented as to the
irrigation water's historicru point of diversion from Padgett Ditch.
Thus, this Court recognizes that Van Hom ha.Ii an inigation water
right of 0.3 efs ... that flows through at least some ponion oj
Padgett Ditch ••• on Van Horn's property be/ore it Is removed
from Padgett Ditch and applied u,irrigation water to Van
Horn '$ property . .. Thus, this .Court must hold a hearing to take
evidence and both determine<themnount of carnage water needed
to maintain Van Hom's irrigation water right into the 2006
location of the Padgett Ditch: th. point where~;t was tden from
the ditch, and to ascertain how much carriage water each party
must be charged with and-how IDWR: can administer this.

to

Order at 18 and 20 (emphasis added) ..
Clearly, LynClif's proposed stipulation to ensure the delivery ofZingiber's 0.3
cis of water merely to the threshold ofthe'Zingiber,'property is of no value given that Zingiber's
point of rediversion of its water from PadgetfDitch4s looated near the west/downstream end of
>

'~'

..

,

.~.,

~~

the property. Further, Zingiber fails toundetstlll1G'LynClif'spurpliJrted confusion given the

Court's foregoing discussion. It is clear,that Zjngiber is entitled-to the delivery of its 0.3 cis
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irrigation right to the point where that water is rediverted by Zingiber for use on its property (f.e.,
the point where it is taken from the ditch), Thatpointofrediversion
is downstream of the point
" ,",

-,

of where Padgett Ditch enters the Zingiber property. In fact, that point of rediversion is located
at the western end of the residence yard where the irrigation pumps for the yard and pasture are
located. Consequently, Zingiber is entitIecJ't~the quantitY of ~arriage water necessary to deliver
the entirety of its 0.3 cfs irrigation watertight to that downStream point of rediversion. While
LynClifprofesses some confusion over the matter, Zingiber does not share that confusion.
. . , III~
CONCLUSION

LynClif's Motion for Protective Order should be denied in its entirety due to its
utter lack of substance. Put bluntly, the Motion fails to meet the requirements of either
Rule 7(b)(l) or Rule 26(0). Consequently, Zingiber is left to 8ri\le against speculation and
conjecture. LynClifposits no substantive, discrete objection to any of the pending discovery
requests. LynClif does not, even in a conclusory fashion, state that the pending discovery
\ ••

'

,,',~ ,>;:"

'

requests are i1Televant. The simple fact of the matter is that what LynClif may view as the
universe ofinfonnation pertinent to the CoUrt's requested evidentiary hearing is not controlling
so long as the infonnation that Zinglber seeks "app'ears TeaSona.'blyca1culated to lead to the
discovery of admissible evidence." WhafLynClif'ofits ex:pert(s) might consider impertinent
could be viewed as entirely pertinent by ZingiberlmcHts;expert(s); -LynClifs opinion that the
Court has already resolved uthose issues,';"doesnotaoso!ve-it oritS,need to respond to Zingiber's
discovery requests.

Likewise, LynClif's Motion fur Stiltus Conference'should also be denied. Given
the clarity of the Court's discussion containedwitliin-itslNovember 26,2008 Order, LynCIif's

,__ """,,,,;",,;;;,,;:';'~~~~~xt"~"~~~i;ffi~~~~;0~J.~t4_~;hiL'~~'.'~~Uh1l'yC_li&tii.;;;i";;:i;;i;:;'~#;'_;_7
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water delivery obligation to the mer~ihreshold ('~psti-e~ ed~it) of the Zingiber property. Not
surprisingly, LynClifis ready to stipulat~

....

.,

.',

,

to such' acondition,' LynClifhas argued this limited
.. ~ ,::' .

duty from the very beginning. Instea~ an'das th~ iCo~rt clearijr recognizes, LynClifs pipeline
cannot injure the delivery of the entirety oJ Zingiber' s irrigation right to the point at which
~ "'

,

Zingiber diverts that water for use on its'propeny. That point ofredivetsion is most certainly
located downstream from the threshold (upstream edge) of the Zingiber property.
DATED this J.O~ay of December, 2008.
.;;

. MOFFATI'/rUOMAS, BAR.RE'IT, ROCK &
FIELDS, CHARTERED

.. :"
By.~~~~
k,:"V.'""

_______________

J. Waldera-OftheFinn
Attorneys for Defendants William G.
Van Horn and Zingiber Investment, LLC
d

CER1:IFICATE\OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this }O-&'dayofDecember, 2008, I caused a true
and correct copy of the foregoing RESPONSE IN OPPOSITION'70.MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE
ORDER AND MOTION FOR STATUS CONFERENCE to be served by the method indicated below,
and addressed to the following:
Gary D. Slette
ROBERTSON & SLETTE, PLLC
P.O. Box 1906
Twin Falls, ID 83303-1906
Fax: (208) 933-0701

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
.( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
'N.!a9simile ,".
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Date: 1/7/2009

Fifth JUdicial District Court - Gooding County

Time: 03:47 PM

Minutes Report

Page 1 of 3

User: CYNTHIA

Case: CV-2008-0000125
Lynn J Babington, etal. vs. William G. Van Horn, eta I.
Selected Items

Hearing type:

Motion for Protective Order

Minutes date:

01/06/2009

Assigned judge:

Barry Wood

Start time:

11:09 AM
12:00 PM

Court reporter:

Linda Ledbetter

End time:

Minutes clerk:

CYNTHIA

Audio tape number: DC 09-01

Prosecutor:

[none]

Tape Counter: 1109

Tape Counter: 1110

Tape Counter: 1116

The Court calls the case at the time noted.
Identifies counsel and parties for the record.
Gary Slette for Plaintiffs
Anthony Waldera for Defendants
Matter before the Court: Motion for Protective Order; Motion for Status Conference - no
hearing on carriage water issue.
Mr. Slette asks the Court for clarification to perhaps expedite hearing on carriage water
issue.
Gives the Court a brief history of this case and the Court's intent in the order issued.
The Court comments in response to Mr. Slette's inquiry.
The Court will hear the evidence at the trial for the carriage issues.
Further colloquy between the Court and counsel.

Tape Counter: 1122
Tape Counter: 1123

Mr. Waldera comments in clarification.
The Court comments additionally.
Mr. Waldera inquires further as to Zingiber's specific inquiry within the scope of the Court's
order and issues to be determined at the carriage water hearing.

Tape Counter: 1126
Tape Counter: 1128

The Court will hear evidence on how IDWR administers the individual water right.
Mr. Slette inquires further.
The Court again responds.
Mr. Slette inquires
22 of
irrigation season" - was talking about the irrigation right during the season of use.
Mr. Waldera responds - notes concerns.
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Date: 1/7/2009

Fifth Judicial District Court - Gooding County

Time: 03:47 PM

Minutes Report

Page 2 of3

User: CYNTHIA

Case: CV-2008-0000125
Lynn J Babington, etal. vs. William G. Van Horn, etal.
Selected Items

Tape Counter: 1133

Tape Counter: 1137

Tape Counter: 1140

Tape Counter: 1148

The Court comments further.
Mr. Waldera comments additionally.
The Court notes those concerns are IDWR matters.
Mr. Waldera makes additional comments as to the actual CFS's Lincliff is receiveing.
The Court inquires as to when the parties want to set this hearing.
The parties will get with the Clerk and update their available dates for a 3 day hearing
sometime in April 2009.
Mr. Slette argues his motion for protective order.
Mr. Waldera argues.
The Court will take the objections one by one.
Mr. Slette argues his motion.
Mr. Waldera responds.
The Court will follow the Rule of 36(a) - propositions of law they do not have to answer.
Mr. Slette moves to interrogatories 1-3 - will provid that information.
The Court sustains the objection to #4.
Mr. Slette moves to interrogatory #5 - the Court will limit to what existed in 2006 before
the ditch was unilaterally moved by Zingiber.
Mr. Slette answers #6 - "None".
#7 - Mr. Slette will make avaialble if there are any - not aware of any
#8 - Mr. Slette fails to see bearing upon Zingiber's property.
Mr. Waldera argues - as to conveyance losses.
The Court will make ruling under Rule 26 - cannot leave to discoverable evidence sustains the objection to #8.
#9 - Required to answer.
#10 - Required to answer.
#11 - Will answer.
#12 - The Court sustains the objection (see 8).
#13 - Will answer.
Requests for production - asked the Court to limit production to item #1 Item #2 & #3 - The Court will

Tape Counter: 1155

Mr. Slette moves to item #8 - argues.
Mr. Waldera argues in response.
The Court comments - Zingiber can't increase their rights based upon what Lincliff does or
doesn't do. Sustains the objection to Item #8 request for production.
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Date: 117/2009

Fifth JUdicial District Court - Gooding County

Time: 03:47 PM

Minutes Report

Page 3 of 3

Case: CV-2008-0000125
Lynn J Babington, etal. vs. William G. Van Horn, etal.
Selected Items

Tape Counter: 1158

Mr. Slette will respond to #9-#11.

Tape Counter: 1200

The Court comments.
End Minute Entry.

Attest:~
OCynthla

. agle-Ervrn

User: CYNTHIA

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF GOODING
)
)
LYNN J. BABINGTON and KATHY L.
)
BABINGTON, husband and wife; and CLIFTON )
E. JENSEN and SUZANNE K. JENSEN, husband )
)
and wife, collectively doing business as
LYNCLIF FARMS, LLC, an Idaho limited
)
liability company,
)
)
Plaintiffs,
)
)
v.
)
WILLIAM G. VAN HORN, an individual; and
)
ZINGIBER INVESTMENT, LLC, a Colorado
)
limited liability company,
)
)
)
Defendants.
)
)

Case No. CV-2008-0000125

CLARIFICATION OF COURT'S ORAL RULING OF JANUARY 6, 2009

CLARlFICATION OF COURT'S ORAL RULING OF JANUARY 6, 2009. - 1

On January 6, 2009, this Court held a hearing in the above-entitled case. During that
hearing, Mr. Slette sought a clarification as to what witnesses and what evidence would be
needed at the hearing ordered by this Court's Order of November 26,2008. This Court reiterates
its ruling from the bench. However, in an effort to avoid a misunderstanding at the upcoming
hearing, this Court now makes this clarification of its oral ruling.
This Court clarifies that because LynClif is the Plaintiff in this action, LynClif has the
burden of proof to establish what is required by IDWR to accomplish LynClifs splitting of,
measuring, and subsequent piping of the water so that IDWR can administer the respective
rights. In other words, LynClif is the party that is seeking a change from the status quo; thus,
LynClifbears the burden of proof - by competent evidence including witnesses from IDWR - to
meet the requirement of this Court's Order of November 26, 2008. Hence, LynClif needs to
decide what evidence they need and what witnesses they wish to call. Van Hom must decide
what evidence and witnesses are needed to rebut LynClifs evidence.

IT IS SO ORDERED.

Dated:

-=____________

Signed:~~________

Barry Wood, District Judge
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NOTICE OF CLARIFICTION OF COURT'S ORAL RULING OF JANUARY 6, 2009
Certificate of Service Rule 77(d)
Eagle-Ervin, Deputy Clerk of Gooding County do hereby certify !~aJ on the
- V - - - - f \ - - - 2009, I filed the above document, and further on the _~
__ day of
v$.,1A-~~~- 2009, caused to be delivered a true and correct copy ofthe within and
oregoin instrument to the parties listed below:
1

Counsel:

Gary D. Slette
Robertson & Slette, PLLC
PO Box 1906
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-1906
Andrew J. Waldera
Moffatt, Thomas, Barrett, Rock & Fields, Chartered
PO Box 829
Boise, Idaho 83701

DATED
CLERK

--,Ct:~_.~~::::L---=-2_~_t7--L_

BY:~
Deputy lerk
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NOTICE OF ORDER

1
2

3
4

5

F'LEDp~",~~

Gary D. Slette
ROBERTSON & SLETTE, PLLC
P.O. Box 1906
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-1906
Telephone: (208) 933-0700
Facsimile: (208) 933-0701
ISB # 3198

Clerk of the District C

GOoding County, Idaho

!rIm\LynClif\decl reliet\sum judg_mtn_water

6
7

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE

8

STA TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF GOODING
9

10
11

12

13
14
15
16

17
18
19

)
LYNN J. BABINGTON and KATHY L.
BABINGTON, husband and wife; and
)
CLIFTON E. JENSEN and SUZANNE K.
)
JENSEN, husband and wife, collectively
)
doing business as L YNCLIF FARMS, L.L.C.,)
an Idaho limited liability company,
)
)
)
Plaintiffs,
)
)
v.
)
WILLIAM G. VAN HORN, an individual; )
)
and ZINGIBER INVESTMENT, LLC,
)
a Colorado limited liability company,
)
)
Defendants.
)

Case No. CV-2008-125
MOTION FOR SUMMARY
llIDGMENT RE- CARRIAGE
WATER

20

COME NOW the Plaintiffs above-named, by and through the undersigned, and moves

21

this Court for summary judgment pursuant to I.R.C.P. Rule 56(c). This Motion is based upon

22

the documents previously filed in this matter, together with the Affidavits ofLynn J. Babington,

23
24

Gary D. Slette, Dr. Charles E. Brockway, Sr., Stephen N. Thompson, and the supporting
Memorandum filed concurrently herewith.
DATED this

25

d--\J

day of February, 2009.

26
BY:~,..-i--,L,I----,t---t-"'-----\--------
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1

2
3

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
The undersigned certifies that on the J.-C}

day of February, 2009, he caused a true and

4

correct copy of the foregoing instrument to be served upon the following persons in the following

5

manner:

6
7

8

Scott L. Campbell
Andrew J. Waldera

[]
[]

Hand Deliver
. U.S. Mail
Overnight Courier
Facsimile Transmission - 208-385-5384
Email slc@moffottcom
ajw@moffott com

MOFFATITHOMAS BARRETI

[Y

P.O. Box 829
Boise, ID 83701-0829

[]
[]

9

10
11

12
13

14
15
16
17

18
19
20
21
22
23

24
25
26
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1

2
3
4

5

Gary D. Slette
ROBERTSON & SLETTE, PLLC
P.O. Box 1906
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-1906
Telephone: (208) 933-0700
Facsimile: (208) 933-0701
ISB#3198

FILED~p:.-~

Clerk of the District Court
Gooding County, Idaho

!rlm\LynClifIdecl relief\sum jud[Lmtn_water

6
7
8

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE

9

STA TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF GOODING

10
11

12

13
14

15
16
17
18
19

)
LYNN J. BABINGTON and KATHY L.
)
BABINGTON, husband and wife; and
)
CLIFTON E. JENSEN and SUZANNE K.
JENSEN, husband and wife, collectively
)
doing business as LYNCLIF FARMS, L.L.C.,)
an Idaho limited liability company,
)
)
)
Plaintiffs,
)
)
v.
)
WILLIAM G. VAN HORN, an individual; )
)
and ZINGIBER INVESTMENT, LLC,
)
a Colorado limited liability company,
)
)
Defendants.
)

Case No. CV-2008-125

MEMOR ANDI TM IN SI TPPORT OF
MOTION FOR SI TMMARY
llIDGMENT RE- CARRIAGE
WATER

20

21
22

23
24

SUMMARY ,JJIDGMENT STANDARDS

Rule 56(c) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure allows for summary judgment where
there is no genuine issue as to any material fact, and the moving party is entitled to judgment as a
matter of law. In order to make that determination, a court must look to the "pleadings,
depositions, and admissions on file, together with the affidavits, ifany[.]" I.R.c.P. 56(c).

25
26

construed in
favor of the nonmoving party, and all reasonable inferences from the record must be drawn in
favor of the nonmoving party. Banz v. Sudweeks, 119 Idaho 539, 541, 808 P.2d 876, 878 (1991).
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1

The party moving for summary judgment always has the burden of proving the absence of a

2

material fact. This burden may be met by circumstantial evidence. McCoy v. Lyons, 120 Idaho

3

765, 769, 820 P.2d 360,364 (1991).

4

5

Once the moving party has presented evidence and properly supported the motion for
summary judgment, the nonmoving party must present evidence, and must not rest on mere

speculation.ld The Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure provide in part:
6

When a motion for summary judgment is made and supported as
provided in this rule, an adverse party may not rest upon the mere
allegations or denials of that party's pleadings, but the party's
response, by affidavits or as otherwise provided in this rule, must set
forth specific facts showing that there is a genuine issue for trial.

7
8
9

10

LR.C.P.56(e).

11

If there are nonmaterial facts in dispute, the court may enter a judgment in favor of the

12

parties entitled to prevail as a matter of law. Barlows Inc. v. Bannock Cleaning Corp., 103 Idaho

13

310, 312, 647 P.2d 766, 768 (Ct. App. 1982). "Thus, in appropriate circumstances, the court is

14
15

16
17
18

authorized to enter summary judgment in favor of the nonmoving parties." Id
Idaho Code § 42-1102 provides, in pertinent part, as follows:
The existence of a visible ditch, canal or a conduit shall
constitute notice to the owner, or any subsequent purchaser, of the
underlying servient estate, that the owner of the ditch, canal or
conduit has the right-of-way and incidental rights confirmed or
granted by this section.

19

FACTS

20

The court has ordered that an evidentiary hearing be conducted to determine the amount of

21

water for carriage that each party is responsible to contribute for the delivery of Zingiber's

22

irrigation water right. See District Court's Order dated November 26, 2008, at p. 22. The court

23

24

also determined that the delivery ditch across the Zingiber property was to be installed at the
location where the ditch existed in 2006.
On January 6, 2009, the court advised the parties to consult with the Idaho Department of

25
26

the parties to this litigation. Presumably, there are only two segments of the Padgett Ditch where
this issue comes into play. The first segment would be that portion of the Padgett Ditch from its

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT RE: CARRIAGE WATER - 2

1

diversion point on Billingsley Creek to the concrete structure on the north side of Justice Grade

2

Road adjacent to the Zingiber property. For purposes of this Memorandum, that segment of the

3

Padgett Ditch will be referred to as the "Padgett Ditch Section 'A'." The other segment of the

4

Padgett Ditch which might possibly be reviewed in terms of carriage water loss is that section of

5
6

the Padgett Ditch running from the aforementioned concrete structure to the pond on the west side
of the Zingiber property. That portion of the Padgett Ditch will hereinafter be referred to as
"Padgett Ditch Section 'B'." For ease of reference and understanding, the court is referred to

7

Exhibit 3 of William Van Hom's Affidavit dated June 6, 2008, and filed herein. Mr. Van Hom's

8

own hand-drawn exhibit shows the length of the "old channel" which is referred to herein as

9

Padgett Ditch Section "B ". The aerial photographs attached to that same exhibit show further

10

evidence of the location of Padgett Ditch Section "B". [For convenience, LynClifhas attached a

11

drawing hereto as Exhibit "A" to identify those segments.]

12

The Idaho Department of Water Resources has politely declined to assume any
responsibility or obligation to determine the conveyance losses referenced in the court's Order. See

13
Exhibits ''A'' and ''E'' attached to the Affidavit o/Gary D. Slette.

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

24

Idaho Code § 42-1203 provides:
The owner or owners of any irrigating ditch, canal or conduit shall
carefully keep and maintain the embankments thereof in good repair,
in order to prevent the water from wasting during the irrigation
season, and shall not at any time permit a greater quantity of water to
be turned into said ditch, canal or conduit than the banks thereof will
easily contain or that can be used for beneficial or useful
purposes; it being the meaning of this section to prevent the
wasting and useless discharge and running away of water.
(Emphasis added). Idaho Code § 18-4302 provides criminal penalties for wasting water. That
section provides:
Any person or persons, who shall willfully or wantonly waste any of
the waters of any stream, the waters of which are used for irrigation,
to the detriment of any claimant of such water for irrigation
purposes, by diverting the same for an unnecessary use or purpose,
or by allowing such water to waste by running into depressions or

25
26

VH~~.'-U'V'- of the stream from which it has been diverted,
are guilty of a misdemeanor.

It has long been the policy of the law of Idaho to secure the maximum use and benefit of its water

58,;)
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1

resources. According to the Idaho Supreme Court in Mountain Home Irrigation District v. Duffi,

2

79 Idaho 435,319 P.2d 965 (1957):
It must be remembered that the policy of the law of this state is to
secure the maximum use and benefit of its water resources. Reynolds
Irrigation District v. Sproat, 69 Idaho 315, 206 P.2d 774;
Constitution, Art. 15; §§ 42-104, 42-222 I.e.

3
4

5
6

79 Idaho at 442.

In light of the public policy of the state to preclude the wasting of water, and in light ofthe

7

8

specific provisions of Idaho Code § 42-1203, LynClifs proposed method of resolution of this
issue as set forth in the Affidavits filed herewith leads to the conclusion that there are no issues of

9

fact relative to the carriage water issue. As part of LynClifs engineered construction plans for its

10

own pipeline, it has incorporated design features that will ensure delivery of 0.3 cfs flow of

11

Zingiber's irrigation water right.

12

The USDA Natural Resource and Conservation Service has designed modifications to the

13

concrete structure on the north side of Justice Grade Road to have an orifice that will allow

14

15

Zingiber's entire flow of .3 cfs to be diverted into either a lined ditch or pipeline. See Affidavit of

Stephen N Thompson. The net effect is such that Zingiber will receive its .3 cfs of water during
the irrigation season with absolutely no carriage loss attributable to Zingiber for Padgett Ditch

16

Section "A". Under this scenario, LynClif would bear all of the carriage loss for which Zingiber

17

might have been responsible. During the irrigation season, the control mechanism at that location

18

will be such that a perpetual and uninterrupted flow will be available to Zingiber. Id

19

The only other factual issue for consideration then is what, if any, carriage water the court

20

deems necessary for the delivery of the Zingiber water right in Padgett Ditch Section "B".

21

According to Wells A. Hutchins, The Idaho Law of Water Rights, 28 (United States Dept. of
Agriculture, Boise, Idaho 1956):

22

The appropriative right entitles the holder to the flow to his point of
diversion of water he has appropriated ....

23
24

Id The author of that treatise has citedMoev. Harger, 10 Idaho 302,77 P. 645 (1904), in support

25

of that

26

right is at a location on Billingsley Creek. See Exhibit 4 to Affidavit of William Van Horn. That

1"\}"("\n("\<'

location is approximately 630 feet upstream of the concrete structure on Justice Grade Road. In
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1

his Affidavit, Mr. Van Horn expressly acknowledged that "Padgett Ditch has diverted water from

2

Billingsly [sic - Billingsley] Creek and delivered it to water users along the ditch, including

3

Zingiber, since 1881." If the settled law ofIdaho is such that the holder of a water right is entitled

4

to have his appropriative flow delivered to his point of diversion, then it is clear that the delivery

5

of the entirety of the Zingiber .3 cfs to the concrete structure on the north side of Justice Grade
Road accomplishes more for Zingiber than what is legally required under existing Idaho case law.

6

In prior briefs and arguments submitted to this court, Zingiber has asserted that its water
7

right has been "re-diverted" at the concrete structure on the north side of Justice Grade Road. This

8

assertion is made despite the fact that the SRBA decree does not list any point of "re-diversion"

9

for the Zingiber water rights. Indulging Zingiber in every reasonable inference, it is still apparent

10

that the delivery of .3 cfs to this point of "re-diversion" meets the legal requirement as stated by

11

Hutchins in his treatise.
Of additional importance in this regard is the historical method of irrigation of the

12

Zingiber property. As acknowledged by William VanHorn in his Affidavit, this water right was

13

14

appropriated in 1881. Gravity flow irrigation appears to have been the only means by which water
was applied to the Zingiber property at that time, since irrigation pump technology was a post-

15

World War II development. More importantly, it is apparent that from a review of the SRBA

16

documentation that the only means of irrigation occurring on the Zingiber property as late as 1990

17

was flood irrigation. See Affidavits of Steve Clelland and Helen Harrington-Thornton at

18

paragraph 4(B) attached as Exhibits "c" and ''D'' to the Affidavit of Gary D. Slette. If .3 cfs is

19

assured of being delivered at the concrete structure now alleged by Zingiber to be a point of "rediversion" of its water right, then Zingiber will not be deprived of any aspect of its decreed water

20

21

rights.

If, despite the foregoing legal argument, the court believes that Zingiber is entitled to have

22

its decreed water delivered to the farthest western boundary of its property, i.e., through Padgett

23

Ditch Section "B", there is still no genuine issue of material fact. In that event, LynClifis prepared

24

to install a lined ditch in the location of the Padgett Ditch as it existed in 2006. See Affidavit of

25
26

Lynn J Babington. The ditch would be installed in accordance with the design
in his Affidavit. According to Dr. Brockway, alined
ditch that measures 3.6 inches wide at the bottom with a water depth of2.4 inches will carry all of
the Zingiber irrigation water right. There would be no loss due to seepage given that scenario. See
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT RE: CARRIAGE WATER - 5
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1

Affidavit of Dr. Charles E.. Brockway, Sr. at paragraph 3. Any loss due to evaporation would be

2

the same as had been previously lost when the Padgett Ditch was in the 2006 location. AS' an

3

alternative, and at the discretion of Zingiber, LynClif is prepared to provide Zingiber with a four-

4

inch schedule 125 PVC pipe which can be laid on the surface of the ground to allow delivery of

5
6

Zingiber's water to its pond. See Affidavit of Lynn J Babington. If Zingiber desires to bury the
pipe in the ground at its own expense, that is a decision it can make. In any event, there would be
no seepage or evaporation loss if the water was transported through a pipeline of sufficient size to

7

carry the Zingiber water right. See Affidavit ofDr. Charles E. Brockway, Sr.

8

CONCLIISION

9

The court has indicated that it will make a determination as to the amount of carriage

10

water each party is responsible to contribute for the delivery of Zingiber's water right. If.3 cfs is

11

delivered to the concrete structure north of the Justice Grade Road during the irrigation season,

12

Zingiber would bear no carriage water loss to get its water from the point of diversion on
Billingsley Creek to that location. If the court accepts Zingibers position that the concrete

13
14

structure is a point of "re-diversion", Zingiber will still receive its entire appropriative right of .3
cfs during the irrigation season delivered to that location. From the Clelland and Thornton

15

Affidavits, it is apparent that flood irrigation of the Zingiber property historically began at that

16

point. If the court believes that Zingiber has some sort of entitlement to have its irrigation water

17

right delivered to the pond on the westernmost edge of its property, a lined ditch or pipeline will

18

accomplish that goal without any seepage loss. As such, there is no material issue of fact which

19

would prevent this court from issuing its order on LynClifs Motion for Summary Judgment.
Mindful of the law concerning prevention of waste and the useless discharge and running away of

20

21

water, this result will meet the concerns of the court regarding Zingiber's alleged "ditch right",
while still fulfilling the state's policy of conservation of water resources. See Brockway Affidavit

22

at paragraph 5. For the foregoing reasons, summary judgment should be granted, thereby

23

obviating the need for an evidentiary hearing.

24

25

DA TED this

d- ~

day of February, 2009.
ROBERTSON & SLETTE, PLLC

26
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2

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

3

The undersigned certifies that on the ~ day of February, 2009, he caused a true and

4

correct copy of the foregoing instrument to be served upon the following persons in the following

5

manner:

6
7
8

Scott L. Campbell
Andrew 1. Waldera
MOFFATI THOMAS BARRETI

P.O. Box 829
Boise, ID 83701-0829

[ ]

[L[ t-f

[ ]
[ ]

Hand Deliver
U.S. Mail
Ovemight Courier
Facsimile Transmission - 208-385-5384
Email

slc@moff:ltt com
ajw@moffatt com

9

10
11

12
13
14

15
16

17
18
19
20

21
22
23
24
25
26
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Gary D. Sletie
ROBERTSON & SLETTE, PLLC
P.O. Box 1906
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-1906
Telephone: (208) 933-0700
Facsimile: (208) 933-0701
ISB # 3198

Clerk ot the District Court
Gooding County, Idaho

!rlmlLynClif\decl reJief\sumjud/LafEThompson_water

6
7

8
9

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE

10

STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF GOODING

*********

11

12
13

14
15
16
17
18

19
20
21

LYNN J. BABINGTON and KATHY L.
)
BABINGTON, husband and wife; and
)
)
CLIFTON E. JENSEN and SUZANNE K.
JENSEN, husband and wife, collectively
)
doing business as LYNCLIF FARMS, L.L.c.,)
an Idaho limited liability company,
)
)
)
Plaintiffs,
)
)
v.
)
WILLIAM G. VAN HORN, an individual; )
)
and ZINGIBER INVESTMENT, LLC,
)
a Colorado limited liability company,
)
)
Defendants.
)

Case No. CV-2008-125

AFFID AVIT OF

STEPHEN N THOMPSON

22
STATEOFIDAHO
23

24

25

County of Gooding

)
ss:
)

STEPHEN N. THOMPSON, fIrst

26
1.

I am the District Conservationist for the United States Department of Agriculture

AFFIDAVIT OF STEPHEN N. THOMPSON - 1

TO: 9330701

1

("USDN') Natural Resources Conservation Service (,'NRCS") in. Gooding County, Idaho.

2

2.

LynCHf Farms has received a grant from the Faon Services Agency for a portion

3

of the construction costs associated with, the piping of a segment of the Padgett Ditch in Gooding

4

County. Idaho. The design, for such improvements, including the strUcrute for water control

5

6
7

located on the north side of Justice Grade Road, was developed by Rob sampson, the State
Conservation Engineer, USDA NRCS. Mr. Sampson is a registered Professional Engineer in the
State of Idaho. A copy of said design is attached hereto as Exlubit "A" and incorporated herein by

this reference.

8

9
10
11
:J.2

3.

The concrete structure. as designed, will pass a continuous flow of 0.30 cfs to the

property owned by ZingiherNan Hom when the water level is maintained one

en inch above the

orifice.
4.

I have advised representatives of LynClif Farms, L.L.C. to modify the location of

the orifice by lowering it three (3) incbes. When constructed as designed with, the orifice lowered
by three inches, such change will ensure a constant flow of .3 efs of water at that location at all

13

times during the irrigation season.

14

Further, your affiant sayeth naught.

15

DATED this ~ day of February, 2008.

16
17
19

~~

j.9

20

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this

t11f.. day of February, 2009.

21
22

TARY PUBLIC FOR IDAHO

23

iding at: B~( -:;r:;.d.tLI1...Q
Corrunission. Expires: I?-/;

:::t2tJ'1

24
25
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1
2

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

The undersigned certifies that on the

J.,D

day of February, 2009, he caused a true and

3

correct copy of the foregoing instrument to be served upon the following persons in the following

4

manner:

5

Scott L. Campbell
Andrew 1. Waldera
MOFFATT THOMAS BARRETT

6

P.O. Box 829
Boise, ID 83701-0829

7

[ ]

Hand Deliver

~Jr

U.S. Mail

[ ]
( ]

Overnight Courier
Facsimile Transmission - 208-385-5384
Email slc@rnoffatt corn
ajw@rnoffatt corn

8
9

10
11

12

13
14
15

16
17
18
19
20

21
22
23
24

25
26
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=NRCS
Natural Resources Conservation Service

9173 W. Barnes Dr., Suite C
Boise ID 83709-1574
208.378.5729 (phone)
208.378.5735 (fax)

LinCliffPadgett Ditch Irrigation Conveyance
Design Report
Job Class IV, Code 587, Structure for Water Control
Boise, Idaho
November, 2008

General
An existing concrete structure on the North side of Justice Grade Road in Gooding County will
be modified to act as a pipe inlet. A steel pipe inlet and screening structure will be attached to
the west side of the modified concrete structure. 1305 linear feet of21 inch pipe will convey
water to an existing concrete outlet structure.

Location and Layout
The concrete structure and pipeline are located in Section 11, T 7 S, R 13 E, Boise Meridian.
Soils
Soils in the area are loams. Many ofthe soils are shallow to basalt. Some rock excavation is
expected in order to get the pipe to grade.
Hydrology
The Padgett Ditch runs year around. There is very little intercepted runoff and very few changes
in flow.
Hydraulics
The pipeline is designed to carry 10 cfs. The ditch continuing north is designed for 0.3 cfs, and
that is controlled with an orifice.
The inlet to the pipeline is a 7 foot wide weir. The 4" x 4" steel orifice bottom is set at the same
elevation as the weir.
Flow division is at design rates when the water is at elevation 101.0. For reference, the flood of
the existing structure is 100.0.
Water above the water rights is divided proportionately.

Padgett Ditch Pipeline
Gooding County, Idaho
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Padgett Ditch Structure
100.00

10.00

4-------------.---c--::J~._=CL-----------
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~
3:

1.00 +_____---,.LC-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

o
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1_ Pipeline I
~Di~_~~J

0.104-------__...."'--------------------

0.01 4 - - - - - " ' - - . - - - - - - - , - - - - - : - - - - . . , - - - - - - . - - - - - ,
100.4
100.8
101
101.2
101.4
101.6
100.6
Water Elevation

Structural Design
The steel structure is steel sheet reinforced with angle iron. There are no particular loads on the
structure. The top of the steel structure is the same elevation as the top of the existing concrete
structure.
Quantities, Specifications and Bid Schedule
Quantities were calculated from field surveys. Specifications used are from the NRCS Field
Office Technical Guide.
Design By:

Rob Sampson, State Conservation Engineer

11128/08
Date

Rob Sampson, State Conservation Engineer

11/28/08
Date

Padgett Ditch Pipeline
Gooding County, Idaho
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NATURAL RESOl.JRCES CONSERVATION SERVICE
Idaho
CONSTRUCTION SPECIFICATIONS
FOR
IRRIGA TION WATER CONVEYANCE
HIGH PRESSURE UNDERGROUND PLASTIC

Padgett Ditch

Water Conveyance Pipeline
(Project/Title)

(Owner/Operator)

GENERAL
This specification covers the installation and
materials for high-pressure plastic pipe 21 inch
diameter and smaller. Pipelines shall be
installed in accordance with a design and plan
approved by the responsible technician. Details
of construction shown in the design and plan but
not included here shall be considered as a part of
this specification. Construction activities shall
be in accordance with applicable OSHA
regulations.

The pipe shall be firmly and uniformly bedded
throughout its entire length. Bedding material
shall be placed and spread in uniform layers and
in such a manner as to fill the trench so there are
no unfilled spaces below the pipe. For pipe with
bell joints, holes shall be dug in the bedding at
the bells to permit the body of the pipe to be in
contact with the bedding along its entire length.
Blocking or mounding shall not be used to bring
the pipe up to final grade.
PIPE INSTALLA TION

TRENCH CONSTRUCTION
Trench width at any point below the top of the
pipe should be only wide enough to permit the
pipe to be easily placed and joined and to allow
the initial backfill material to be uniformly
placed under the haunches and sides of the pipe.
The maximum trench width shall be 30 inches
greater then the diameter of the pipe. The
minimum trench width shall be not less than two
pipe diameters, unless the trench is precision
excavated with a semicircular bottom that
closely fits the pipe and the width does not
exceed the outside diameter of the pipe by more
than 10 percent. Trench banks that are more
than 5 feet high shall be shored or sloped. Refer
to Figure I for typical trench details.
Where rock, hardpan, cobbles or other hard
material which might prevent the pipe from
being uniformly supported is encountered in the
bottom of the trench, the trench shall be
undercut a minimum of four inches below fmal

Pipe shall be the diameter, length, material and
pressure class as specified on the drawings.
The pipe shall not be dropped into the trench or
handled in a manner to cause damage.
Individual joints of pipe shall be inspected and
any damaged pipe shall be removed and
replaced. The pipe will be allowed to come
within a few degrees of the temperature it will
have after it is completely backfilled before
placing fill other than that needed for shading or
before connecting the pipe to other facilities.
Hand, mechanical or water packing are optional
methods for placing and compacting pipe
backfill.
Initial Backfill. The initial backfill material
shall be soil or sand that is free from rocks,
gravels, frozen materials larger than I inch or
earth clods greater than 2 inch in diameter. This
may be the on site trench excavated materials as
long as any unsuitable materials are removed.
The initial backfill materials shall be placed in a
pipe.

BEDDING
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When backfilling is done by hand or mechanical
means the initial fill shall be compacted fmnly
around and above the pipe to achieve a soil
density equal or greater than the density of the
undisturbed side walls of the trench. The
thickness of individual lifts prior to compaction
shall not exceed 6 inches.

30 inches for pipe 6 inch diameter and
larger
At low places on the ground surface or at
locations where it is shallow to rock, extra fill
may be placed over the pipeline to provide the
minimum depth of cover. In such cases, the top
width of the fill shall be no less than 10 feet and
the side slopes no steeper than 6 horizontal to 1
vertical.

When water packing is used, the pipe shall be
filled with water. The initial backfill, before
wetting, shall be of sufficient depth to ensure
complete coverage of the pipe with backfill after
consolidation has taken place. Water packing
shall be accomplished by adding water to diked
reaches of the trench in such quantity as to
thoroughly saturate the initial backfill. After the
backfill is saturated, the fill shall be consolidated
by rodding or with a vibrator. The wetted fill
shall be allowed to dry until firm before
completing the final backfill. The pipeline shall
remain full of water until after the final backfill
is placed.

Vertical alignment of pipe shall be uniform and
such as to maintain the cover requirements
unless otherwise noted on the drawings. If
irregular grades are required, thrust blocks, air
releases, drains and other appurtenances as
needed shall be installed.
Thrust Blocks. Thrust blocks shall be formed
against a solid trench wall. They shall be of the
minimum size and materials as specified on the
drawings.
Joints and Connections. All joints and
connections shall be constructed to withstand the
design working pressure for the pipeline without
leakage and shall leave the inside of the pipeline
free of any obstruction which could reduce the
pipe capacity below design requirements, except
that insert fittings for joining PE pipe are
permitted.

Final Backfill. The final backfill material shall
be free of rocks, frozen clods or other debris
larger than linch in diameter within 6 inches of
the pipe and 6 inches in particle size for the
remaining portion of the final backfill unless
otherwise specified on the drawings. The
material shall be placed and spread in
approximately uniform layers so there are no
unfilled spaces in the backfill. Rolling
equipment shall not be used until a minimum of
18 inches of compacted backfill material has
been placed over the top of the pipe and then
only on pipe having a wall thickness greater than
that of SDR-41. Final backfill may be mounded
over the top of the trench above ground level,
but in no case shall the final backfill be lower
than the natural ground along the top of the
trench.

18 inches for pipe 1/2 inch through 2 112
inch in diameter

All fittings, such as couplers, reducers, bends,
tees and endives shall be made of material that is
recommended for use with the type of pipe
specified and shall be installed in accordance
with the recommendations of the pipe
manufacturer. Fittings made of steel or other
materials susceptible to corrosion shall (l) be
wrapped with plastic tape meeting the
requirements of A WWA C 209 for Type I or II
tape, or (2) coated with coal-tar epoxy paint
(Kippers-Bitumastic No. 300-M is an approved
off the shelf product), or (3) painted with one
coat of urethane primer applied at a rate of 2 to 3
mils thick and two or more coats of gloss or
semi-gloss Alkyd Enamel to provide a minimum
thickness of 6 mils or (4) coated with epoxy
paint in accordance with the Steel Structures
Council (SSPC) Paint Specification # 16.

in diameter

lU.,,,U'.,, with solvent welded joints shall have
expansion-contraction couplers as indicated on

All special backfilling requirements of the pipe
manufacturer shall be followed.
Cover. The minimum depth for backfill over the
top of the pipe is:
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the drawings. Couplers shaH have a minimum
length of 14 inches.

Plastic irrigation pipe (PIP) shall meet the
requirements of ASTM D 2241 or of ASTM D
2282 except that:

Solvent for solvent cement joints shall conform
to ASTM D 2564 for PVC pipe and fittings, to
ASTM D 2235 for Acrylonitrile-ButadieneStyrene pipe and fittings.

1.

The outside diameters, wall thicknesses and
tolerances in ASAE S376.1 "Design Installation
and Performance of Underground,
Thermoplastic Irrigation Pipe" shall apply.

2.

The minimum burst pressure requirements for
water at 23 degrees C for PVC 1120 and 1220
plastic pipe, SDR 51 is 260 Ib/in 2 and for ABS
plastic pipe SDR 32.5 and SDR 41 is 380 and
300 Ib/in2 .

Rubber gaskets shall conform to ASTM D 3139.
MATERlALS
Quality of Plastic Pipe. The compound used in
manufacturing the pipe shall meet the
requirements of one of the following materials:
1.

Polyvinyl chloride (PVC) as specified in ASTM
D 1784 for Type I, Grade 1 or Type I, Grade 2
or Type II, Grade 1.

2.

Acrylonitrile-butadiene-styrene (ABS) as
specified in ASTM D 1788 for Type I, Grade 2
or Type I, Grade 3 or Type II, Grade I.

3.

Polyethylene (PE) as specified in ASTM D 1248
for Grade P14, Class C or Grade P23, Class C or
Grade P33, Class C or Grade P34, Class C.

Plastic pipe shall be marked with nominal pipe
size (for example 10 in), applicable material
designation code (for example PVC 1120),
pressure rating for water at 23 degrees C,
specification designation with which the pipe
complies and manufacture's name or trademark.
Valves and Appurtenances. The pipeline valves
and appurtenances shall be of the size, type,
material and pressure rating as shown on the
drawings. Unless otherwise shown on the
drawings all Butterfly valves shall be equipped
with geared operators. Air and vacuum relief
valves and/or combination air and vacuum relief
valves shall be installed at locations shown on
the drawings.

Pipe shall have a maximum standard dimension
ratio (SDR) of 51. Iron pipe size (IPS) plastic
pipe and I.D. controlled PE pipe meeting one of
the following ASTM specifications are
acceptable under this Practice Standard.
ASTM
SPECIFICATION
D 1785 Polyvinyl Chloride Plastic Pipe,
Schedule 40,80 and 120
D2241 Polyvinyl Chloride Pressure Rated Pipe
D2672 Joints for IPS PVC Pipe Using Solvent
Cement
D2740 Polyvinyl Chloride Plastic Tubing
D 1527 Acrylonitrile-Butadiene-Styrene Plastic
Pipe, Schedules 40 and 80
D2282 Acrylonitrile-Butadiene-Styrene Plastic
Pipe
D2I04 Polyethylene Plastic Pipe, Schedule 40

Pressure relief valves shall be stamped with the
pressure at which the valve starts to open.
Adjustable valves shall be sealed or otherwise
altered to insure that the setting marked on the
valve is not changed.
Check valves shall be rated as quick-closing,
non-slamming.

TESTING

D 2239 Polyethylene Plastic Pipe Based on
Controlled Inside Diameter
D 2447 Polyethylene Plastic Pipe, Schedules 40
and 80, Based on Outside Diameter
D 2737 Polyethylene Plastic Tubing
D 3035 Polyethylene Plastic Pipe Based on

When water is available at the time the pipe is
being installed the system shall be given an
operational test. This test shall consist of filling
the pipe with water, taking care to bleed of any

F 771

shall operate without difficulty. Leakage or
defects caused by poor materials or

Polyethylene Thermoplastic High-Pressure
Irrigation Pipeline Systems

3
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workmanship shall be replaced or repaired.
When water is not available to complete a test,
the installer shall provide a guarantee stating
they will return and fIx leaks that are found
when the pipe is initially fIlled with water.
GUARANTEE
The installing Contractor shall certify that the
installation conforms to the requirements of this
specifIcation and furnish a written guarantee
protecting the landowner against defective
materials and workmanship for a period of less
not than 1 year. The guarantee will identify
manufacturer of pipe and pipe markings.
ADDITIONAL SPECIFICATIONS

Note exceptions to trench width and minimum cover
required on drawings.

NRCS-ID
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FIGURE I
TRENCH WIDTH AND BACKFILL REQUIREMENTS
NATURAL GROUND

FINAL BACKFILL

'¥

FINAL BACKFILL
(Maximum particle size I inch)

6"

INITIAL BACKFILL
(Compacted select
bedding materials)

t-

MINIMUM DIMENSIONS
\

0.500

(If Necessary)

TYPICAL TRENCH DETAIL
5 FT DEPTH, MAXIMUM

NATURAL GROUND

FINAL BACKFILL

6"
(Maximum particle
size I inch)

t
OD t
t ~70D
;f\

4" (If Necessary)

ITIAL BACKFILL
(Compacted select
bedding materials)
MINIMUM DIMENSIONS

O.50D

ALTERNATIVE TRENCH DETAIL
DEPTH GREATER THAN 5 FEET
** Slope typically varies from Y. to

l/1I2: 1 or greater based upon

surcharge, etc. Refer to OSHA Subpart P for details.

5
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NATURAL RESOURCES CONSERVATION SERVICE

Idaho
CONSTRUCTION SPECIFICATIONS
FOR
STRUCTURES FOR WATER CONTROL
(METAL HEADGATE)
Padgett Ditch

(Owner/Operator)
GENERAL
Installation shall be in accordance with an
approved design and plan. Details of
construction shown on the drawings but not
included herein are considered as a part of this
specification.
.
Construction operations shall be carried out in a
manner to ensure that erosion and air and water
pollution are minimized. Construction activities
shall be in accordance with applicable OSHA
regulations.
SITE PREPARATION
The foundation area for the structure shall be
cleared of all trees, roots, stumps, brush,
boulders, sod and debris.
EXCAVATION
Excavation will be to the depths and widths
needed to install the headgate to the lines and
grades shown on the drawings. Any over
excavation will be backfilled with selected
material and compacted to the density of the
surrounding undisturbed materials.
MATERIALS
Pipe. Corrugated metal pipe shall be zinccoated meeting the requirements listed in one of
the following standards.
ASTM A 760 Pipe, Corrugated Steel, Zinc
Coated

Pipeline Inlet

(Project Title)
AASHTO M 36 Zinc Coated (Galvanized)
Corrugated Iron or Steel Culverts and
Underdrains
AASHTO M 196 Corrugated Aluminum Alloy
Culverts and Underdrains (Amend AASHTO
196)
AASHTO M 245 Precoated, Galvanized Steel
Culverts and Underdrains
AASHTO M 257 Steel Sheet, Aluminum Coated
(Aluminum Type II) by the Hot Dip Process for
Sewer & Drainage Pipe
Pipe bands or couplers shall meet the
requirements of the applicable pipe
specification, except that no flange (channel),
smooth slab or dimple band shall be used.
Gaskets shall meet the requirements of ASTM C
443.
Other pipe materials when specified shall meet
the requirements as listed on the drawings or in
the ADDITIONAL SPECIFICATIONS.
Coatings. All metal items, with the exception of
aluminum and galvanized metal, shall be painted
with two coats of synthetic primer paint and one
coat of aluminum paint or an approved equal
coating. Any damage to zinc coating shall be
repaired by thoroughly brushing and cleaning
the damaged area and painting.
Metal. The steel plate headwall components
shaH be fabricated of structural steel that
confonns to ASTM specification A 36. The
steel shall have a 36 ksi or higher yield stress
rating.

Federal Specification WW-P-402C Pipe,
Federal Specification WW-P-405B Pipe,
Corrugated Iron or Steel, Zinc Coated (Amend.!)

transport and installation of the structure.

NRCS-ID
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STRUCTURE INSTALLA nON

RIPRAP

The structure will be placed on a finn
foundation to the lines and grades shown on the
drawings or as staked in the field.

Rock shall be angular to subangular in shape,
dense, durable stone of the size and gradation
shown on the drawings.

BACKFILL

ADDITIONAL SPECIFICA nONS

Backfill materials shall be free of rocks, stones,
sod, brush, roots, or other perishable or
unsuitable material. Cobble and rock fragments
having a maximum dimension of more than
three inches shall not be used within 1 foot of
the structure. To the extent they are suitable
excavated materials will be used to complete
necessary the backfill. No fill shall be placed on
a frozen surface. Snow or ice shall not be
incorporated into any fill.
The moisture content of fill material shall be
maintained within the limits required to prevent
the adherence of the fill material to the
compacting equipment and ensure the crushing
and blending of the soil clods. Generally when
soil material is squeezed in the hand it will retain
a ball shape, but there will not be free water on
the surface. Supplemental water, when required,
shall be applied to get water uniformly dispersed
throughout the fill materials.
Required backfill will be brought up at
approximately uniform height around the
structure. The fill shall be placed in a manner to
allow the structure to gradually assume the
backfill loading.
Hand directed tamper compacted fills shall be
placed in layers not exceeding 4 inch thickness
prior to being compacted. The backfill material
shall be compacted to a density equal to that of
the adjacent ground. Heavy compaction
equipment shall not be operated within 2 feet of
any structure. Hand directed tampers or
compactors shall be used on areas not accessible
to heavy compaction equipment and within 2
feet of any structure. The passage of heavy
equipment will not be allowed over any type of
conduit until the compacted backfill has been
placed a minimum of two feet over the top of the
pipe. The layer thickness for equipment
compaction.

NRCS-ID
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OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE REQUIREMENTS
HIGH-PRESSURE, UNDERGROUND, PLASTIC PIPE
CODE 430-00

tc::.ch'--_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _- - - - - - - - - - - Landowner/Operator_-'P...,a""d::,;;9"'e'-"tt'-!D:::.i'-"
Job Location

Hagerman

County_ _ _. . : G: :.o: : ,:0: : ,:d: .!.i!.!.n9:: L.-_ _ _ _ _ SWCD_ _ _...::G::;.:0::.;:oo.::d""in-,-,9:L.-_ _ FarmlTract No. _ _ _ _ __
Referral No. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Prepared By

Sampson

Date

11/2008

OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE ITEMS
A properly operated and maintained irrigation pipeline is an asset to the farm. This irrigation pipeline was
designed and installed to transmit water the place of use. The estimated life span of this installation is at
least 20 - 40 years. The life of this pipeline can be assured and usually increased by developing and
carrying out a good operation and maintenance program.
This practice will require performance of periodic maintenance and also requires operational items to
maintain satisfactory performance. A good operation and maintenance program includes:
~

Checking to make sure all air-vacuum relief, pressure release and any other valves and air vents are
set at the proper operating condition so they may provide protection to the pipeline. Remove all
foreign debris that hinders valve, slide gate or overall system operation.

~

Maintaining the design depth of cover over the pipeline.

~

Limit traffic over the pipeline to designated section(s) that were designed for traffic loads. Avoid travel
over pipelines by tillage equipment when the soil is saturated.

~

Avoid any deep subsoiling or excavations operation(s) that may disturb the pipeline.

~

Maintaining vigorous growth of vegetative coverings. This includes reseeding, fertilization and
application of herbicides when necessary. Periodic mowing may also be needed to control height.

~

Draining the system and components in areas that are subject to freezing. If parts of the system
cannot be drained, an antifreeze solution may be added.

~

Eradicate or otherwise remove all rodents or burrowing animals. Immediately repair any damage
caused by their activity.

~

Always fill the pipeline at low flow rates to allow air movement to release points.
of in-line valves.

~

Immediately repair any vandalism, vehicular or livestock damage.
NRCS,ID
December, 2001
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Special operation and maintenance requirements _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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Fish Pond

~
.
. ting concrete
E,dpip.m=,
structure.

~~
. _~~

1

I

T

1
T

Install 1305 linear feet of
21 inch PVC PIP, 100 psi
pipe. Install per specification
430-DD.

1

r

Install 90 degree elbow and
12" cleanout port. Sta. 5+20. , _

---

Existing concrete division structure.
Modity as shown on sheets 3-5.

__I
I-

---I

t!

~ -j~
1

.1
Road

Edge of pipe trench is
5 feet or more from
I asphalt edge.

.~

Install new steel pipeline inlet
Structure.

"&

o
i
11

Il.

I:!

ij

LlnClIff ~ Padgett Ditch

l

~yout

~

~

Gooding SCD

Ii

Gooding Co, ID
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PLAN VIEW - Pipe
linch 2 feet

~
I~

Install new steel pipeline inlet
structure, epoxy coat all bare
metal and field welds. Drill
and bolt to existing concrete.
Seal joint with silicone.

J

H

~'f)

Ul

....o

I;l,

iii
5 foot wide flat
similar to Waterman
Gate frame is at least 4
allow 2 fe,et of

,.(;
I

Existing concrete structure. Cui
7.5 foot wide notch in west wall
to elevation 100.4.

-,-~

~,L._______._'___._. _ _ _ _

7.'$'

/~I

traV)1.,

Install new orifice plate. ~

8

!3

J

L

«~

nU.IlII£"UlUl Plum.. OffICE: I1tH.HII

LlnCUff ~hdgett Ditch
Inlet St!'~~ture Details

Gooding SeD

Ii

Gooding Co, ID
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Steel Inlet - Reverse Front View
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Bolt to concrete.
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1-6
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Channel iron frame.

.'!

II

7~()"

.

.:r

2-1/4 x 3/!6 bar grating for
trash rack. Supported on 1-l/2 x
angle iron.

~

<0

~

------.,
Install channel iron frame.
. Channel is IS" long, C3.
Bottom plate is I' inch x 3"
. flat stock. Weld entire
assembly to front plate.

"()

~

Eltil

r

Steel Inlet - Top View
.(

~I
Steel Inlet Side View
Section AA, 1 inch 2 feet

Structure is made ofS gage Sheet)
steel or heavier.

'- \

~

~
~

~
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LlnCliff - Ifj.dgett Ditch
Inlet Stru1ltre Details
Gooding SCD
Gooding Co, ID
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Orifice Plate Details
I inch = I foot
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--O,3/c.f.r
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~

'-0"

Slope trench walls
above 5 feet.

(

_ _ _ _-.:l}

Orifice plate is 3116 inch
steel plate. Stiffen with
1 - 112 x 3/16 angle as needed.
Fasted to concrete structure.

2.

~~\~

f

-------7-

z'-tj""",,,

t

Select granular backfill.
Steel inlet - Side View
1 inch = 2 feet

3"¢

Brace outside of steel inlet )...
with I lI2 x 3/16 angle.
2 rows,

Air release assembly.

----........---..,--..-........
IE'

~

Adaptor coupler to
PVC as needed.

't'~I" ~
8',..0"

,.
LinCUff - P~gett Ditch

Inlet Struc~re Details

Gooding SCD

I

UGooding Co, ID
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Section A cutout

~[ l

v

Section 8

~

Ground Surface

Section
B

OUTLET

21" pipeline
Section A pipeline

FIOW~

~
Section A
Flow

~

Flow to fish ponds _ _ _7

